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Foreword by Prof. Qing-Long Han

Advanced technologies that accelerate the delivery of renewable and sustainable
energy systems will contribute to low-carbon applications and environmental pollu-
tion reduction. A battery is a primary energy storage source and a key part of the
energy transition, where a lithium-ion (Li-ion) battery is particularly promising due
to its excellent performance such as high energy density, low self-discharging rate,
and continually decreasing price. According to the market forecast, the global Li-ion
batterymarket size would reach US$105.6 billion by 2026, making it become the key
technology to transportation electrification and provide stationary energy storage for
electrical grids.

However, a battery will inevitably age with time, while its performance is a conse-
quence of multiple coupled mechanisms affected by various elements such as battery
manufacturing, operation, and environmental condition. Specifically, the manufac-
turing process will first directly determine the battery initial performance. Then, the
batterywith high performancewill bewidely operated in electric vehicle applications
until the capacity reaches 80% of its nominal value. After that, the retired battery
will be reutilized in second-life applications such as grid energy storage to make full
use of its residual value. To further benefit the environment and save cost, the non-
function battery will be recycled finally. During such full-lifespan of battery, various
cases such as overcharging/discharging, internal/external short circuits could damage
battery efficiency, and even cause safety issues like a thermal runaway, combustion,
and explosion. In this context, effective battery management becomes necessary to
ensure its safety and efficiency during the full-lifespan.

The recent rapid developments of automation science and big data analytics
provide data science-based solutions to manage batteries. The book attempts to
capture the latest data science technological advancements in battery management
and apply these to battery full-lifespan cycle including three main stages: manufac-
turing, operation, and reutilization. It covers the research results of Dr. Kailong Liu,
Dr. Yujie Wang, and Dr. Xin Lai in data science-based techniques for battery full-
lifespanmanagement. This book starts with the background andmotivation of the Li-
ion battery and its management. Then the vision of the battery full-lifespan manage-
ment and its each stage are provided. It continues with the descriptions of several
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vi Foreword by Prof. Qing-Long Han

key management tasks within the manufacturing, operation, and reutilization stages
of battery full-lifespan, while various classical and emerging data science-based
strategies to handle these tasks are also illustrated with the well-proven case studies.
Finally, the key challenges, future trends, and promising data science technologies
to further improve this research field are discussed. Thus, this book focuses on the
intersection of battery data science engineering and offers a systematic background
and technology information on the data science-based management for full-lifespan
of the Li-ion battery.

Dr. Liu’s research experience lies at the intersection of AI and electrochemical
energy storage applications, especially data science and automation engineering in
battery manufacturing and operation management. Throughout over 10 years of
research experience, he has focused on the discovery of new knowledge and under-
standing with a focus on application-based research and academic research with
industrial impact. Currently, he leads the data science activities to benefit battery
management in WMG, where he works closely with many academic institutions
(e.g. Oxford, UCL) and battery or automotive industries (e.g. Jaguar, Aston Martin,
UKBIC, Britishvolt, and Varta Storage). The impact of his AI and data science
research has been significant, as key elements have been integrated into the practice
of a number of industrial partners. Dr. Wang has been with the School of Information
Science and Technology, University of Science and Technology of China, where he is
currently anAssociate Professor at theDepartment ofAutomation.He is currently the
Secretary of System Simulation Committee of Chinese Association of Automation,
and the Director of IEEE PES Electric Vehicle Technical Committee. His current
research interests are data analysis of renewable energy systems and data science
management of lithium-ion batteries. Dr. Lai’s research interests include battery fault
diagnosis, secondary utilization of the retired batteries, and recycling and remanu-
facturing of the waste batteries. In recent years, he is committed to applying data
science and AI to these research fields. This book represents the persistent efforts
and research experiences of them and their groups in developing core data science
strategies for battery full-lifespan management.

I highly recommend this book to researchers/Ph.D. students and engineerswho are
working in the fields of battery management and data science. First, this book has a
solid technical content and canprovide thebasics of batterymanufacturing, operation,
and reutilization. With various practical case studies, readers could also understand
how to derive data science-based strategies to achieve efficient management of these
three important stages during battery full-lifespan. Second, this book covers the hot
and promising research topics fromDr. Liu, Dr.Wang, and Dr. Lai, who are the rising
star in this field. They all have a rich research experience and achieve excellent results
in promoting advanced data science and AI-based strategies for battery full-lifespan
management. In summary, considering the rapid development of data science-based
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battery management technologies, this book is significantly important for AI and
battery applications, which can be extremely attractive to readers in the community.

Qing-Long Han
Pro Vice-Chancellor and Distinguished Professor

Member of the Academia Europaea
IEEE Fellow, FIEAust Fellow

Swinburne University of Technology
Melbourne, Australia



Foreword by Prof. Jinyue Yan

The energy transition is one of the most complex challenges facing societies today,
requiring widespread social and technological changes over several decades. The
increased penetration of renewable energy and the responses to the flexibility of
energy systems, energy storage technologies including batterieswill play a significant
role in the future energy transition. However, a battery inevitably degrades with time,
losing the capacity to store charge and deliver it efficiently. Battery management
systems are significant for battery performance including efficiency, capacity, and
safety.

Meanwhile, the rising dynamic pressure on variable renewable energy penetration
and the fluctuation of energy demand requires that we better understand the energy
nexus, i.e. connections between energy and other sectors by using interdisciplinary
approaches. This book is one kind of such efforts to apply data science for the
management of batteries.

With the rapid advancements of “Big Data” analytics and AI, data science is
becoming one of the promising tools to respond to the challenge of battery manage-
ment due to its superiority of being flexible. The full-lifespan of a battery consists
of three crucial stages: manufacturing, operation, and reutilization. A manufacturing
stage is to produce and determine battery initial performance. In an operation stage,
battery capacity degrades from 100 to 80% to supply/absorb electrical power for
high-demand applications (e.g. electric vehicles). In a reutilization stage, the battery
capacity degrades below 80% for the reduced demand applications (e.g. grid energy
storage) and then is recycled. As all these three stages are significantly correlated
to battery performance, a systematic exploration simultaneously covering battery
full-lifespan (manufacturing, operation, and reutilization) management is urgently
required.

This book is an academic monograph covering full-lifespan management of Li-
ion batteries by using data science approach. It is also a collected achievement of
scientific research by the authors. The book starts with the introduction of the Li-ion
battery’s role in the energy transition. Then the battery full-lifespan management
and key challenges are showcased. Afterwards, the efforts of designing suitable data
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science solutions to handle each challenge in the management of battery manufac-
turing, operation, and reutilization are presented with detailed case studies. Finally,
future development trends are prospected and discussed.

I highly recommend this book to the academics, engineers, and practitioners in
both applied energy and AI communities. The book will provide readers with the
knowledge of batterymanagement over lifespan includingmanufacturing, operation,
and reutilization with the integration of technological innovations and engineering
practices by means of data science. The step-by-step guidance, systematic introduc-
tion, and case studies to the topic enable the book useful to audiences of different
levels, from graduates to experienced engineers.

Stockholm, Sweden
Spring 2022

Prof. Jinyue Yan



Preface

To achieve net-zero carbon emission targets around the world, numerous works
regarding green energy have been explored, offering plenty of potential sustainable
and low-carbon technologies.Owing to the superiority in termsof high energydensity
and reliable service life, lithium-ion (Li-ion) battery represents one promising and
efficient energy storage solution for many applications such as electrical devices (i.e.
mobile phone, laptop), transportation electrification (i.e. electrical vehicle, electrical
ship, electrical plane), and smart grid. However, due to the frequently occurring
electrochemical reactions, after battery is manufactured, it will inevitably age with
time, losing the capacity to store charge and deliver it efficiently. Besides, the safety,
efficiency and performance of a battery would be also directly affected by different
operating cases,making relatedmanagement solutions become crucial and necessary.

A hologram of battery full-lifespan consists of three main stages including manu-
facturing, operation (battery capacity from 100 to 80%) and reutilization (battery
capacity below 80%). To ensure the safety, efficiency, and performance of battery
during its full-lifespan, battery management solutions are developing rapidly in
the international market and become a hot research topic. However, there are still
numerous technical challenges in battery full-lifespan applications, demanding the
development of state-of-the-art technologies. Firstly, battery properties such as cost,
reliability, energy density, and life are directly determined by its manufacturing
process. It is thus vital to develop suitable solutions for understanding and analysing
battery intermediate manufacturing processes in the pursuit of smarter battery manu-
facturing management. Besides, owing to the battery’s complicated electrochemical
dynamics, numerous tasks such as battery state estimation, ageing prognostics, fault
diagnosis, and charging management must be done to well and efficiently manage
battery during its operation stage. Moreover, to make full use of battery, the retired
battery from electric vehicles with a capacity below 80% needs to be reutilized in
second-life applications such as grid energy storage. Furthermore, to comply with
environmental and health benefits, batteries need to be recycled when they get either
spoilt or non-functional.

With the rapid development of AI andmachine learning, data science-based appli-
cations have drawn much attention and become a research hotspot in the field of

xi
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battery full-lifespanmanagement. Afterwell designing proper data science solutions,
significant enhancement can be achieved formore effective batterymanagement from
the aforementioned three stages.However, as relatively newandprospective research,
currently there is no book to systematically introduce and describe the battery full-
lifespan management particular from the data science application perspective to our
best knowledge.

This book comprehensively consolidates studies in the rapidly emerging field of
battery management. The primary focus is to overview the new and emerging data
science technologies for full-lifespan management of Li-ion batteries, which are
categorized into three groups, namely (i) battery manufacturing management, (ii)
battery operation management, and (iii) battery reutilization management. The book
is broken down into 7 chapters which contain illustrations and tables. Several key
features are described in this book as:

• The concept of battery full-lifespan management is proposed, and the related data
science solutions to handle its key tasks are described.

• A systematic introduction of the expanding data science technologies in battery
full-lifespan management is provided.

• Data science-based management of battery manufacturing including electrode
manufacturing and cell manufacturing is introduced with case studies.

• Data science-based management of battery operation including operation
modelling, state estimation, ageing prognostics, fault diagnosis and battery
charging is introduced with case studies

• Data science-basedmanagement of battery reutilization including echelon utiliza-
tion and material recycling is introduced with case studies.

• Data science is proven to be a promising route to improve battery full-lifespan
management.

• The key challenges, future trends, and promising data science technologies to
further improve battery full-lifespan management are discussed.

This book will attract the attention of academics, scientists, engineers, and practi-
tioners. It will also be useful as a reference book for graduates and PhDs working in
the related fields. Specifically, the audience could get the basics of battery manufac-
turing, operation and reutilization, and also the information on related data science
solutions. We hope the book will inform insights into the feasible, advanced data
science design for battery manufacturing, operation, and reutilization management
perspectives, further boosting the development of reliable data-based modeling,
analysis, and optimization technologies to enhance battery performance.

Coventry, UK Kailong Liu
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Chapter 1
Introduction to Battery Full-Lifespan
Management

As one of the most promising alternatives to effectively bypass fossil fuels and
promote net-zero carbon emission target around the world, rechargeable lithium-ion
(Li-ion) batteries have become a mainstream energy storage technology in numerous
important applications such as electric vehicles, renewable energy storage, and smart
grid. However, Li-ion batteries present inevitable ageing and performance degrada-
tion with time. To ensure efficiency, safety and avoid potential failures for Li-ion
batteries, reliable battery management during its full-lifespan is of significant impor-
tance. This chapter first introduces the background and motivation of Li-ion battery,
followedby the description ofLi-ion battery fundamentals and the demands of battery
management. After that, the basic information and benefits of using data science
technologies to achieve effective battery full-lifespan management are presented.

1.1 Background and Motivation

1.1.1 Energy Storage Market

According to the statistics from the CNESA Global Energy Storage Projects
Database, the global operating energy storage project capacity has reached 191.1GW
at the end of 2020, a year-on-year increase of 3.4% [1]. As illustrated in Fig. 1.1,
pumped storage contributes to the largest portion of global capacity with 172.5GW, a
year-on-year increase of 0.9%. Electrochemical energy storage becomes the second-
largest portion with a total capacity of 14.1GW. Among different electrochemical
energy storage solutions, Li-ion batteries reach the capacity of 13.1GW, exceeding
10GW for the first time.

© The Author(s) 2022
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Fig. 1.1 2020 global energy storage market classification share, reprinted from [1], open access

China, the USA, Europe, and Australia are the leaders of the energy storage
market. The new operating capacity of these countries accounted for over 86%,
which has exceeded the GW-level new operating capacity.

China: Driven by the Chinese policies to encourage and require storage alloca-
tion in the energy, the largest installed capacity of new energy power generation in
China exceeds 580MW, a rapid increase of 438%. Furthermore, the establishment of
“Carbon Peak” and “Carbon Neutral” targets in China also significantly boosts the
leapfrog development of renewable energy and related battery-based energy storage.

InApril 2021, theNational Development&ReformCommission and theNational
Energy Administration issued the “Guiding Opinions on Accelerating the Develop-
ment of New Energy Storage (Draft for Comment)” [2]. For the first time, the docu-
ment clarifies the development goals of the energy storage industry. By 2025, the
installed capacity of new energy storage capacity will reach more than 30 million
kilowatts (30 GWh). As of 2020, the cumulative installed capacity of new electric
energy storage in China has reached 3.28Gwh [3], a year-on-year increase of 91.2%,
which also means that by 2025, the scale of the Chinese new energy storage market
will be about 10 times larger than the level at the end of 2020.

USA: A breakthrough has been made in the deployment before the schedule in 2020,
and the newly added operating capacity in the USA has doubled in comparison with
that in 2019. The newly installed capacity is mainly concentrated in California, while
LS Power and Vistra Energy added 250 MW/250MWh and 300 MW/1200MWh
projects, respectively. The latter is the largest battery-based energy storage project
in the USA and even the world. Besides, the deployment of large-scale 100 MW
battery-based energy storage projects in Texas, New York, Florida, and other states
has been accelerated.

The National Renewable Energy Lab uses the Regional Energy Deployment
System (ReEDS) capacity expansion model to understand the complex dynamics
involved with the future market potential for utility-scale energy storage in the
contiguous USA [4]. The battery storage mandates enacted in Oregon, California,
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Fig. 1.2 Cumulativemodel-deployed battery storagewithHigh,Reference, andLowbattery capital
costs. All scenarios show here use the dynamic assessment of storage capacity credit, reprinted from
[4], with permission from Elsevier

New Jersey, New York, and Massachusetts are included. In total, these mandates
require the model to build 1775 MW of batteries by 2020, 4685 MW by 2025,
and 6555 MW by 2030. As illustrated in Fig. 1.2, the results of the “Reference” and
“Low” battery cost scenarios generated by the ReEDS show a significant new battery
storage deployment, with the deployment levels of 125 GW and 208 GW in 2050,
respectively.

Europe: The implementation of the “Clean Energy for All” program has sent a
significantly positive signal for the European energy storage market. This is reflected
in the strong performance of the front-end energy storage market for electricity
meters in the UK and the strong performance of the home energy storage market in
Germany. The UK has cancelled project capacity restrictions, allowed more than 50
and 350MWprojects in England andWales, and officially launched the construction
of large-scale energy storage projects in the UK. With more than 300,000 household
battery systems installed in Germany, COVID-19 has further stimulated consumer
demand for energy flexibility, safety, and independence.

The European Union (EU) energy and climate policy aims to significantly cut
CO2 emissions in the power sector by 2030 and to establish a nearly carbon-free
electricity sector by 2050. The role of transmission and energy storage in European
decarburization towards 2050 provides support to the hypothesis that the EU energy
and climate targets for 2050 will increase the capacity of intermittent power, storage
technologies and international transmission lines, as illustrated in Fig. 1.3. In 2050,
the investment in electric battery capacity will range from 80 to 351 GWh [5].

An assessment of European electricity arbitrage using storage systems shows
that, in the near future, the most attractive European countries for the electricity
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Fig. 1.3 Battery energy capacity per average hourly electricity demand in 2050 for the European
countries, reprinted from [5], open access

arbitrage business are the UK and Ireland, with current Net Present Value close to
−400,000 V, while Spain and Portugal might show the worst performances, their
current Net Present Value are close to −800,000 V.

United Kingdom: The UK was the country with the largest new operating energy
storage capacity in the European market, accounting for 44.6% of the total European
continent in 2019. In 2019, the UK government signed a legally binding commit-
ment to bring all greenhouse gas emissions to net-zero by 2050. Batteries will play
a significant part in this transition, both in transport and renewable energy storage.
Improving understanding of how batteries will age and how to design more effi-
cient battery management system will aid the net-zero transition and reduce waste.
Batteries and electric vehicles also represent part of the government’s industrial
strategy for the future of mobility and the mission to “Put UK at the forefront of
the design and manufacturing of zero-emission vehicles” [6]. The UK automotive
industry adds £18.6 billion to the UK economy, employees 823,000 people, and
accounts for 14.4% of all UK goods exports [7]. To facilitate the transition to electri-
fication, £1 billion is being invested in the Advanced Propulsion Centre (APC) and
£246 million in the Faraday battery challenge.

Australian: The Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) reports that there are
85 big batteries with a total capacity of 18,660MW in the planning pipeline [8]. How
many of these projects can be realized will be a function of battery cost development,
as well as the development of different revenue streams that batteries are enabled to
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provide. In Australia, batteries can provide revenue-generating services in various
markets, most of which are ancillary and wholesale markets [9]. Virtual transmission
lines, or avoided transmission investment, are emerging as a potential income stream
for batteries.

1.1.2 Li-Ion Battery Role

Demand for Li-ion batteries to power electric vehicles and energy storage has seen
exponential growth, increasing from just 0.5 gigawatt-hours in 2010 to around 526
gigawatt hours a decade later. Demand is projected to increase 17-fold by 2030.

According to the commissionedmanufacturing capacity of Li-ion battery by plant
location in Fig. 1.4, Asia dominates the Li-ion battery supply chain, especially China
[10], where Chinese Li-ion battery manufacturer CATL is one of the world leaders
in battery manufacturing in 2020, as illustrated in Fig. 1.5. China’s success results
from its sizeable domestic battery demand, control of more than 70% of the world’s
graphite raw material refining, and massive cell and cell component manufacturing
capacity. Korea and Japan rank number two and three in the Li-ion battery supply
chain. While both countries are among the leaders in battery and cell component
manufacturing (LGEnergy Solution, Samsung SDI, SK Innovation, Panasonic), they
do not have the same influence in raw materials refining and mining as China.

Figure 1.6 illustrates the Li-ion battery cell manufacturing capacity by country or
region. Obviously, China is the largest batterymanufacturing country with 567GWh,
which is nearly ten times larger than the second one-the United States. Europe owns
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Fig. 1.4 Commissionedmanufacturing capacity of Li-ion battery by plant location, 2020 and 2025,
reprinted from [10], open access
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Fig. 1.6 Cell manufacturing capacity by country or region, reprinted from [10], open access

the third-largest battery manufacturing capacity. Apart from China, two Asian coun-
tries includingSouthKorea and Japanpresent the fourth andfifthLi-ionbatterymanu-
facturing capacity with 37 GWh and 30 GWh, respectively. The detailed percentages
of total manufacturing capacity for various battery components by country are listed
in Table 1.1.

As analysed by Yole’s team in the new Status of the Rechargeable Li-ion Battery
Industry 2021 report, Li-ion battery has become the technology of choice for many
applications. As a result, it attracts numerous players: R&D labs, cell component
manufacturers, cell and battery pack manufacturers, and system integrators. Li-ion
battery market is composed of multiple applications of battery technology, with
slightly different targets and roles, further resulting in each application being best
served by the specific Li-ion battery technology. Three real applications including
electric vehicles, electronic devices, and stationary battery-based energy storage
comprise the bulk of the current Li-ion battery market, as shown in Fig. 1.7.

Different electric vehicles (xEVs): The rapidly growing xEVs market consists of
different types of EVs such as hybrid electric vehicle (HEV), plug-in hybrid electric
vehicle (PHEV), full electric vehicle (EV), and commercial electric vehicle (CEV),
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Table 1.1 Percentage of totalmanufacturing capacity of different countries for various components
of Li-ion battery (data from [10], open access)

Country Cathodes
manufacturing
(3 M tons) (%)

Anode
manufacturing
(1.2 M tons) (%)

Electrolyte
solution
manufacturing
(339,000 tons)
(%)

Separator
manufacturing
(1987 M m2) (%)

United States – 10 2 6

China 42 65 65 43

Japan 33 19 12 21

Korea 15 6 4 28

Rest of World 10 – 17 2

PHEV EV

Fuel Tank Engine

MotorBattery

HEV CEV
(a)

Cell phone(b) Laptop Laptop BES(c)

Fig. 1.7 Main applications of Li-ion battery: a different electric vehicles, b electronic device, c
stationary battery-based energy storage

as illustrated in Fig. 1.7a, where Li-ion battery plays specific roles in different appli-
cations. For HEV, as it belongs to the traditional internal combustion engine-based
vehicle, its propulsion system is combined with a small electric motor driven by
batteries and these batteries are usually charged through regenerative braking. In
this context, the capacity of the Li-ion battery is relatively smaller, further making
its energy density and capital cost become less relevant. However, due to frequent
braking of HEV, battery here requires to be charged and discharged powerfully.
Therefore, Li-ion battery needs to have high power density, quick charging speed and
long lifetime over thousands of cycles in HEV. In comparison with HEV, batteries
within PHEV could be also charged through plugging into an external electricity
source. The battery here generally presents much larger capacity to enable PHEV to
drive fully electric for a short distance. In this context, Li-ion battery requires better
energy density and lower capital cost, while its power density as well as lifetime
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become of less concern. For a full EV without any internal combustion engine, in
order to deliver enough ranges for drivers, Li-ion battery generally needs low capital
cost and high energy density. Besides, as EV could not fall back on the internal
combustion engine anymore, Li-ion battery also needs to present high reliability
and long service life over 1000 cycles. For CEV such as e-bus that battery systems
are relatively larger and the effects of battery fault such as thermal runaway would
become more severe, Li-ion battery here has increased safety requirements. Besides,
as e-buses generally need to be charged frequently, the service life of Li-ion battery
here also becomes more important than other xEV cases.

Electronic device: Li-ion battery is also widely used to support power/energy for
electronic devices such as cell phones, laptops, and tablets, as shown in Fig. 1.7b.
Li-ion battery presents the similar roles in all these electronic device applications
to provide as much energy as possible in a compact form, so the volumetric energy
density becomes the most crucial element. Besides, the cost of Li-ion battery in
electronic devices is relatively smaller and users are generally willing to pay for
high-performance Li-ion battery, cost here thus becomes the secondary important
element. Furthermore, as electronic device application usually presents low drain,
the power density of Li-ion battery here becomes less of concern.

Stationary battery-based energy storage (BES): BES is becoming a vital part to
smooth the supply and demand of power generated from renewable energy such
as wind sources and solar sources, as illustrated in Fig. 1.7c. In real applications,
BES ensures the electricity transferred from renewable energy could be stored for
further reutilization. Besides, it is able to also ensure that the peak in consumption
is absorbed while backup could be provided without having to temporarily rely
on fossil fuel power plants, further bringing positive environmental and economic
impacts. There are different types of operating models for Li-ion batteries in BES
applications. Based upon the requirements of Li-ion battery, these operating models
could be divided across two axes as the frequency of discharge and the length of
discharge, where the applications and key needs of Li-ion battery in four related
quadrants of BES are illustrated in Fig. 1.8.

1.2 Li-Ion Battery and Its Management

1.2.1 Li-Ion Battery

Li-ion battery belongs to an electrochemical energy storage system, which generates
a potential difference and allows current to flow through the circuit until the energy is
exhausted. The first Li-ion batterywas commercially introduced by Sony company in
1991. As illustrated in Fig. 1.9, Li-ion battery consists of three components including
anode (negative electrode), cathode (positive electrode), and electrolyte. The active
material is bonded to the metal fluid at both ends of the cell and electrically isolated
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with a microporous polymer separator or gel polymer. Liquid or gel polymer elec-
trolytes allow lithium ions (Li+) to diffuse between the positive and negative elec-
trodes. Li-ions are intercalated or deintercalated from the active material through an
intercalation process.

The anode here mainly contains graphite. Besides, Li-Titanate anode combined
with any other cathode is also developed to provide better safety and battery perfor-
mance at the sacrifice of energy density. For cathode, it mainly consists of a metal
oxide. Among different types of the cathode, lithium cobalt oxide (LCO) is able to
offer higher energy density but presents a higher safety risk level, especially when it
is damaged. In this context, this chemical composition has been widely adopted in
consumer electronics. In contrast, lithium iron phosphate (LFP), lithium manganese
oxide (LMO), and lithium nickel manganese cobalt oxide (NMC) batteries would
offer lower energy densities, but become inherently safer. The electrolyte mainly
consists of a lithium salt in an organic solvent.

Table 1.2 illustrates and summarizes various chemical compositions that are
adopted for battery cathode electrode. It can be noted that for Li-ion battery with
different materials, its performance such as the voltage, energy density, service life,
and safety level could become significantly different. Most metal oxide electrodes
are thermally unstable and could decompose at high-temperature conditions, further

Table 1.2 Rechargeable Li-ion batteries with various cathode compositions

Name LCO LMO NMC NCA LFP

Full name Lithium
cobalt oxide

Lithium
manganese
oxide

Lithium nickel
manganese
cobalt oxide

Lithium nickel
cobalt
aluminium
oxide

Lithium iron
phosphate

Cathode LiCoO2 LiMn2O4 LiNiMnCoO2 LiNiCoAlO2 LiFePO4

Cell voltage
[V]

3.7 3.6 3.8 3.6 3.3

Cut-off
voltage [V]

4.2 4.2 4.1–4.3 4.3–4.5 3.6

Energy
density
[Wh/kg]

150–250 100–170 150–220 200–250 80–140

Thermal
runaway
temperature
[°C]

150 250 200 175 250

Common
applications

Cellphone,
camera,
laptop

Hand tool,
medical
equipment

Hand tool,
medical
equipment

Vehicle Hand tool,
medical
equipment

Comments High energy
density

Low internal
impedance

High energy
density
Withstands
rapid charge

High energy
density
High cell
voltage

Long charge
lifetime
Withstands
rapid charge
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Prismatic Pouch Cylindrical

Fig. 1.10 Li-ion cell designs with various shapes

releasing oxygen to result in thermal runaway conditions. Among all these elec-
trode chemical compositions, lithium manganese oxide (LMO) and lithium nickel
manganese cobalt oxide (NMC) become the best candidates to compromise between
performance and safety levels currently available on the Li-ion battery market.

Besides, Li-ion battery could be designed with different shapes including pris-
matic, pouch, and cylindrical, as shown in Fig. 1.10. Among these three designs,
the prismatic battery cell design becomes the safest one because it is equipped with
some mechanisms, such as safety functional layers, multi-layer partitions, safety
vents, safety fuses, and overcharge safety devices.

1.2.2 Demands for Battery Management

(1) Battery management system market

Due to the dramatically increased requirements of battery being used in numerous
applications such as transportation electrifications and smart grid energy storage, the
global market of battery management system also grows rapidly with a compound
annual growth rate of over 10%. Here the transportation sector is leading the main
market growth of battery management system as a great number of EVs being manu-
factured and sold annually. For example, the global EV fleet stock was around 10.2
million in 2020, an increase of over 43% in comparison with that in 2019. Battery
management plays a pivotal role in determining battery efficiency, performance and
safety, especially for EV applications. Therefore, battery management system must
be well equipped in an EV.

Figure 1.11 illustrates the growth rate of battery management system market
around the world from 2021 to 2026 estimated by the Mordor Intelligence [11]. It
can be seen that Asia–Pacific owns the biggest market share for battery management
system, mainly due to the dramatically rising sale of EVs in countries like China and
Japan. This dramatic increase of EVs is mainly caused by the extensive efforts of the
governments to decrease greenhouse gas emissions. For example, China has become
the biggest EV market around the world. The market share of Chinese EVs has risen
from about 23% in 2015 to 44% in 2020, and by the end of 2020, about 4.5 million
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Fig. 1.11 Estimated growth rate of battery management system market around world from 2021
to 2026, reprinted from [11], open access

EVs have been deployed. Besides, the growth in demand for consumer electronic
products would further increase the demand for batterymanagement, because battery
management system is increasingly integrated into consumer electronic products for
security purposes. In this context, effective and reliable battery management systems
or solutions are urgently required to meet the requirements of these battery-based
electronic products.

(2) Battery management system basic functions

In Li-ion batteries, the key to longevity, efficiency, reliability and safety lies in the
efficient management of battery under various operating levels. For transportation
electrification applications such as EV, the main basic functions of battery manage-
ment include: battery data acquisition, battery modelling, battery states estimation,
battery ageing prognostics, battery fault diagnosis, battery charging, etc. [12, 13].
In general, all battery management solutions first rely on the quality of collected
battery data. The sampling speed, measurement accuracy, and data pre-filtering are
initial key elements to determine battery management performance. In this context,
battery management system typically requires various types of sensors to measure
the data of battery current, voltage and temperature. Furthermore, several battery
internal state information such as the state of charge (SoC), state of power (SoP),
and state of health (SoH) are difficult to be measured directly; therefore, various
filtering and estimation algorithms such as Kalman filter and its variants, particle
filter (PF), and neural network (NN) are employed to obtain information of these
states [14, 15]. Besides, battery ageing information such as further capacity degra-
dation trajectory and remaining useful life need to be predicted for reducing EV
users’ mileage anxiety [16]. Another high priority of battery management is fault
diagnosis to ensure battery safety, which means that any critical failures must be
detected or battery system must be shut down if a fault occurs [17]. To achieve fast,
safe, and efficient charging management, battery charging strategies with the ability
to handle various conflicting objectives and satisfy battery operating constraints also
need to be carefully designed [18]. The current battery management system mainly
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monitors and controls batteries with fixed structures, which cannot provide full play
to the optimal performance of battery systems. Han et al. designed a reconfigurable
battery management system to allow the dynamic battery reconfiguration [19]. Dai
et al. proposed a three layers-based battery management framework, including the
foundation layer, algorithm layer and application layer [20]. These advanced battery
management solutions are able to significantly improve battery safety, performance,
and efficiency under various transportation electrification applications.

(3) Battery management system challenges

Nowadays, due to transportation electrification being the broadest application
scenario for Li-ion battery, battery management solutions are mainly designed for
EV applicationswhere the battery capacity ages from 100 to 80%. To ensure effective
battery performance under complex, volatile, and extreme operating cases, various
battery operation management strategies have been designed to protect electrical
vehicle battery against faulty operations and to optimize its charging or discharging
dynamics. However, in comparison with battery operation management area with
fruitful solutions, fewer works have been done so far on applying data science-based
strategies to benefit battery manufacturing and reutilization.

For battery manufacturing, as battery initial performance would be directly deter-
mined by each intermediate stage within the manufacturing line, an effective battery
management solution that can analyse the effects of manufacturing parameters on
battery properties and optimize the manufacturing line is crucial. Besides, the battery
could make up to 30% weight and cost of an EV [21], while contributing to more
than 40% CO2 emissions during the production of EV [22]. In light of this, efficient
management of battery manufacturing towards high-quality battery and economic
targets such as high manufacturing yield, low manufacturing cost, and less pollution
is crucial and plays a pivotal role in the acceptance of battery. Currently, as battery
manufacturing generally contains a number of chemical, mechanical, and electrical
operations, and also generates numerous strongly coupledmanufacturing parameters
in the order of tens or hundreds, engineers often rely on the experiment experience,
expert advice, trial and error solutions to analyse and manage their battery manu-
facturing line. These solutions would result in huge laborious and time consump-
tions, slow battery product development, inaccurate quality control, and difficulty in
generating sustainable business cases for the technological introduction. Therefore,
it is imperative to introduce advanced and smart solutions to manage battery manu-
facturing, and explore the correlation, interaction, interdependency of all relevant
parameters, to improve battery manufacturing performance.

For battery utilization, on the one hand, a Li-ion battery is usually determined to
be unsuitable for EV applications when its real capacity becomes less than 80% of its
nominal value [23]. As a result, a large number of automotive batteries will be retired
in the comingyears [24]. For example, 250,000metric tons of automotive batteries are
predicted to hit their end-of-life (EoL) by 2025 [25]. The second-life battery has the
potential to generate more than 200 GWh by 2030, with a global value of more than
$30 billion, according to another report [26]. Again, even under the most optimistic
estimates, 3.4 million kg of automotive batteries cells might end up in the waste
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stream by 2040 [27]. These numerous retired batteries containing volatile chemical
elements would be released into the atmosphere if reutilization is not performed
which will undergo both environmental and economic harm. On the other hand, in
response to global climate change, many renewable and sustainable energy sources
such as solar and wind have been adopted. However, due to the intermittent and time-
varying existence of renewable energy sources, power fluctuates would be generated.
This would significantly affect the grid performance, voltage stability, and reliability,
making them become difficult to be processed into the grid. Based upon suitable
battery reutilization solutions, this can be effectivelymitigated if the generated energy
from a renewable source is first deposited in a battery, and then converted by an
appropriate power electronic converter topology to achieve the necessary grid voltage
and frequency. In this context, giving such retired batteries a suitable reutilization
solution, which is the management of batteries after they have reached 80% capacity
would not only support the economy but also help to minimize total battery demand,
resulting in a substantial reduction in the use of extracted chemical materials and
significantly benefitmanybattery second-life applications such as grid energy storage
[28].

Based upon the above discussions, battery full-lifespan frommanufacturing, oper-
ation, and reutilization as awhole need to be carefullymanaged.With the rapid devel-
opment of artificial intelligence andmachine learning technology, data science-based
tools stand out as the promising solutions for battery full-lifespanmanagement, hope-
fully enabling us to overcome the major challenges dealing with different types of
data from battery manufacturing, operation and reutilization. On the basis of this,
a brand-new hologram to make full use of battery during full-lifespan could be
formulated, further boosting the advancement of low-carbon technologies.

1.3 Data Science Technologies

To move data science-based tools applied to battery full-lifespan management effi-
ciently, the systematic understanding and exploration of data science technology are
required. In this context, data science-based tools must be properly explained and
discussed in a way suitable for a broad audience.

1.3.1 What is Data Science

Data science is a practice ofmining rawdatasetswith both structured andunstructured
forms to identify specific patterns and extract meaningful insights from these data. It
belongs to an interdisciplinary field, whichmainly involves statistics, automation and
engineering, computer science, machine learning, and new data-based technology to
obtain insights from real data.
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Fig. 1.12 Typical data science lifecycle

Figure 1.12 illustrates the typical lifecycle of data science, which includes seven
main parts: business understanding, data mining, data cleaning, data exploration,
feature engineering, predictive modelling, and data visualization. Business under-
standing mainly refers to the definition of relevant questions and objectives from the
applications that require to be explored. For data mining, the necessary data needs
to be gathered and scraped. Data cleaning involves the solutions to fix the incon-
sistencies within data and handle their missing values. For data exploration, data
would be analysed visually to form the hypotheses of defined data science problem.
For feature engineering, the importance and correlations of feature variables from
data would be quantified and analysed. For predictive modelling, data science tools
such as the machine learning models would be trained, validated, and adopted to
make new predictions. For data visualization, conclusions will be reported to key
stakeholders through various plots and interactive visualization tools.

In order to define data science task and clearly manage data science-based project,
four main stages need to be carefully considered as:

Data architecture: The first stage in the data science pipeline workflow is to define
data architecture. This requires data scientists to think through in advance how data
users could make full use of data. Then data scientists also need to think about how
to organize data to support different analyses and visualizations.

Data acquisition: The next stage is data acquisition which focuses on how to
collect data from different sources such as experiments or real applications. Besides,
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various representing, transforming, and grouping solutions are all needed to help
data scientists understand how the data could be represented before analysis.

Data analysis: Data analysis is the core stage during data science workflow. In this
stage, data scientists would use various technical, mathematical, and statistical tools
such as AI and machine learning to conduct exploratory and confirmatory analysis
works such as classification, regression, predictive analyses, and qualitative analyses.

Insight conclusion: After data analysis, data scientists would communicate the
obtained insights through data visualization and reporting in this stage. These could
benefit the stakeholders to obtain useful conclusions, readjust their strategies, and
generate new plans for evaluation again.

In addition, numerous data science technologies need to be involved in the data
science pipeline workflow. It should be known that all these data science technolo-
gies are designed by the programming language. Nowadays, the widely utilized
programming language mainly includes:

(1) Python: Based upon some specifical and easy-to-implement libraries, Python
becomes a popular open-source language, which has been widely used by
academia and industries particular in AI community. After being created in
1989, Python became a feasible programming language to offer numerous
tools for manipulating datasets and analyse data science results easily and
conveniently [134]. Besides, there exist some Python libraries that specifically
focus onmachine learning algorithm development, including and not limited to
Scikit-Learn, Keras, and TensorFlow.Due to numerous programming language
forums and websites having published many topics on the implementation of
Python, popularity becomes another merit of Python [131, 132]. In general,
Python-based data science solutions need to be executed under a cross-platform
named integrated development environment (IDE) including Pycharm, Spyder,
and Jupyter Notebook, where the friendly interface and the possibility of inter-
acting Python with other programming languages become key elements that
need to be considered.

(2) MATLAB: As an efficient programming language for technical computing,
MATLAB is able to integrate computation, visualization, and programming
in an easy-to-implement condition where data science issues and approaches
could be expressed in the familiar mathematical notations. The basic data
element ofMATLAB is just an arraywithout the need for dimensioning, further
benefitting the computational effort of numerous data science computing issues
particular for those with the formulation of matrix or vector. After being devel-
oped over a period of years, MATLAB has become a standard instructional
tool for several introductory and advanced courses in automation engineering
and data science particular in an academic environment. Besides, MATLAB
features a family of toolboxes for users to explore and apply different tech-
nologies for their specific applications. For data science, many toolboxes such
as the neural network toolbox, deep learning toolbox, optimization toolbox,
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and statistics and machine learning toolbox have been widely used to solve
particular classes of issues.

(3) R language: After being developed around the last decade of the twentieth
century, R language also becomes particularly popular in the field of statistics
science. In comparison with Python and MATLAB, R language is less applied
to develop data science solutions. However, it is able to provide fully dedicated
statistical libraries including theMASS, stats, fdata, and glmnet. Besides, users
could conveniently search the details regarding how to apply each library and
package based on the Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN).

(4) C++ and Fortran: C++ and Fortran belong to the modern pioneers of
programming languages,which have beenwidely adopted as high-performance
language. For the data science applications, several C++ libraries including the
SHARK andMLPACK can be used to design machine learning. In comparison
with Python, MATLAB, and R language, the implementation of data science
code through C++ and Fortran would become more difficult as the necessary
memory management is usually required.

1.3.2 Type of Data Science Technologies

Data science technologies mainly contain the types of supervised, unsupervised,
and semi-supervised approaches. For the supervised ones, certain variables need to
be defined as input and output terms before a related dataset is employed. On the
contrary, the definition of input and output terms is missing for the unsupervised data
science methods, whose target is to automatically discover patterns in the dataset.
Semi-supervised methods are somewhere in between supervised and unsupervised
ones, which would apply datasets containing both labelled and unlabelled data.

Supervised data science approaches could be further divided into two main cate-
gories including regression methods and classification methods. The data science
regression model analyses and outputs data in terms of continuous values, while the
data science classification model will analyse and output classes in terms of discrete
values. These classes utilized for supervised data science approaches can come from
the operator or from the unsupervised data sciencemethods. For batterymanagement
applications, apart from the type adopted, classical data science approaches heavily
depend on the data and are quite unrelated to physics, which means that they can be
aimed at, for example, determining the underlyingmapping among various variables,
rather than providing any physical explanation of such mapping. However, through
coupling battery physical elements, physical-driven data science methods also exist.

Figure 1.13 shows several most utilized data science methods in battery research
and development. It should be known that all these methods have been adopted in
the applications of battery full-lifespan management.

Neural network (NN): As illustrated in Fig. 1.13a, NN is proposed to mimic human
brain activities through using the processing unit of artificial neurons arranged in
the input layer, output layer as well as hidden layers. After a pre-processing stage,
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1.13 Several typically utilized data science methods in battery research and development: a
neural network, b support vector machine, c Gaussian process regression, d tree-based solution

data will be inputted into the input layer with a predefined input matrix. Then the
neurons in hidden layers contain the mathematical function to generate output across
neurons and could be expressed through using a weighted linear combination being
wrapped in the activation functions [29]. In theory, The larger the neuron weight,
the sensitivity to this specific input would become higher. Finally, the output layer
would output the predicted values of NN. For theNN training process, the parameters
here are mainly optimized by considering the amount of hidden layers, the number
of neurons within each layer, the interconnected neuron weights, and the activation
function types.

To date, two different types of NNs are widely utilized in battery management
applications, including the feedforward-neural network (FNN) and recurrent-neural
network (RNN). In the former, the data would travel in one direction only. After
equipping feedback connection with FNN, RNN is derived. By involving the recur-
rent links, RNN is capable of keeping and updating the previous information for a
period of time, making it a promising tool to capture the sequential correlations in
battery management applications. For example, as battery ageing process usually
contains hundreds of cycles, while the ageing information among these cycles is
highly correlated. It is thus meaningful to extract and store these correlations for
accurate battery lifetime prognostics. Besides, as it is able to capture the long-term
dependency of data, RNN thus becomes an effective tool for capturing and updating
sequential information during battery management.
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One obvious benefit of NN is its capability of studying from experience and can
adapt to varied situations.However,NN requires a large amount of battery application
data to train and verify, and its accuracy would be heavily influenced by the training
way and data quality. Furthermore, the computational effort is still a bottleneck for
its large-scale application in battery management and NN structure also plays a
pivotal role in determining its performance. In this context, NN optimization still
remains an open technical problem. In general, the NN structure is determined by
time-consuming trial and error. In light of this, some optimization approaches such
as the two-stage stepwise identification method [30] could be adopted to optimize
the NN structure for battery management applications.

Support vector machine (SVM): According to the kernel functions, SVM belongs
to a supervised data science tool. It could perform both classification and regression
tasks by searching the hyperplane separating classes with a maximal margin, as
shown in Fig. 1.13b. SVM could adopt kernels to handle nonlinear problems by
transforming the nonlinear issue with a low-dimensional space into a linear problem
with a higher-dimensional space [31]. In theory, the prediction of SVM is based on
several functions defined over the input space, and learning is a process to infer this
function’s parameters. SVM could make predictions with the function as:

y(x) =
N∑

n=1

ωnK (x, xn) + ε (1.1)

where ωn represents the weights to connect feature space into output, K (·) stands
for kernel function, and ε represents the independent noise.

SVM is particularly appealing for its ability to handle training datasets with small
size. Here the number of support vectors would increase when the size of the training
dataset becomes larger. To enhance the stability and robustness of SVM under large-
scale training dataset size, decremental and incremental solutions [32] could be
adopted by integrating relevant data samples for SVM training and ignoring irrelevant
parts. However, the computational effort would be also increased in this process.

Gaussian process regression (GPR): Deriving from the Bayesian framework, GPR-
based data science models have been widely adopted in battery prognostic applica-
tions due to their superiority in terms of being flexible, nonparametric, and prob-
abilistic [33]. GPR is also a kernel-based data science approach, which is capable
of realizing predictions combined with prior knowledge as well as providing vari-
ance around its mean prediction point to express the associated uncertainties, as
shown in Fig. 1.13c. Here the Gaussian process can be regarded as the collection
of a limited amount of random variables that present the joint multi-variate Gaus-
sian distribution. In theory, the performance of GPR is significantly sensitive to the
kernel functions, so the kernel functions need to be carefully designed for achieving
high prediction accuracy. Battery application is usually complicated and would be
affected by many impact elements. The single kernel function will easily lead to
unreliable predictions for nonlinear mappings with multi-dimensional input terms.
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In this context, an isotropic kernel with advanced structures such as the automatic
relevance determination could be utilized. Furthermore, hyperparameters optimiza-
tion of kernel functions within GPR is crucial as improper hyperparameters are easy
to lead overfitting issue. To ameliorate this, minimizing the negative log marginal
likelihood is generally adopted [34].

Tree-based solutions: Tree-based solutions are the decision-support data science by
adopting the flowchart-like model to achieve classification or regression, as illus-
trated in Fig. 1.13d. Many tree-based solutions such as decision tree (DT), random
forest (RF), and boosting-based approaches have been successfully utilized in the
applications of battery management. The basic idea of DT is to divide a compli-
cated prediction issue into many smaller ones based on a tree structure. In this way,
each node within a DT could represent a small subissue, while DT as a whole could
constitute a solution to the overall issue [35]. For DT training, data would be first
injected in a root (i.e. the first node of DT). After that, the input term which could
best discriminate between the output would be searched. That is, which value (Vi )
of which input terms could split the initial dataset in such a way to separate as many
outputs as possiblewould be searched tominimize related errors. This would result in
the node being divided into two paths: one for values of the selected input items lower
than Vi while another for values larger than Vi . The iteration of this process would
result in a series of paths linking possible inputs to a certain output. One obvious
benefit of DT is that an easy-to-understand representation of the links between input
and output items could be generated. However, due to the too simple structure, DT is
difficult to achieve high performance particularly for highly nonlinear applications.
To handle this, many ensemble learning solutions such as RF are designed through
combining DTs to improve overall prediction performance. The logic of RF can
be summarized as that if the single DT cannot provide results with enough accu-
racy, the result through averaging all outputs from numerous DTs with a bagging
solution would result in more accurate predictions [36]. This could bring signifi-
cant improvement of prediction performance, further making RF become competent
to solve highly nonlinear issues. Besides, boosting-based approaches also adopted
some DTs to decrease both bias and variance of derived data science models, while
the related prediction accuracy could be improved. The main difference here is the
adopted sampling approach, where bagging and boosting solutions are differentiated
by the procedure utilized for the training process.

1.3.3 Performance Indicators

After establishing data science-based solutions for different battery management
applications, a key task is to adopt suitable performance indicators for evaluating the
performance of these data science-based solutions. These performance indicators
can be divided into two main categories to evaluate the regression and classification
results, respectively.
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(1) Data science regression model

To quantify and evaluate the accuracy of devised data science-based regression
models in various batterymanagement cases, the following three typical performance
indicators are usually utilized.

Mean absolute error (MAE): Supposing N is the total number of regression
samples, Yi represents the actual reference value while Ŷi stand for the output
predicted from data science regression models, then the MAE could be obtained
to evaluate the repression accuracy as:

MAE = 1

N

N∑

i=1

∣∣∣Yi − Ŷi
∣∣∣ (1.2)

Root mean square error (RMSE): According to the same character definition,
RMSE is another typical performance indicator to present the deviations between
the predicted output and actual reference value as:

RMSE =
√√√√ 1

N

N∑

i=1

(
Yi − Ŷi

)2
(1.3)

R2 value: Supposing Y i is the mean value of all response outputs, R2 value is also
a typical performance indicator to reflect how closely the outputs from regression
model could match well with the actual reference values as:

R2 = 1−
N∑

i=1

(
Yi − Ŷi

)2
/

N∑

i=1

(
Yi − Y i

)2
(1.4)

For the regression applications, when the outputs predicted frommodels get close
to the real experimental ones, MAE and RMSE present to be close to 0, while R2

would get close to 1, indicating that a data science regression model is capable of
explaining all the variability of target outputs.

(2) Data science classification model

For the classification cases, to quantify and evaluate the performance of the designed
data science classification model, several performance indicators including the
confusion matrix, macro-precision, macro-recall, and macro-F1-score are generally
adopted.

Precision rate (Prate): Supposing positive corresponds to the class of interest while
negative corresponds to other classes, four basic measures including the true posi-
tive (TP), false positive (FP), true negative (TN), and false negative (FN) could be
formulated for each class. Then for the class of interest Ci (i = 1, . . . , Nc, Nc is the
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number of classes), its Prate could be obtained to quantify the correct classification
result of this class as:

Prate = TP/(TP+ FP) (1.5)

Recall rate (Rrate): Rrate is able to quantify the rate of all fraud cases of this class as:

Rrate = TP/(TP+ FN) (1.6)

F-measure (F-measure): F-measure can reflect the harmonic mean of precision as
well as recall of this class as:

F-measure = 2× Prate × Rrate

Prate + Rrate
(1.7)

Overall correct classification rate (OCCrate): OCCrate that reflects the proportion
of correctly classified observations out of all the observations could be obtained by:

OCCrate = TPall + TNall

N
(1.8)

where TPall + TNall stands for all the correctly classified outputs from data science
classification model, N represents the total amount of observations.

Confusionmatrix (CM): According to the aforementionedmetrics, aCMwithM+1
rows and M + 1 columns can be formulated to reflect the performance of multiple
class-based classification model. Here each row within CM is able to reflect the
predicted output classes while each column stands for the actual target classes. The
elements on the primary diagonal of CM reflect the correctly classified results, while
other elements stand for the incorrectly classified conditions. The M + 1th column
and M + 1 th row stand for the Prate(Ci ) and Rrate(Ci ) of each class, respectively.
The last element in the right-bottom corner is the OCCrate.

macroP , macroR, and macroF1: Supposing each class has a Prate(Ci ), Rrate(Ci ),
and F-measure (Ci ), then various overall performance indicators including the
macro-precision (macroP), macro-recall (macroR), and macro-F1-score (macroF1)
could be obtained to evaluate the overall classification performance of data science
classification model as:
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macroP =
Nc∑
i=1

Prate(Ci )/Nc

macroR =
Nc∑
i=1

Rrate(Ci )/Nc

macroF1 =
Nc∑
i=1

F-measure(Ci )/Nc

(1.9)

For the classification applications, when the classes outputted from amodel match
observations as much as possible, macroP , macroR, and macroF1 would get close
to 1, indicating that the data science classification model is able to perform high
accurate classification.

Based upon the aforementioned classical performance indicators, the performance
of data science-based battery management solutions can be quantified and evaluated.

1.4 Summary

This chapter first introduces the background and motivation of Li-ion battery. It
outlines the role of Li-ion battery in the energy storage market of several leading
countries. Three applications to comprise the bulk of the current Li-ion batterymarket
including the electric vehicle, electronic device, and stationary battery-based energy
storage are also introduced. Then, it describes the fundamental of Li-ion battery
and the demands of battery management. Apart from battery operation management
with fruitful solutions, the management of both battery manufacturing and reutiliza-
tion is still in its infancy. In this context, with the rapid development of artificial
intelligence and machine learning, data science-based solutions become a promising
way to handle various key challenges of battery full-lifespan management. After
that, this chapter reviews the basic information on data science lifecycle and widely
utilized programming language and outlines the popular data science technologies
used in battery full-lifespan management and corresponding performance indicators
for result evaluation. It emphasizes the necessity and benefits of using data science
technologies to manage batteries, while also guiding the design and development of
data science-based tools for effective battery full-lifespan management.
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Chapter 2
Key Stages for Battery Full-Lifespan
Management

As a classical electrochemical component, Li-ion battery ages with time, losing its
capacity to store charge and deliver it efficiently. In order to ensure battery safety
and high performance, it is vital to design and imply a series of management targets
during its full-lifespan. This chapter will first offer the concept and give a system-
atic framework for the full-lifespan of Li-ion battery, which can be mainly divided
into three stages including the battery manufacturing, battery operation, and battery
reutilization. Then keymanagement tasks of each stagewould be introduced in detail.

2.1 Full-Lifespan of Li-Ion Battery

Figure 2.1 gives a schematic diagram of battery full-lifespan, which consists of
threemain stages: batterymanufacturing, battery operation, and battery reutilization.
Here, battery manufacturing is related to the process that the battery is manufactured,
which can be further divided into material preparation, electrode manufacturing, and
cell manufacturing. As battery manufacturing could directly affect the properties of
intermediate products such as the electrode volume ratio and thickness, further deter-
mining the initial performance of battery products, the batterymanufacturing line as a
whole needs to be well managed to produce suitable electrode architectures, assuring
good electrical and ionic conductivities with the current collector despite low addi-
tive volume ratio. After manufacturing a battery with a capacity of 100%, it would
be operated under different applications with high energy or power requirement,
where the capacity value of battery will degrade gradually. As Li-ion batteries with a
capacity value above 80% are suitable for supporting power and energy of the electric
vehicle (EV), the process that battery capacity degrades from 100 to 80% is defined
as the second stage of battery full-lifespan in this book, which is named as the opera-
tion stage. During battery operation management, advanced strategies for numerous
aspects such as battery state estimation, battery lifetime prognostics, battery fault
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diagnosis, and battery charging need to be carefully designed for ensuring battery
efficiency, performance, and safety. When the capacity of battery degrades below
80% of its nominal capacity, it becomes unsuitable for EV applications. In this case,
battery needs to be retired from EVs and enters into the third stage of battery full-
lifespan, which is called the reutilization stage in this book. It should be known
that the batteries retired from EVs also have high economic or environmental values,
which can be used in many battery second-life applications such as smart grid energy
storage and low-speed transportation. In this context, the best way to dispose of the
retired batteries is to perform echelon utilization first and then recycle materials,
which can maximize the value of batteries and promote the healthy and sustainable
development of batteries. Therefore, during battery reutilization management, the
residual value of retired batteries will be evaluated by using the battery historical
data or test data. Based upon the obtained residual value information, these batteries
will be then sorted and regrouped for safe echelon utilization. The residual value
such as the capacity of these batteries will continue decreasing during battery reuti-
lization process. When the gradually reduced residual value of batteries cannot meet
the requirements of battery different second-life applications, various material recy-
cling solutions will be carried out to help recover the valuable materials, realize the
recycling of valuable resources, reduce the impact of waste treatment on the envi-
ronment, and reduce the development and consumption of natural resources. Then
these recycled materials can be utilized for battery manufacturing again.

Based on the above discussion, the manufacturing, operation, and reutilization
constitute a closed-loop circle for the full-lifespan of the battery. To ensure high
performance of battery and make full use of battery during its full-lifespan, all
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these processes within battery lifespan should be well managed. On the other hand,
during battery full-lifespan, lots of data related to battery behaviours would be gener-
ated. With the help of these valuable data and state-of-the-art data science tools,
various data science-based solutions can be designed and developed tomeet different
management requirements of battery full-lifespan.

2.2 Li-Ion Battery Manufacturing

Manufacturing is the first stage of Li-ion battery lifespan. The main task in this stage
is to produce affordable batteries with high performance and low manufacturing
costs. As over 40% cost of an EV is spent on the battery manufacturing stage, a key
issue that limits the wider applications of Li-ion battery lies in the improvement of
its manufacturing management. Besides, the processes within battery manufacturing
line play a vital and direct role in determining battery qualities, which should be well
monitored and analysed. However, as battery manufacturing contains manymaterial,
chemical, mechanical, electrical operations and often generates strongly coupled
variables in the order of tens or hundreds, the current mainstream solutions to analyse
its feature variables are still based on trial and error, which is laborious and time-
consuming. In this context, a reliable data science strategy to decouple correlations
among various manufacturing variables and further explore impact variables towards
resulting manufactured battery performance is challenging but urgently needed.

2.2.1 Battery Manufacturing Fundamental

Figure 2.2 illustrates a general framework of battery manufacturing. Since the 1990s,
the manufacturing of Li-ion battery follows similar processes [1]. In general, after
preparing materials, the process of battery manufacturing starts with mixing these
materials to generate a homogenous slurry for coating, then the coating products
would be dried, calendared, and cut into a specific size for assembling. After that,
the assembled cell requires electrolyte filling, followed by the formation step to finish
the manufacturing of a battery cell [2].

Materials preparation: In general, battery electrode materials contain the active
material, conductive additives, and binder. For the cathode, common active materials
include LiNixCoyMnzO2 (NMC), LiNixCoyAlzO2 (NCA), LiMn2O4, and LiFePO4

(LFP). For the anode, graphite is usually used, sometimes with added silicon, and in
some cells Li4Ti5O12 (LTO). The typical conductive additives include carbon black,
and carbon nanofibers. The polymer binder would provide the electrode mechanical
integrity, which is usually the polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) for cathode and the
mixture of carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) and styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR) for
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Fig. 2.2 A general framework of battery manufacturing, reprinted from [3], open access

anode [4]. The electrode materials are dispersed in the solvent, normally N-methyl-
2-pyrrolidone (NMP) for PVDF cathodes, and water for graphite anodes, to generate
the homogenous slurry.

Electrode manufacturing: Battery electrode manufacturing chain, as illustrated in
Fig. 2.3c, could be further divided into several individual stages including mixing,
coating, drying, calendaring, and cutting or slitting. For the mixing stage, the main
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Fig. 2.3 Battery electrode manufacturing line: a slurry mixture, b coated foil, c electrode
manufacturing machine, d coating machine

purpose here is to deagglomerate and disperse solid components into a liquid phase
to generate homogenous slurry [5], as shown in Fig. 2.3a. For the coating stage
with a specific machine as illustrated in Fig. 2.3d, the slurry would be coated onto
the surface of current collectors (Cu and Al foil for anode and cathode coatings in
Fig. 2.3b, respectively). It should be known that defects would occur in both mixing
and coating stages, such as pinholes, agglomerates, and non-uniformities, which
would highly affect electrode final electrical performance [6]. These defects could be
caused by insufficientmixing, slurry degassing, and hardwaremalfunction in extreme
conditions. Besides, the microstructure formed in the drying process would also
determine both mechanical and electrochemical properties of electrode [7]. Typical
drying generally consists of two stages. For the first stage, the solvent would be
evaporated from the top surface of wet coating at a constant rate, leading it to shrink.
For the second stage, solvent from pores would be emptied with an evaporation rate
gradually reducing to zero [8]. Particles including active materials and conductive
additives could be rearranged in the first stage. Excessive temperatures and drying
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rates would cause the binder to accumulate at the coating surface, further resulting
in the electrode delamination [9]. For the calendaring stage, the coating product
would be compacted by the mechanical pressure applied through two cylindrical
rolls. Electrode thickness would be reduced to improve energy density, adhesion and
form further networks within electrode. The final electrode microstructure could be
reflected by its tortuosity [10]. After that, electrode would be cut into proper shapes
for coin, cylindrical, or pouch cells.

Cellmanufacturing: The qualities of electrode aremainly determined by themixing
to cutting stages and are difficult to be enhanced in the later battery manufacturing
stages. In the case of cell manufacturing, electrodes and separators are stacked alter-
natively in a formed cell, then the packed cell will be filled with electrolyte and
sealed. Both electrolyte filling and formation are critical to determining the perfor-
mance ofmanufactured cell [11, 12]. The electrode porous network offers the internal
surface area in contact with electrolyte. The interconnected micropores (smaller than
2 nm) and mesopores (2–50 nm wide) get filled with electrolyte and provide path-
ways for ionic diffusion [13]. Battery cell formation and testing are the final but
one of the longest stages. During the cell formation stage, a stable solid electrolyte
interface (SEI) would be formed through the consumption of active lithium and elec-
trolyte material. This SEI layer could provide protection against further irreversible
electrolyte consumption and damage to the active material particle [14]. Battery cells
would be degassed to eliminate the generated products and then tested. Electrochem-
ical tests are customized for different applications, but in principle, current/voltage
would bemeasured to determine themanufactured cell performance such as capacity,
energy/power density, life cycle.

2.2.2 Identifying Manufacturing Parameters and Variables

As illustrated in Fig. 2.4, the complexity of batterymanufacturingmanagement arises
from each intermediate stage leaving its fingerprint on the intermediate products by
the intermediate product variables (IPVs) influencing the subsequent steps, as well
as the final properties of the manufactured battery. Each intermediate process has its
own intermediate process parameters (IPPs) to determine IPVs’ propertieswithin this
production stage. For the entire battery manufacturing line, as there exist numerous
interdependent stages and each stage has its own IPPs, the total order of IPPs could
reach the level of hundred. To explore IPPs and their effects on IPVs, some key
IPPs are treated as control parameters or factors in the design of experiments and the
corresponding IPVs as that step’s responses.

Materials and mixing: Electrode material formulation (i.e. the amount of active
material, additives, and binder), precursors, route, and mixing equipment are the key
IPPs of themixing stage. In general, electrodematerials and composition are selected
based on the performance, cost, safety [15, 16], and the chemical compatibility of
compounds to ensure slurry stability. It should be known that active material plays a
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Fig. 2.4 Generalized battery manufacturing process showing intermediate process parameters
(IPPs) and intermediate process variables (IPVs)

vital role in determining electrode gravimetric capacity. The power of active material
will influence particle size and its distribution would determine slurry viscosity and
compaction in coating and calendaring stages. Then the particle with too small size
would lead to the high reactivity with electrolyte, but too large size will become
more difficult to lithiated and delithiated bulk. In general, the mixed slurry would
be characterized by viscosity (measured at a relevant value of shear rate with rota-
tional rheometer), complex shear modulus (measured with oscillation rheometer),
solid content, conductivity (when coated on the insulating substrate), surface, and
interfacial tension, contact angle.

In regards to discovering an optimum formulation, the roles of active material
(charge storage), the conductive additives (creating conductive paths for the Li-ions),
and the binder (providing mechanical integrity) have to be balanced. A possible solu-
tion to optimize the mixing stage involves the testing of IPPs such as formulation,
solid content, mixing equipment, dry mix intensity, power input, type of mixers,
mixing speed, and kneading intensity. These IPPs are quantitative factors for which
the experimenters can determine a relevant range with its corresponding number
of levels. The corresponding IPVs caused by the IPPs in the materials preparation
and mixing stages are particle/pore size distribution, electronic resistance, rheology,
viscosity, viscoelasticity, gelation, time dependence, shear recovery, density, and
surface tension. For optimum mixing stage, key performance IPVs involved in the
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mixing stage would present a narrow distribution to indicate reliability and repro-
ducibility [17]. It should be noted that through correlating slurry IPVs with the
final cell properties, electrode with desired properties could be engineered. For this
purpose, it is therefore desirable to measure as many IPVs as possible.

Coating and drying: Coating and drying are another two key stages of electrode
manufacturing. To better explore these two stages, as many properties as possible
should be recorded, among which mass loading/thickness, active-to-inactive ratio,
solvent quantity, solid content, drying rate, temperature, gas flow rate, pressure, radi-
ation intensity, coating techniques, and binder types. The corresponding IPVs here
are solvent evaporation rate, film thickness, components distribution or segregation,
surface temperature profile, morphology, elasticity, conductivity, and 3Dmicrostruc-
ture. To obtain a target coating result, equipment settings such as comma bar gap,
coating ratio, web speed, and bumper bar gap should be carefully tuned. It should be
noted that the binder type, solid content, and web speed are not only the dominated
parameters but also on weight/thickness, temperature and air pressure in the oven.

Calendaring: Porosity degreewould be controlled by the applied pressure and should
be optimized to offer good wettability [18], adhesion, and electrode conductivity
properties. Calendaring would strongly depend on the previous stages. For example,
it could compact a coating re-establishing the conductive paths, but when initial
porosity becomes too low, defects would be introduced into the network. A study
concerning the influence of calendaring pressure and speed on the formed electrode
has been researched. The investigations cover the initial electrode porosity, compo-
sition on LiNi1/3Mn1/3Co1/3O2 cathodes, electrolyte effective conductivity, fraction
of current collector covered, fraction of active material surface in contact with the
electrolyte and final electrode energy density. A conclusion is made to illustrate the
complex interplay of calendaring IPP and cell performance and the trade-offs that
need to be considered [19]. For instance, while the porosity after calendaring needs
to be minimized, the fraction of the current collector covered by the binder needs to
be maximized.

Electrode cutting, cell assembly, and electrolyte filling: There are two options
available for electrode cutting, both with benefits and drawbacks: die-cut and laser-
beam cutting [20, 21]. For the die-cut, the delamination at anode edges and the
bending of the current collector would be caused. For the laser-beam cutting, it could
produce less damage on anodes and performs better in a cell. However, the aluminium
spatter can promote dendrite growth for cathode cases. For battery cell assembly,
electrode–separator assembly becomes a source of variation. It should be noted that
the electrode misalignment would significantly affect the charge/discharge capacity
and ageing process. This could first reduce the anode–cathode overlapping area, and
secondly deposit Li-ion at the edges, initiating dendrite growth [22, 23]. Separators
are chosen based on their characteristics such as thickness, weight (which affect the
gravimetric and volumetric performance of a cell), ionic resistance (movement of
Li-ions between electrodes), and wettability and porosity (influencing electrolyte
quantity and cell life) [24, 25]. The choice of separator would also influence soaking
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time and electrolyte quantity. The electrolyte is the ionic conductor between active
material of electrode to ensure ion exchange. The electrolyte filling and wetting are
final steps in the cell manufacturing process which plays the dominant role in the final
battery performance. The unwetted or poorly wetted electrodes will not engage in
the electrochemical reactions or cause increased impedance and dendrite formation
that would lead to a short circuit.

Based upon the aforementioned discussions, battery manufacturing is extremely
complicated with numerous IPPs and IPVs involved, which are also corresponding to
the intermediate product or final battery product performance. In this context, gener-
ating a smarter battery manufacturing line with low waste, efficient, high quality,
reproducible, and cost-effective stages is extremely challenging. Data science tools
here can first benefit the understanding of these IPPs and IPVs involved in the battery
manufacturing line. Furthermore, according to a well-trained data science model,
numerous parameters could be simultaneously considered to forecast battery perfor-
mance without making cells. This would be an efficient and cost-effective way to
guide the future battery industry for managing battery manufacturing stages.

2.3 Li-Ion Battery Operation

Li-ion battery operation is the second stage of its lifespan. After production, all Li-
ion batteries would inevitably age with time, losing their capacity to store charge and
deliver it efficiently. Once a battery capacity falls below 80%, both battery range and
performance would fall dramatically. Benefit from the rapid expansion of sustainable
EV, Li-ion battery has been widely used in the transportation electrification field
among all existing energy storage solutions [2]. In recent years, the frequent accidents
of EVs have pushed EV to the subject of public opinion and also put forward high
requirements and challenges for battery operation management [3]. In this context,
battery operation stage here represents the period that battery capacity falls from
100 to 80%. As one of the most important components within EV, the operation
management of Li-ion battery is crucial to the industrialization and marketization of
EVs. Therefore, developing advanced and effective data science-based strategies for
Li-ion battery operation management has become a hot research topic.

2.3.1 Battery Operation Fundamental

Figure 2.5 illustrates the functional structure diagram of typical battery oper-
ation management. To achieve effective battery operation management, various
sensors, actuators, communication modules, signal lines, and operation strategies
are required. The main task here is to guarantee battery safety and reliability during
its operation stage,while extracting key information of battery internal states and life-
time for charging control and energy management. Furthermore, the abnormal cases
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Fig. 2.5 Functional structure diagram of battery operation management

and battery faults should be detected or predicted while appropriate interventions
need to be taken.

The technical challenges restricting the development of battery operationmanage-
ment strategies mainly include the following three aspects: (1) Li-ion battery has
highly nonlinear behaviour during its operation, with multi-spatial scale (such as
electrical dynamics, and thermal dynamics, etc.) and multi-time scale, making its
operation behaviours difficult to be accurately captured; (2) numerous battery internal
states are difficult to be obtained through direct measurement solution and would be
easily influenced by environmental conditions such as temperature and noise. The
upsizing of power Li-ion battery would decrease the representativeness of measured
signals, and reduce the predictability of battery states, making it become difficult
to effectively estimate battery internal states; (3) as battery health plays a pivotal
role in determining battery safety and efficiency but it would inevitably deterio-
rate with time, a key but challenging issue for efficient battery operation lies in the
battery ageing prognostics and health management; (4) various faults within Li-ion
batteries would potentially cause their performance degradation and severe safety
problems. Developing advanced fault diagnosis strategies is becoming increasingly
critical for the efficient and safe operation of Li-ion battery; and (5) charging strategy
directly affects the battery charging speed, energy conversion efficiency, tempera-
ture variation, and battery degradation, which becomes difficult to be controlled for
well balancing these important but conflicting charging objectives. In this context,
advanced battery operation management solutions need to be designed for solving
the aforementioned issues.
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2.3.2 Key Tasks of Battery Operation Management

To ensure battery safety and performance during its operation period when capacity
degrades from 100 to 80%, some key tasks of battery operation management include
operation modelling, state estimation, lifetime/ageing prognostics, fault diagnosis,
and battery charging are explored in this book, as illustrated in Fig. 2.6.

(1) Operation modelling

Battery is a typical electrochemical component with strong-coupled electrical-
thermal behaviours. Establishing a high-fidelity battery operation model plays
a pivotal role in the further design of operation management algorithms. The
performance in terms of accuracy, flexibility, and robustness of an operation
model would directly influence the related battery states estimation, lifetime
prognostics, fault diagnosis, and charging strategies. The battery electrical,
thermal, ageing, and coupled characteristics could determine the main form of
battery operation models, as illustrated in Fig. 2.7.

Battery electrical model is able to describe battery electrical behaviours
such as voltage response during charging and discharging, a basic but key
element during battery operations. As temperature would significantly affect
battery performance and safety during its operation, establishing a reliable
thermal model to capture battery thermal dynamics is also critical. Further-
more, as battery capacity and power would degrade gradually during opera-
tion, an effective ageing model could help to monitor the dynamics of battery
degradation. From a higher systematic perspective, temperature would affect

Fig. 2.6 Key tasks of battery operation management
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Fig. 2.7 Schematic illustration of battery operationmodelling. a electricalmodel, b thermalmodel,
c ageing model, and d coupled model, reprinted from [26], with permission from Elsevier

battery electrical behaviours and degradation rate. For example, the growth of
battery solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) film would become quicker under
high-temperature operations, while lithium deposition is easier to be trig-
gered under low-temperature operations. The battery heat generation would
be also directly affected by battery electrical characteristics. Battery degra-
dation such as the decrease of capacity and increase of internal resistance
would also influence battery electrical and thermal behaviours. In this context,
coupled battery models such as battery electrothermal model are also required
to capture multi-domain battery behaviours simultaneously.

(2) State estimation

For battery operation, sensors can directly and conveniently measure battery
terminal current, voltage, and surface temperature. However, owing to complex
electrochemical behaviours and multi-physics coupling, just using the signals
of voltage, current, and surface temperature obviously cannot reflect all battery
dynamics during its operation. How to effectively estimate battery internal
states constitutes a key enabling technology for advanced battery operation
management. Credible information of battery state of charge (SoC), state of
power (SoP), and state of health (SoH) is a prerequisite for effective charging,
power, and health management of batteries, which require to be accurately
estimated online, as illustrated in Fig. 2.8.
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Fig. 2.8 A framework for battery SoC, SoP, and SoH estimations, reprinted from [27], with
permission from Elsevier

(3) Lifetime/ageing prognostics

Li-ion battery performance would deteriorate with time due to the degradation
of its electrochemical constituent, leading to battery capacity and power fade
[2]. This is named battery ageing and is a consequence of multiple coupled
mechanisms affected by various factors such as battery chemistry, environ-
mental and operating conditions. The time period when a battery fails to satisfy
the demands of energy or power during its operation is generally defined as
battery lifetime.To ensure the safety and satisfactory performance of the battery
despite degradation, battery lifetime prognostic tools are required.

The prognostics of Li-ion battery lifetime/ageing concerns the energy or
power degradation of battery in the future and predict how soon the perfor-
mance of battery would be unsatisfactory [7]. Figure 2.9 illustrates a battery
lifetime prognostics framework from offline model development to online
prediction. In general, both the current and historical battery ageing infor-
mation is required to perform effective battery lifetime prediction. The current
battery health information could be obtained from battery SoH estimator, while
the historical battery ageing information is recorded by computer. Then the
future health state and lifetime of battery under a certain operation case could
be predicted. With the predicted battery lifetime information, battery users can
know the battery service life and schedule any maintenance or replacement in
advance.

(4) Fault diagnosis

Without suitable battery fault diagnosis, a minor fault would also eventu-
ally result in severe damage to battery [29]. The importance of battery fault
diagnosis has been demonstrated in many severe battery incidents [30, 31].
During battery operation, numerous fault modes exit and fault mechanisms
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Fig. 2.9 Battery lifetime/ageing prognostics from offline model development to online prediction,
reprinted from [28], with permission from Elsevier

would be generally complicated. From a control perspective, the operation fault
modes mainly include battery fault, sensor fault, and actuator fault, as illus-
trated in Fig. 2.10 [29]. For the battery fault, overcharging, overdischarging,
overheating, external and internal short circuits, electrolyte leakage, swelling,
accelerated degradation, and thermal runaway become the most critical ones
during battery operation. These faults could be also intertwined. For example,
overcharging and overdischarging would result in different undesirable side
reactions within batteries, further leading to accelerated battery degradation.
The side reaction and gas generated by the chain reaction of a thermal runaway
could also eventually cause battery swelling. Such battery swelling, together
with mechanical damage, could, in turn, result in electrolyte leakage.

For the fault of an internal short circuit, it is usually caused by the separator
failure from themanufacturing defects, overheating, andmechanical collisions.
Fortunately, the Joule heat generated by internal short circuit will develop into
a thermal runaway only in the case that the equivalent resistance reaches a
very low level. It should be known that abnormal heat generation will occur in
different conditions including the side reaction during overcharging or overdis-
charging, external and internal short circuits, as well as the contact loss of cell
connectors. Thiswould significantly increase battery temperature. Overheating
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Fig. 2.10 Faults of Li-ion battery operation, reprinted from [29], with permission from IEEE

becomes the direct cause of battery thermal runaway and would be facilitated
by a chain reaction of thermal runaway [32], leading to the vicious positive
feedback cycle.

Apart from battery fault itself, sensor fault would also lead to severe issues
forLi-ionbattery operation as all the feedback-basedbattery operationmanage-
ment strategies significantly rely on the sensormeasurement [33]. Sensor faults
during battery operation can be mainly divided into the voltage sensor fault,
current sensor fault, aswell as temperature sensor fault. The current sensor fault
would highly influence the accuracy of battery state estimation. Li-ion battery
needs to be operated under safe voltage and temperature ranges. Operating
batteries outside these ranges could lead to a decrease in battery performance
and even cause severe accidents.

For the actuator fault, it could play amore direct effect on the control system
performance than do battery fault as well as sensor fault. Potential actuator
faults during battery operation include the terminal connector fault, cooling
system fault, controller area network bus fault, high-voltage contactor fault, and
fuse fault. If a cooling system fails, it is difficult tomaintain batterywithin a suit-
able temperature operation range, which would even trigger thermal runaway.
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Besides, battery connection fault would not only result in the insufficient power
supply but also the increased risk of operational accidents. A poor connection
among Li-ion batteries would lead to the resistance rise, further generating
excessive, abnormal heat to cause the temperature rise of battery. As battery
charging and discharging continue, there would be an arc or spark, leading to
the battery terminal melting [34].

(5) Battery charging

The analysis and development of charging strategies for Li-ion battery play a
vital role in operationmanagement especially for electrical vehicle applications
[35]. Figure 2.11 illustrates the one-dimensional process for Li-ion battery
charging. Generally speaking, when a Li-ion battery is run out of its energy
source, it must stop discharging and needs to be recharged. It should be noted
that the chargingperformanceofLi-ionbatteries is limitedby twokey elements:
lithiumplating happened on the anode, and the oxidation of electrolyte aqueous
solution caused by high potentials on the cathode [36]. These undesired side
reactions result in some irreversible losses of the cyclable lithium. Furthermore,
the electrolyte components would be consumed and the resistive surface layers
would also be thickened.

The anodematerial for Li-ion batteries is usually graphite-based. On the one
hand, lithium plating represents the process of Li+ reduction, which is finally
dissolved in the electrolyte, to metal lithium at the surface of the anode active
material. These reactions happen rather than the regular process of intercalating
lithium into the lattice structure of the active material, and the reactions can
step from the limitations for charging transfer or lithium solid diffusion [37].
When the anode potential reduces to a value lower than the standard potential of
Li+/Li, lithium plating would occur. Graphite-based anodes are very active and
easy to cause lithium plating due to their low equilibrium potential, especially
at the high level of SoC. The trend of lithium plating becomes greater under
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Fig. 2.11 One-dimensional process for Li-ion battery charging
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the conditions of higher charging current, higher SoC, and lower temperature.
Furthermore, the mechanical stress and volume changes would happen when
the lithium is intercalated into the graphite anode, which can result in battery
ageing. As illustrated in [38], an aged battery can be more impressionable to
lithium plating. In a word, the intercalation kinetics at the anode mainly limits
the level of charging currents for graphite-based Li-ion batteries.

On the other hand, the oxidation of electrolyte solvents which occurs at high
cathode potentialswould further limit the level of charging voltage.When the cathode
material is fully delithiated, the irreversible damage to the crystallographic structure
of the cathode can be caused by overcharging a Li-ion battery to the impertinent
voltage level, which results in further oxidative side reactions. Moreover, these side
reactions can entail gas evolution, overpressure inside the battery cell, opening of
the cell’s safety vest, and leakage of electrolytes. Fire or explosion of the battery
would also occur due to impertinent voltage since the organic electrolytes of Li-ion
battery are highly flammable. All in all, the maximum battery charging voltage level
is essential for the safe operation of Li-ion batteries charging.

In general, charging strategies based on the external characterization of the
battery and the electrochemical characteristics during charging are vital to enhancing
battery operation performance. Theoretically, the charging time can be shortened by
increasing the charging current amplitude, which, however, will cause large elec-
trochemical reaction stresses, and thus accelerate battery degradation and reduce its
lifespan.

2.4 Li-Ion Battery Reutilization

Li-ion battery has become the mainstream power source in EVs. When the battery
capacity decays to around 80% of its initial capacity, it needs to be retired from EVs
to ensure safety. With the explosive development of EVs, more and more batteries
are retired from EVs. How to safely and reliably dispose of these retired batteries
has become a global problem. These retired batteries have considerable economic
and environmental value. On the one hand, although these batteries cannot be used
in EVs, they can be used in occasions with lower safety requirements than EVs, such
as energy storage power and standby power supplies. This secondary utilization is
called echelon utilization. On the other hand, Li-ion batteries have rich resource
properties, which contain a large number of valuable metals. If these valuable metals
are recycled, the mining of raw ore can be reduced, which has great economic and
environmental value. It can be seen that the retired Li-ion batteries can be reused,
and the reutilization includes echelon utilization and material recycling.

Figure 2.12 shows the technical route of secondary utilization of Li-ion batteries.
The battery pack retired from EVs has two technical routes: (a) If the perfor-
mance and consistency of the battery pack are good, the battery can be repaired
and reused through some technical means. The common methods include replacing
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Fig. 2.12 Schematic diagram of Li-ion battery reutilization

some modules or cells, balancing, lithium supplement, etc. (b) For the battery packs
with great differences in battery health status, echelon utilization is required. The
process of echelon utilization is divided into three parts: battery disassembly, battery
sorting, and battery regrouping. They are described as follows:

(1) Battery disassembly.Thepack-level utilization is not a good scheme.Generally,
the battery pack needs to be disassembled to themodule or cell level.At present,
most disassembly ismanual, which has high labour costs and chemical hazards.
Automatic disassembly by robot is an important direction.

(2) Battery sorting. Its purpose is to evaluate the residual value of the battery. The
historical data of battery is a valuable resource for the battery performance
evaluation. If the battery has available historical data, the state of the battery can
be easily obtained. On the contrary, the battery needs to be tested to evaluate the
performance of the battery, which is time-consuming and energy-consuming.
Therefore, it is very important to build a Li-ion battery lifecycle data platform.

(3) Battery regrouping. At this stage, the sorted cells or modules are regrouped
based on the echelon utilization scenario. There are many parameters to char-
acterize the performance of the battery. How to regroup these batteries is a
technical problem. In addition, the regrouped battery needs to be managed by
the battery management system for secondary life. The safety of battery during
secondary utilization is a key issue to be concerned about.

When the battery is retired for the second time from the echelon utilization
scenario, it will enter the battery recycling occasion. At present, there are many
schemes for battery recycling, among which pyrometallurgy and hydrometallurgy
are more common. Developing green recycling with low energy consumption, low
pollution, and all components is an important direction. There are two technical
routes in the material recycling stage: (a) direct regeneration. The components of
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waste batteries are directly chemically and physically treated to restore their perfor-
mance. This method has a good economy, but the technology is still mature. (b)
Battery remanufacturing. Waste batteries are recycled as materials for the manu-
facture of new batteries. In short, battery reutilization has two chains: material and
information chains. The development trend of thematerial chain is full lifecycle trace-
ability management and green recycling, and the development trend of information
chain is full lifecycle data sharing and intelligent management.

2.5 Summary

This chapter introduces the key stages for battery full-lifespan management. It first
offers the concept and gives a comprehensive framework about the full-lifespan of
Li-ion battery, which can bemainly divided into three stages including battery manu-
facturing, battery operation, and battery reutilization. Then the management tasks of
each stage are introduced in detail. For battery manufacturing which can be divided
into electrode manufacturing and cell manufacturing, as it involves numerous manu-
facturing parameters and variables with strong-coupled relations, the main manage-
ment task here is to derive reliable data science strategy for decoupling correlations
among various manufacturing variables and further exploring the impact variables
towards resultingmanufactured battery performance. For battery operation that refers
to EV applications, some key tasks including battery operation modelling, state esti-
mation, lifetime/ageing prognostics, fault diagnosis, and charging need to be explored
to ensure battery safety and performancewhen its capacity degrades from100 to 80%,
the battery is first used for echelon utilization to make full use of its residual capacity.
When the capacity decays below around 40% of its nominal capacity, the battery will
be retired for the second time for material recycling, and the recycled materials will
be used for battery remanufacturing.

These mentioned management tasks indicate that battery full-lifespan is actually
a close-loop progress while each task from different stages should be well managed
to make full use of battery. As battery full-lifespan also generates a great deal of
data to reflect different battery dynamics, effective data science-based solutions are
promising ways to handle these tasks and ensure the high-performance of battery.
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Chapter 3
Data Science-Based Battery
Manufacturing Management

This chapter focuses on the data science technologies for battery manufacturing
management, which is a key process in the early lifespan of battery. As a complicated
and long process, the batterymanufacturing line generally consists of numerous inter-
mediate stages involving strongly coupled interdependency, which would directly
determine the performance of the manufactured battery. In this context, the in-depth
exploration and management of different manufacturing parameters, variables, their
correlation as well as effect towards the resulted property of manufactured inter-
mediate products or final battery performance is crucial but still remains a difficult
challenge. Recent advancements in data-driven analytic and relatedmachine learning
strategies raised interest in data science methods to perform effective and reasonable
management of battery manufacturing.

To give a systematic description of how to develop data sciencemethods to benefit
battery manufacturing management, an introduction is first given to dividing battery
manufacturing into two main parts including battery electrode manufacturing and
battery cell manufacturing. Then the data science framework and related machine
learning tools for battery manufacturing management are described in detail. In
addition, for both battery electrode manufacturing and cell manufacturing, two case
studies of deriving proper data science methods to benefit their management are
presented and discussed, respectively. This chapter would inform insights into the
feasible data science methods with interpretability for the effective classification of
battery product quality, prediction of manufactured battery performance, and sensi-
tivity analyses of different manufacturing parameters of interest, further promoting
smart battery manufacturing management.
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3.1 Overview of Battery Manufacturing

As the first key stage of battery full-lifespan, the performance of Li-ion batteries
would be directly and highly influenced by theirmanufacturing process,which signif-
icantly hinders the improvement of battery technologies. Suitable management of
battery manufacturing plays a pivotal role in developing clean and efficient battery-
based energy storage systems, which is also a key factor to secure tangible economic
payback and to improve the efficiency of large-scale clean energy applications [1].
In this context, efforts are urgently required to fully understand the specific produc-
tion stages, the intermediate products as well as the production parameters within a
battery manufacturing chain [2].

Unfortunately, battery manufacturing chain contains numerous intermediate
stages with lots of intermediate products, parameters, and impact variables [1].
Figure 3.1 illustrates the general processes of Li-ion battery manufacturing, which
can be mainly divided into three parts including the battery material preparation,
electrode manufacturing, and battery cell manufacturing. In general, for material
preparation part, components to produce battery such as the active material, elec-
trode additive, polymeric binder would be prepared based on the requirements of
different types of Li-ion battery. These components and related formulations must
be carefully selected as they significantly affect the manufactured electrode qualities
such as electronic conductivity and thickness. For electrodemanufacturing part, after
preparing suitable component materials, these materials will be mixed to generate
slurry. Then the slurry will be coated onto the surface of metal foil, followed by a
drying stage in an oven with the preset temperature and then a calendaring stage to
evaporate the residual solvent. For battery cell manufacturing part, the manufactured
electrode would be cut into various sizes and then assembled. Then the electrolyte

Material
preparation

Battery materials

Electrode
manufacturing

Cell
manufacturing

Mixing
Coating and

drying

Calendering Electrode
cutting

Assembling

Electrolyte filling,
cell sealing

Forming and testing

Fig. 3.1 Schematic diagram of typical Li-ion battery production processes
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will be filled and the battery cell will be sealed, followed by the forming and testing
steps to finish cell manufacturing.

It is worth mentioning that due to the complexity and strong-coupled interde-
pendencies within each battery manufacturing part, the multiple correlations among
feature variables of intermediate products and control parameters are still difficult
to model. As the whole battery manufacturing chain consists of a number of chem-
ical, mechanical as well as electrical operations and would generate over 600 influ-
encing parameters or variables, the analysis of feature variables in battery manu-
facturing requires deep expert experiences and specialized equipment, which still
mainly relies on the trial and error [3]. Therefore, in order to achieve smarter and
cleaner battery production, advanced data science strategies to better quantify feature
variables and select key feature items for predicting battery electrode properties are
urgently needed.

With the rapid development of artificial intelligence and machine learning tech-
nologies, data-driven strategies have become popular in the field of battery manage-
ment. A range of data-driven approaches have been designed for battery applications
[4, 5]. Overall, by designing suitable data-driven models, it is expected that smarter
and more efficient management of Li-ion batteries can be achieved. However, these
researches primarily focus on the battery macroscopic performance without taking
the battery intermediate properties in the production process into account. It should
be noted that the battery production chain also generates a large amount of data
and plays a more direct role in determining the battery performance, designing an
effective data-driven approach to quantify and predict battery intermediate features
is therefore also crucial for boosting the development of cleaner production [6].

In contrast to battery management where fruitful solutions are available, fewer
reports have been found so far on using advanced machine learning technologies to
improve battery production [7]. Among limited literature on battery productions (e.g.
monitoring, adjustment, and control), developing a proper data-driven-based model
to analyse feature variables and predict intermediate product properties is a hotspot.
For instance, a data-driven approach was proposed in [8] to analyse the failure modes
and parametric effects, which contributes to the improvement of battery production
chain control. Based on the cross-industry standard process (CRISP), Schnell et al.
[9] designed a linear model and a neural network model to identify the process
dependencies and forecast the battery production properties. Turetskyy et al. [3]
utilized the decision tree techniques to analyse feature importance and forecast the
maximumcapacity of battery.Amulti-variate data-drivenmodelwas designed in [10]
to discover proper quality gates for predicting the manufactured battery properties.
Based upon the statistical analyses of fluctuations in battery production, the influence
of these fluctuations on manufactured battery capacity is evaluated in [11]. In [12],
several 2D graphs produced by three conventional machine learning classification
models are used to analyse the dependencies of battery production features.

Based upon the aforementioned works on the data-driven modelling of battery
production, the main research focuses of data science-based battery manufacturing
management can be divided into two parts including data collection aswell as process
analysis and property prediction, as illustrated in Fig. 3.2.
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Data collection:Data collection is thefirstmain stage for data science-basedmanage-
ment of battery manufacturing. This stage would focus on the exploration of battery
manufacturing chain, the collection and themanagement of original batterymanufac-
turing data into manual data source or automatic data source. Themanual data source
usually represents the intermediate manufacturing data that need to be collected
into database manually without an available interface. In contrast, for the automatic
data collection, with the booming digitization equipment for battery manufacturing,
the data could be automatically collected into database. Obviously, automatic data
collection is capable of saving time and effort, and also guarantee the reliability of
collected battery manufacturing data. In this context, some advanced digitization
systems such as traceability systems [13, 14] are worth developing, further popular-
izing the automatic data collection for the data science-based management of battery
manufacturing.

Process analysis and property prediction: Here the intermediate process analysis
mainly focuses on understanding the nature of the battery manufacturing process
through analysing the importance and correlation ofmanufacturing parameters based
on suitable data science tools. After collecting battery manufacturing data, these data
would be well preprocessed to generate suitable data matrix for exploration [15].
Then the state-of-the-art machine learning tools would be used to derive proper data
science models to analyse the sensitivity of interested parameter items within battery
manufacturing chain [16, 17]. In general, both process parameters and intermediate
product variables of each battery manufacturing step would be set as the explored
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targets. Due to batterymanufacturing actually belonging to a step-by-step operational
line, the outputs from the previous manufacturing stage could be utilized as the
inputs of the next manufacturing stage for sensitivity analysis. After visualizing
the analysed results by heat map or human-interface graphs, battery manufacturers
can get useful conclusions and new ideas to readjust manufacturing parameters and
optimize the management of battery manufacturing. On the other hand, battery cell
properties prediction mainly focuses on developing suitable data science models
to perform effective prognostics for both battery product performance and other
manufacturing targets at the battery early manufacturing stage. Here two properties
need to be considered. The first one is the manufactured battery cell performance
such as its capacity [18], power or energy densities, service life. Another one is
battery manufacturing goals such as the reduced cost and energy loss, the avoided
manufacturing waste, and the increased battery yield.

3.2 Data Science Application of Battery Manufacturing
Management

For the data science applications of battery manufacturing management, there are
twomain crucial things should be carefully considered. One is the utilized framework
of designing data science-based method to perform analysis or predictions within
battery manufacturing chain and another is the machine learning solutions to design
related data science model.

3.2.1 Data Science Framework for Battery Manufacturing
Management

First, the data science-based framework would significantly influence the efficiency
and results of battery manufacturing analyses. In order to efficiently analyse manu-
facturing data from the whole battery manufacturing chain including the material
preparations, electrode and cell manufacturing, a classical data science-based frame-
work named the cross-industry standard process for data-mining (CRISP-DM) is
widely utilized [3].

Figure 3.3 details the six steps of CRISP-DM framework, which includes the busi-
ness understanding step, data understanding step, data preparation step, modelling
step, evaluation step, and deployment step. To be specific, for the business under-
standing step, after well exploring the battery manufacturing chain of interest, the
requirement, target and restriction of data science activities could befirst defined from
the business perspective. Then in the data understanding step, through using some
direct data analytic and visualization methods such as heat map and scatter plot,
the raw data from battery manufacturing chain is initially investigated for further
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Fig. 3.3 CRISP-DM-based data science framework of battery manufacturing management

deriving newly required data and quality. Besides, the obtained observations from
data understanding stage could be adopted to readjust back data science target of
the business understanding stage. Then the next data preparation step focuses on
the preparation of suitable dataset extracted from battery manufacturing data for
modelling activities [19]. This stage would be significantly time-consuming but also
very important as the quality of battery manufacturing data would highly affect the
performance of model training. In this context, several data preprocessing strate-
gies such as curation, formatting, integration, and standardization would be adopted
for generating high-quality manufacturing data. After that, suitable machine learning
tools need to be carefully selected for deriving data sciencemodels based on different
data analysis goals. In this stage, data science model would be generally optimized
by readjusting its input form and updating both model structure and parameters set
to achieve satisfactory analyses or predictions for battery manufacturing. Then in
the evaluation stage, the modelling results especially for the sensitivity analyses of
battery manufacturing variables and the predicted cell properties would be further
explored with the predefined data science target, which would result in the new data
science goals of battery manufacturing. Here the obtained results as well as conclu-
sions can be visualized directly with suitable human interpretable graphs. These
information could help battery manufacturers to get useful information and to create
new evaluation plans for analysing battery manufacturing process. Based upon these
observations obtained from data science tools, the improved solution or further eval-
uation could be proposed to optimize the intermediate stages for achieving smarter
battery manufacturing management.
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3.2.2 Machine Learning Tool

Apart from data science framework, machine learning tool is another crucial element
for achieving effective data science-based battery manufacturing management. As
there are numerous existing machine learning tools, the key issue here becomes how
to select a suitable one to provide reliable data analysis results for different data
science applications [20]. The machine learning tools for data science-based battery
manufacturing management generally require the information of process parameters
or variables from battery manufacturing chain as the inputs to predict the properties
of both intermediate products and final manufactured batteries.

To well reflect the nature of machine learning tools in the management of
battery manufacturing, a classification form is utilized to divide these state-of-the-
art machine learning tools into non-interpretable and interpretable ones. For non-
interpretable tools, just the predicted point result is given without obtaining infor-
mation of importance and correlations of manufacturing parameters of interest. Yet,
a key aspect of data analyses in battery manufacturing chain is not only generating
the predicted property value but also providing the sensitivity analyses of the inves-
tigated process parameters or variables. In light of this, the interpretable machine
learning tools are gaining much more attention for the smart management of battery
manufacturing.

It should be known that the selection of suitable machine learning tools for
data science-based battery manufacturing management is a multifaceted problem,
depending on the analysis target, the data size and the process objective. Table
3.1 systematically summarizes and compared different classical machine learning
tools including the linear model, quadratic model, support vector machine (SVM),
neural network (ANN), decision tree (DT), random forest (RF), and others to predict
battery product properties and perform sensitivity analyses for the applications of
batterymanufacturing chain. It can be concluded that none of amachine learning tool
could be regarded as the one-size-fits-all solution; instead, there is the inherent trade-
off between computational effort and the performance of corresponding predictions
as well as sensitivity analyses. Moreover, some machine learning tools could only
provide a single prediction point with the regression or classification form. Ideally,
however, the reliable sensitivity analyses for capturing the importance and correla-
tion of manufacturing parameters, is becoming a rigid requirement because of a large
number of process parameters or variables are existed in the battery manufacturing
chain and some of them are strongly coupled with each other [21]. In addition, the
interpretable machine learning tools such as DT and RF present reasonable abili-
ties for providing parameter sensitivity analyses, giving predicted point results and
quantifying the parameter importance as well as correlations within battery manu-
facturing chain. Due to this merit, machine learning tools with strong interpretability
are preferable as these quantified sensitivity analysis results can well benefit battery
manufacturers [22]. However, data science applications based on the interpretable
machine learning tool for battery manufacturing management is still in their infancy.
Most existing researchers test their interpretable data science models on their own
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Table 3.1 Systematical comparison of typical machine learning tools for battery manufacturing
management

ML tools Interpretability Advantages Limitations

Linear model Good • Simple and compact
• Easy to implement

• Low nonlinear capture
ability

• Poor generalization

Quadratic model Good • Easy to be built up
• Easy to implement

• Low nonlinear capture
ability

• Difficult to analyse
strongly coupled
IPPS’ correlations

SVM None • Nonparametric
• Robust to outliers

• High computational
burden

NN Weak • Good nonlinear fitting
performance

• High accuracy

• High computational
burden

• Easy to cause
overfitting

DT Good • Flexible
• Few parameters need
to tune

• Easy to explain

• Instability
• Inadequate for
predicting continuous
variables

RF Good • Flexible
• Few parameters to
tune

• Robust to outliers
• Out-of-bag prediction

• High computational
burden

• Large memory
requirements

Others Depends on their nature • Good manufacturing
analysis performance

• Good prediction
accuracy

• Transferability is
unclear

• Robustness is
unknown

manufacturing data, which will call into question the generalization of them in other
battery manufacturing cases where the operation is significantly different. It is thus
suggested to improve these interpretable machine learning tools by validating related
data science model for more complex battery manufacturing cases. In addition, most
works simply adopt these tools to analyse battery manufacturing data without an in-
depth optimization of their performance. As the performance of machine learning-
based data science model would be also significantly influenced by its structure and
parameters. Advanced model optimization solution needs to be explored for further
improving model performance in the field of battery manufacturing management.
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3.3 Battery Electrode Manufacturing

3.3.1 Overview of Battery Electrode Manufacturing

Electrode is a key component of battery. The electrode manufacturing of Li-ion
batteries belongs to a highly complex and long process that involvesmany disciplines
such as electrical, chemical, and mechanical engineering. Figure 3.4 systematically
illustrates several key steps for battery electrode manufacturing.

According to Fig. 3.4, after preparing propermaterials, battery electrodemanufac-
turing generally consists of several individual processes including mixing, coating,
drying as well as calendaring. For the materials of manufacturing Li-ion battery
electrode, active material, conductive additive, solvent and binder are generally
required, as illustrated in Fig. 3.5. To be specific, LiFePO4 (LFP) and Li4Ti5O12

(LTO) are widely used as the active material due to the fact that LFP has the
merits of being non-toxic and adaptable to large current rates and high tempera-
tures, while LTO is capable of mitigating the irreversible formations of SEI as well
as dendrite. Based on this, the manufactured battery can provide high power and
long cycling behaviours. For electrode additives, conductive fillers including the

Mixing Coating

Drying and CalenderingElectrode

Slurries

Manufacturing 
parameters

Electrode 
properties

Fig. 3.4 Key steps for battery electrode manufacturing

Fig. 3.5 Key material components for battery electrode manufacturing
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carbon black and carbon nanofiber (CNF) are needed due to the intrinsic electronic
conductivity of solo active material which is usually insufficient. In addition, poly-
meric bind also plays a vital role in providing mechanical cohesion [2]. In reality,
three types of binders including the polyvinylidene-fluoride (PVDF), polyethylene
co-ethyl-acrylate co-maleic-anhydride (TPE) and hydrogenated-nitrile-butadiene-
rubber (HNBR) are generally adopted owing to their exceptional chemical stability
and reliable binding properties.

After preparing proper materials, these materials will be mixed within the soft
blender to produce the homogenous slurry during the mixing step. It should be
known that the slurry rheological property such as active material mass content,
solid-to-liquid ratio and viscosity play pivotal roles in the further coating and drying
stages [23]. During coating, the slurry will be coated on the current collector made
of mental foil by a coating machine. In general, copper foil is used for anode
while aluminium foil is utilized for cathode. Here the coating speed is usually set
as a constant value while the comma gap of coating machine would be adjusted
to generate shear force that significantly affects the thickness of coating products.
Defects such as the pinhole, agglomerate, and non-uniformitymay happen during the
mixing process and coating process, which would further decrease the electrochem-
ical performance of the final battery such as its maximum capacity [24]. Then the
wet coating product will be dried within an oven with the preset drying temperature
and speed, which would highly affect the electrode’s mechanical as well as electro-
chemical properties [25]. After that, a calendaring process is performed through the
mechanical pressure generated from two cylindrical rolls to further evaporate the
residual solvent of the dried coating product, further benefiting the energy density,
adhesion of manufactured electrodes.

It should be noted that all these individual processes (mixing, coating, drying,
calendaring) generally need specific equipment such as the mixer, coating, and dryer.
Numerous manufacturing parameters and variables would be generated during these
processes. Some parameters particular from battery electrode early manufacturing
stages such as mixing and coating are important to determine the manufactured
electrode property and must be well analysed. In this context, data science tech-
nology couldfirst benefit the exploration of these parameters andvariables involved in
producing battery electrode. Furthermore, according to the well-trained data science
model, the properties of manufactured electrode can be predicted without making
the cells. This could be an effective and intelligent solution to guide the smart
management of battery manufacturing, further benefitting the battery manufacturers
to optimize their production process.
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3.3.2 Case 1: Battery Electrode Mass Loading Prediction
with GPR

To illustrate how to design a data science framework to benefit battery electrode
manufacturing, a data science case study through deriving Gaussian process regres-
sion (GPR)-based framework to predict battery electrode mass loading is given [26].
Through incorporating automatic relevance determination (ARD) kernel, this GPR
framework is able to directly quantify the importance of four intermediate manufac-
turing parameters and analyse their influences on the prediction of battery electrode
mass loading.

Deriving from the Bayesian theory, GPR can be seen as a random process to
undertake the nonparametric regression with the Gaussian processes [27]. That is,
for any inputs, the corresponding probability distribution over function f (x) follows
the Gaussian distribution as:

f (x) ∼ GPR
(
m(x), k

(
x, x ′)) (3.1)

wherem(x) and k
(
x, x ′) denote the mean and covariance functions respectively, and

expressed by:

{
m(x) = E( f (x))
k
(
x, x ′) = E

[(
m(x) − f

(
x ′))(m(x) − f

(
x ′))] (3.2)

Here E() represents the expectation value. It is worth noting that in practice,m(x) is
generally set to be zero for simplifying calculationprocess [27]. k

(
x, x ′) is also named

as the kernel function to explain the relevance degree between a target observation of
the training data set and the predicted output based on the similarity of the respective
inputs.

In a regression issue, the prior distribution of outputs y can be expressed by:

y ∼ N
(
0, k

(
x, x ′) + σ 2

n In
)

(3.3)

N () indicates a normal distribution. σn is the noise term. Supposing there exists a
same Gaussian distribution between the testing set x ′ and training set x , the predicted
outputs y′ would follow a joint prior distribution with the training output y as:

[
y
y′

]
∼ N

(

0,

[
k(x, x) + σ 2

n In k
(
x, x ′)

k
(
x, x ′)T k

(
x ′, x ′)

])

(3.4)

where k(x, x), k
(
x ′, x ′), and k

(
x, x ′) represent the covariancematrices among inputs

from training set, testing set, as well as training and testing sets, respectively.
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In order to guarantee the performance of GPR, some hyperparameters θ existing
in the covariance function require to be optimized by the n points in the training
process. One efficient optimization solution is to minimize the negative log marginal
likelihood L(θ) [28] as:

{
L(θ) = 1

2 log[det λ(θ)] + 1
2 y

Tλ−1(θ)y + n
2 log(2π)

λ(θ) = k(θ) + σ 2
n In

(3.5)

After optimizing the hyperparameters of GPR, the predicted output y′ can be
obtained at dataset x ′ through calculating the corresponding conditional distribution
p
(
y′|x ′, x, y

)
as:

p
(
y′|x ′, x, y

) ∼ N
(
y′|y′, cov

(
y′)) (3.6)

with
{
y′ = k

(
x, x ′)T [k(x, x) + σ 2

n In
]−1

y

cov
(
y′) = k

(
x ′, x ′) − k

(
x, x ′)T [k(x, x) + σ 2

n In
]−1

k
(
x, x ′)

where y′ stands for the corresponding mean values of prediction. cov
(
y′) denotes a

variance matrix to reflect the uncertainty range of these predictions. More details on
these equations of GPR can be found in [27].

3.3.2.1 ARD Kernel for Feature Selection

As two early stages of battery electrode manufacturing chain, mixing and coating
could play pivotal roles in determining the mass loading of battery electrode, further
affecting the performance of final manufactured cell. In this case study, a GPR-based
data science model is derived to well predict battery electrode mass loading and
quantify the importanceweights of four batterymanufacturing parameters of interest,
as illustrated in Fig. 3.6. Specifically, these four parameters include three mixing
feature variables: mass content (MC), solid-to-liquid ratio (STLR), slurry viscosity
(V ), and one coating process parameter: comma gap (CG). GPR is integrated with
four ARD structure-based kernel functions, which are derived as follows:

kARDEX
(
i, i ′

) = σ 2
EX exp

[

−
( ‖iMC−i ′MC‖

σMC
+ ‖iSTLR−i ′STLR‖

σSTLR

+‖iCG−i ′CG‖
σCG

+ ‖iV −i ′V‖
σV

)]

(3.7)

kARDSE
(
i, i ′

) = σ 2
SE exp

⎡

⎣−1

2

⎛

⎝
‖iMC−i ′MC‖2

σ 2
MC

+ ‖iSTLR−i ′STLR‖2

σ 2
STLR

+‖iCG−i ′CG‖2

σ 2
CG

+ ‖iV −i ′V‖2

σ 2
V

⎞

⎠

⎤

⎦ (3.8)
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Fig. 3.6 GPR-based machine learning model to predict electrode mass load and analyse feature
importance weights, reprinted from [26], with permission from Elsevier
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kARDM3/2
(
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) = σ 2
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(
1 + √

3r
)
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(
−√
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)

r =
√
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σ 2
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⎧
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kARDM5/2
(
i, i ′

) = σ 2
M5/2

(
1 + √

5r + 5
3r

2
)
exp

(
−√

5r
)

r =
√

‖iMC−i ′MC‖2

σ 2
MC

+ ‖iSTLR−i ′STLR‖2

σ 2
STLR

+ ‖iCG−i ′CG‖2

σ 2
CG

+ ‖iV −i ′V‖2

σ 2
V

(3.10)

where all these ARD structure-based kernels have the same series of input items as

i =
{
iMC, iSTLR, iCG, iV

}
. σMC, σSTLR, σCG, and σV are four hyperparameters to

reflect the relevancies and importance of manufacturing parameters including MC,
STLR, CG, and viscosity, respectively. According to these defined ARD kernels,
the workflow of designing ARD kernel-based GPR model for feature selection and
prediction of manufactured battery electrode mass loading is detailed in Table 3.2.

It should be known that taking the exponential of the negative learned θhp and
normalizing W is a common solution to make the quantified importance weights of
manufacturing parameters becomemore convenient for comparison.Otherweighting
strategies such as the inverse of θhp could lead the final quantified weight values
slightly change, but it would not influence the importance ranking trend of these
parameters. The manufacturing parameter item with higher ranking (larger normal-
ized weight value) means this parameter is more crucial than others in predicting
battery electrode mass loading. In light of this, all four parameter weights are
uniformly quantified in this case study. Following the workflow, the weights of input
items including theMC, STLR, viscosity frommixing and theCG from coating could
be directly quantified to reflect their importance. Then the reliable feature selections
can be carried out based upon these quantified importance weights. Moreover, the
designed GPR model with ARD kernel structure is able to generate an explana-
tory subset of features by setting different hyperparameters for all inputted variable
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Table 3.2 Detailedworkflowof designingARDkernel-basedGPR for feature selection and predic-
tion of manufactured battery electrode mass loading, reprinted from [26], with permission from
Elsevier

1: Procedure: data preprocess and GPR model training

a. Remove outliers of raw electrode manufacturing data

b. Prepare predefined inputs–output matrix for GPR training. Here the inputs are four
interested parameters from mixing and coating while output is the related mass loading of
manufactured battery electrode

c. Optimize hyperparameters θhp of ARD kernel within GPR to minimize its L
(
θhp

)
through

fourfold cross-validation. Then the well-trained GPR model GPRARD
(
θhp

)
can be obtained

2: End procedure

3: Procedure: feature selections and battery electrode mass loading prediction

a. Based on the optimized θhp, the weights of manufacturing parameters are calculated by:

W = exp
(−θhp

)

where θhp =
{

σMC, σSTLR, σCG, σV

}
stand for the well-optimized hyperparameters of

electrode manufacturing parameters MC, STLR, CG, and viscosity, respectively.

W =
{
WMC, WSTLR, WCG, WV

}
are their weights by taking the exponential of negative

hyperparameters
b. Normalize these weights to quantify feature importance as:

W = W/(WMC + WStLr + WCG + WV)

c. For a new observation i ′ from testing dataset, its related electrode mass loading y′ can be
predicted by using the well-established GPRARD

(
θhp

)
as:

y′ = GPRARD
(
i ′|θhp

)

4: End procedure

items, further benefitting the improvement of performance and generalization ability
of battery electrode mass loading prediction.

3.3.2.2 Results and Discussions

To well analyse and evaluate the feature selection and regression performance of
GPR with various ARD kernels, two tests including one with all four manufacturing
parameter items and another with reducedmanufacturing parameter items are carried
out.

First, to quantify the importance weights of interested manufacturing parameters
on the prediction of manufactured battery electrode mass loading, all parameter
items including MC, STLR, CG, and viscosity are adopted as the inputs for GPR
models. The prediction performance of all four ARD kernels is evaluated using
fourfold cross-validation. Figure 3.7 and Table 3.3 show these prediction results and
the related performance indicators for these four GPRs with different ARD kernels,
respectively.
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Fig. 3.7 Manufactured battery electrode mass loading prediction results by using all four items:
a ARDEX kernel, b ARDSE kernel, c ARDMatern3/2 kernel, d ARDMatern5/2 kernel, reprinted
from [26], with permission from Elsevier

Table 3.3 Performance indicators for electrode mass loading prediction by using all items,
reprinted from [26], with permission from Elsevier

Kernel types ARDEX ARDSE ARDMatern3/2 ARDMatern5/2

Training time (s) 13.547 13.687 14.154 14.487

MAE (mg/cm2) 0.946 0.913 0.911 0.875

RMSE (mg/cm2) 1.177 1.126 1.124 1.084

Obviously, most observations in Fig. 3.7 well match the outputs from four GPR
models, indicating that all these four ARD kernel functions could provide satisfac-
tory prediction results for the manufactured battery electrode mass loading. Quanti-
tatively, due to the simplest structure, the training phase of GPRwith ARDEX kernel
can be finished within 13.547 s, while its prediction accuracy is the worst with the
RMSE of 1.177 mg/cm2. In the contrary, GPR with the ARDMatern5/2 kernel leads
to the longest training time of 14.487 s (6.9% increase), but its RMSE becomes the
lowest one with 1.084 mg/cm2 (7.9% decrease). However, the training time of all
these kernel functions is within 14.5 s, implying that the computational efforts of
these four ARD kernels are all acceptable. In conclusion, after adopting all four
manufacturing parameters as the input items for the ARD kernel-based GPR model,
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expected accuracy could be achieved for the manufactured battery electrode mass
loading predictions.

To further reflect the deviations of electrode mass loading prediction results, the
predicted versus actual plots (PVAPs) for GPRs with all four ARD kernel functions
are shown in Fig. 3.8. In theory, for the observations on the left or right of PVAPs, the
furthest from the average value could produce the most leverages and effectively pull
the prediction line towards that observation. For amodel with good prediction perfor-
mance, the observations should get close to the perfect prediction line. According to
Fig. 3.8, all observations can be clustered around the perfect prediction lines without
obvious outliers, implying that GPRs with ARD kernel functions are able to provide
satisfactory electrode mass loading prediction results with a few deviations for the
case of using all manufacturing parameter items.

Fig. 3.8 Predicted versus actual plots by using all four items: aARDEX kernel, bARDSE kernel, c
ARDMatern3/2 kernel,dARDMatern5/2 kernel, reprinted from [26],with permission fromElsevier
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Next, based upon the well-optimized GPR models, the normalized importance
weights fromhyperparameters of all fourARDkernel functions are plotted inFig. 3.9.
Interestingly, although there exist differences among each feature item, the trend of
feature importance weights is similar for all GPRs with four ARD kernel functions.
Specifically, CG always presents the largest important weight, which is nearly twice
as large as that of STLR. In the contrary, viscosity gives the smallest importance
weight (nearly five times less than the CG). The STLR’s importance weights are
slightly larger than MC’s for all four ARD kernel functions. This finding signifies
that among these four electrode manufacturing parameters, CG is the most important
item and must be selected for battery electrode mass loading prediction. STLR and
MC are the second and third important parameter items. In contrast, viscosity makes
the least contribution to predicting the mass loading of the manufactured battery
electrode.

To further reflect the electrode mass loading prediction performance of ARD
kernel functions, fourGPRswith the related conventional kernel functions of EX, SE,
Matern3/2 andMatern5/2 are utilized as the benchmarks for comparison purposes. It
should be known that these convention kernelswithoutARD structure cannot directly
quantify the importance weights of manufacturing parameters of interest as all four
parameter items’ hyperparameters within kernel are same. Figure 3.10 and Table
3.4 illustrate the related electrode mass loading prediction results and corresponding

Fig. 3.9 Obtained importanceweights byusingdifferentARDkernels:aARDEXkernel,bARDSE
kernel, cARDMatern3/2 kernel,dARDMatern5/2 kernel, reprinted from [26],with permission from
Elsevier
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Fig. 3.10 Comparison results by using conventional kernels with all four manufacturing parameter
items: a EX kernel, b SE kernel, cMatern3/2 kernel, dMatern5/2 kernel, reprinted from [26], with
permission from Elsevier

Table 3.4 Performance indicators for kernel comparisons by using all parameter items, reprinted
from [26], with permission from Elsevier

Kernel types EX SE Matern3/2 Matern5/2

Training time (s) 13.323 13.586 13.964 13.959

MAE (mg/cm2) 0.994 0.983 0.958 0.907

RMSE (mg/cm2) 1.317 1.292 1.184 1.151

performance indicator of using all four parameter items as inputs to the GPRs with
conventional kernel functions based on fourfold cross-validation. It can be noted that
EX kernel presents the worst results, while Matern3/2 and Matern5/2 give the better
mass loading prediction results. Here the RMSEs of all conventional kernel functions
become slightly worse than the related ARD kernels (5% increase). Therefore, apart
from the advantage of explaining parameter importance,GPRswithARDkernels also
present competent performance in the mass loading prediction of the manufactured
battery electrode.
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3.3.3 Case 2: Battery Electrode Property Classification
with RF

In this study, another data science-based solution through deriving an improved
random forest (RF) classification model is given to effectively classify electrode
properties and quantify the feature importance and correlations among four early
manufacturing parameters, as shown in Fig. 3.11 [29]. To be specific, the model
inputs include slurry active material mass content (AMMC), solid-to-liquid ratio
(StoLR) and viscosity from the mixing stage, and one process parameter of coating
named comma gap (CG). The model output is the labelled classes of electrode mass
loading or porosity.

3.3.3.1 RF Technique and Feature Analyses Solutions

As a typical ensemble learning solution, numerous individual decision trees (DTs)
are integrated within RF, as illustrated in Fig. 3.12. In general, classification and
regression tree (CART) is adopted as a DT of RF owing to its simplification and
nonparametric behaviours. Themain process for RF training is to produce various de-
correlated DTs. To reduce its variance, an overlap samplingmethod called “bagging”
is utilized here [30]. Additionally, to restrain correlations of these DTs, the best split
of each node would be got by randomly choosing m subset features from all M
features. In this context, DTs could be built without pruning, resulting in a relatively
low computational effort. Besides, after adopting various bootstrap samples and node
features, RF’s noise immunity is improved by averaging different DTs.

To effectively quantify the importance of battery manufacturing parameters of
interest, two different types of feature importance (FI) including the unbiased FI
and gain improvement FI are utilized in this study. Table 3.5 illustrates the detailed
process to obtain the unbiased FI.

Apart from the unbiased FI, another effective FI is obtained by summing the gain
improvements of Gini impurity changes. For a classification, Gini impurity is used

AMMC

StoLR

viscosity

CG

RF classification model
Feature importance (FI)
• Unbiased FI through OOB
• Gain improvement FI (Gini)

Feature correlations 
(PMOA)

Porosity

Mass loading Mixing

Coating

Fig. 3.11 RF-based classification model structure for classifying and analysing manufactured
battery electrode properties, reprinted from [29], with permission from IEEE
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Fig. 3.12 Schematic of RF model, reprinted from [29], with permission from IEEE

Table 3.5 Detailed process to obtain the unbiased FI

1: Procedure: to obtain the unbiased importance of features xk(k = 1 : M)

2: (Obtain Ỹi, j ) For i = 1 : N
a. Supposing BS j represents the jth bootstrap sample, Ai = {

j : (Xi , Yi ) /∈ BS j
}
,

and Ji means the cardinality of Ai

b. Obtaining Ỹi, j = h̃ j (Xi ) for all j ∈ Ai

3: (Obtain Ỹ ′
i, j ) For j = 1 : J

a. Supposing Bj = {
i : (Xi , Yi ) /∈ BSj

}

b. Randomly permuting xk from data samples
{
Xi : i ∈ Bj

}
to generate C j = {

X ′
i : i ∈ Bj

}

c. Obtaining Ỹ ′
i, j = h̃ j

(
X ′

i
)
for all i ∈ Bj

4: For i = 1 : N
Calculating the local FI LFMi (xk) of xk as:

LFMi (xk) = 1
Ji

∑
j∈Ai

I
(
Yi �= Ỹ ′

i, j
) − 1

Ji

∑
j∈Ai

I
(
Yi �= Ỹi, j

)

5: Obtaining the overall unbiased importance OFM(xk) of feature xk as:

OFM(xk) = 1
N

∑i=N
i=1 LFMi (xk)

End procedure
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Table 3.6 Detailed process to obtain Gain improvement FI

1: Procedure: to obtain the Gain improvement FI of features xk(k = 1 : M)

2: (Obtain �Gini(τ, xk)) For j = 1 : J
a. For a node τ of DT j , calculating its Gini impurity Gini(τ ) as:

Gini(τ ) = 1 − ∑D
d=1 p

2
k

where D represents the number of classes, pk = nk/n means the fraction of nk samples out of
total n samples

b. Calculating all Gini impurities Gini(τ, xi ) under the case of chosen feature xi by:

Gini(τ, X) = |τl ||τ | Gini(τl ) + |τr ||τ | Gini(τr )
where τl and τr represent the left and right children of the current node τ , respectively; |τ |, |τl |
and |τr | are the numbers of records in τ , τl and τr , respectively

c. Calculating the Gini reduce �Gini(τ, X) of all selected X by:
�Gini(τ, X) = Gini(τ ) − Gini(τ, X)

d. Comparing �Gini(τ, X) to get the optimal split feature xk at the specific node τ .
Recording its Gini reduce �Gini(τ, Xk)

3: (Obtain IG(xk)) For j = 1 : J
a. Accumulating the recorded �Gini(τ, xk) for all utilized nodes (ANs) in all trees (ATs)

by:
S �Gini(xk) = ∑

ATs

∑

ANs
�Gini(τ, xk)

where S�Gini(xk) represent the summed gain improvement according to xk ’s Gini variations

b. Calculating the overall gain improvement IG(xk) of parameter xk as:

IG(xk) = 1
Nk

S�Gini(xk)

where Nk stands for the cardinality of S�Gini(xk)

4: End procedure

to reflect how well a potential split is in a specific node of DT [31]. The detailed
process to calculate the gain improvement FI is described in Table 3.6.

In addition, quantifying the correlations of different manufacturing parameter
pairs is also vital to understanding battery manufacturing. To achieve this, the
predictive measure of association (PMOA) is designed. The basic idea of calcu-
lating PMOA is through the comparison of all potential splits with the optimal one
which is observed during DT training. Then the best surrogate decision split could
generate the maximum PMOA value to reflect their corresponding correlations. In
this context, PMOA is able to reflect the similarity between various decision rules to
split observations. Supposing xe and xg are two interested feature variables (e �= g),
the PMOA between the optimal split xe < u and surrogate split xg < v can be
calculated as:

PMOAe,g = min(Pl,Pr) − 1 + Plelg + Pre rg
min(Pl,Pr)

(3.11)
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Fig. 3.13 Data science framework of designing RF-based model for the classification and
sensitivity analysis of manufacturing parameters, reprinted from [29], with permission from IEEE

where l and r denote the left and right children of node; Pl is the observation propor-
tion of xe < u while Pr means the observation proportion of xe ≥ u; Plelg represents
the observation proportion of xe < u and xg < v; Prerg is the observation proportion
of xe ≥ u and xg ≥ v. PMOA should be less than 1, larger PMOA implies the related
feature pair has higher correlations.

Figure 3.13 illustrates the data science framework of designing the RF-based
model for the classification and sensitivity analysis of specific battery electrode
manufacturing parameters. This framework can be divided into four main parts as
follows:

Part 1. Data preprocess and RF-based model construction:After collecting rele-
vant data from battery electrode manufacturing chain, the outliers are firstly removed
and the class labels are set for outputs. In this study, bothmass loading and porosity of
manufactured battery electrode are set with five class labels. Then the inputs–output
pairs as illustrated in Fig. 3.11 are generated to train all DTs within RF. In theory, RF
classification model has two main hyperparameters, the amount of DTs (J) and the
number of feature items during each split (m), need to be tuned. Some points should
be considered for the tunning of these two hyperparameters: On the one hand, in
theory, higher accuracy and generalization ability can be obtained when increasing
J. However, too many DTs could also increase the computational burden of derived
RF. On the other hand, both the performance and correlations of DTs within RF
model could be affected by m. High value of m could benefit DT’s strength but also
lead these DTs become more correlated. To obtain suitable hyperparameters in this
study, an effective tunning approach called randomized search [32] is utilized.
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Part 2. Feature importance analysis: in this part, to quantify the feature importance
of all manufacturing parameters of interest and analyse their effects on the classi-
fication of electrode mass loading and porosity, two quantitative metrics including
the unbiased FI and the gain improvement FI are adopted. Specifically, the unbiased
FI is calculated based on the process in Table 3.5, while the gain improvement FI is
obtained based on the process in Table 3.6.

Part 3. Feature correlations analysis: After quantifying the importance of mixing
and coating parameters, the PMOA values of each parameter pair are calculated by
Eq. (3.11) and visualized as a M × M heat map. Then the correlations between each
two manufacturing parameters can be quantified by these PMOAs. Larger PMOAs
theoretically indicate that higher correlations exist between parameter pairs. The
PMOAs of two manufacturing parameters could be different in a heat map, relying
on which manufacturing parameter causes DTs’ optimal spit firstly.

Part 4. RF classification model reconstruction: After the comparison of FI and the
analysis of parameter correlations, themost importantmanufacturing parameters that
affect battery electrode property classification results are selected. Then the RF could
be reconstructed with reduced parameters for new electrode property classifications.

Following these steps, an effectiveRFmodel-based data science framework can be
designed to not only analyse the importance and correlations of early manufacturing
parameters from mixing and coating, but also well classify the mass loading and
porosity of manufactured battery electrode into proper categories.

3.3.3.2 Electrode Mass Loading Analysis

Feature analyses: for the electrode mass loading classification, following the steps
from Tables 3.5 and 3.6, both unbiased FI and gain improvement FI of all four
feature variables could be quantified, as shown in Fig. 3.14. Interestingly, although
the value levels between these two FIs are significantly different, a similar trend for
all feature variables can be obtained. Obviously, CG presents much higher values for
both unbiased FI with 4.78 and gain improvement FI with 0.037, indicating that this
feature variable is the most important one. StoLR and AMMC provide the second
and third larger values for both two types of FIs. The viscosity gives the smallest
values of unbiased FI with 0.67 and gain improvement FI with 0.022, indicating that
this feature contributes the least to classify manufactured electrode mass loading.

Next, the heat map to reflect the PMOAs of all feature pairs are created for
evaluating the correlations among four features for electrode mass loading case, as
illustrated in Fig. 3.15. Quantitatively, AMMC and StoLR achieve the largest corre-
lations with the PMOA of 0.72. This correlation output is very useful as the obtained
results are consistent with the observations from manufacturing experiments, but
this study demonstrates how an RF-based data science framework can support the
interpretation of correlations among interested manufacturing feature variables. This
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Fig. 3.14 FI for battery mass loading. a Unbiased FI based on OOB b FI based on gain
improvement, reprinted from [29], with permission from IEEE

Fig. 3.15 Heat map to reflect feature correlations for battery mass loading case, reprinted from
[29], with permission from IEEE

could benefit engineers to efficiently understand and manage their battery electrode
manufacturing chain.

Electrode mass loading classification: To evaluate battery electrode mass loading
classification results, a test by using the derived RF model with all features as inputs
is carried out first. According to its CM in Fig. 3.16, a satisfactory classification
accuracy rate with 90.2% is achieved. Quantitatively, the best classification results
are classes “very high” and “very low”with 100% Prate, while the worst classification
result is the “low” class with 72.7% Prate. This is mainly due to two observations
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Fig. 3.16 Confusionmatrix for mass load classification results by using all features, reprinted from
[29], with permission from IEEE

being incorrectly classified as “very low” and one observation being classified as
“medium” in such a case.

Next, to further evaluate the effects of each manufacturing feature on the classi-
fication of manufactured electrode mass loading, four different cases with various
combinations of three feature items are tested. To be specific, Case 1 contains CG,
AMMC and StoLR. Case 2 includes CG, AMMC and viscosity. Case 3 includes
CG, StoLR, and viscosity. Case 4 is composed of AMMC, StoLR, and viscosity.
The performance metrics of all these four cases are illustrated in Table 3.7. It can be
seen that Case 1 presents the best classification result with 86.6% macroP , 89.8%
macroR and 90.0%macroF1, which are just 3.3, 1.9 and 0.1% less than those from
the case of using all feature items. This implies that using CG, AMMC, and StoLR is

Table 3.7 Performance indicators for battery electrode mass loading classification, reprinted from
[29], with permission from IEEE

Cases macroP (%) macroR (%) macroF1 (%)

All features 89.6 91.5 90.1

Case 1 86.6 89.8 90.0

Case 2 84.6 84.8 84.6

Case 3 83.9 85.2 84.3

Case 4 35.3 36.2 35.4
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sufficient formass load classification. Interestingly,without involvingCG, the perfor-
mance metrics of Case 4 largely decrease, indicating that CG plays a significantly
important role in electrode mass loading classification.

3.3.3.3 Electrode Porosity Analysis

The test of classifying manufactured electrode porosity is also carried out. In this
test, the inputs are the same as those from the mass loading test, while the output
here becomes electrode porosity.

Feature analyses: Fig. 3.17 illustrates the corresponding unbiased FI and gain
improvement FI for electrode porosity classification. According to Fig. 3.17, StoLR
and viscosity are the twomost important feature items while AMMC is the worst one
for classifying battery electrode porosity. Next, according to the association estimates
of corresponding feature pairs in Fig. 3.18, the pair of AMMC and StoLR presents
the highest PMOA of 0.84, indicating that these two early manufacturing parameters
present strong potential correlations for classifying battery electrode porosity.

Electrode porosity classification: After using all four manufacturing parameters as
inputs, its CM to reflect the classification results of manufactured battery electrode
porosity is illustrated in Fig. 3.19. This test could provide a classification accuracy
of 70.7%, which is mainly caused by some mismatched observations particular for
the class label “high”. In comparison with the electrode mass loading case, it can be
seen that the quality of electrode porosity classification cannot be fully determined
by these four manufacturing parameters of interest.

Next, to further investigate the effects of these manufacturing parameters on elec-
trode porosity classification, four tests with similar parameter combination cases

Fig. 3.17 Feature importance for battery porosity. a Unbiased FI based on OOB b FI-based on
gain improvement, reprinted from [29], with permission from IEEE
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Fig. 3.18 Heat map to reflect feature correlations for battery porosity case, reprinted from [29],
with permission from IEEE

Fig. 3.19 Confusion matrix for porosity classification results by using all features, reprinted from
[29], with permission from IEEE

as those from mass loading are compared here, while their performance metrics are
illustrated inTable 3.8. Specifically, through adopting the threemost importantmanu-
facturing parameters (StoLR, CG, and viscosity), Case 3 shows the best classification
result with 59.4% macroP , 60.8% macroR, and 59.7% macroF1. However, the
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Table 3.8 Performance indicators for battery electrode porosity classification, reprinted from [29],
with permission from IEEE

Cases macroP (%) macroR (%) macroF1 (%)

All features 61.5 65.6 66.4

Case 1 54.9 54.7 54.9

Case 2 53.8 48.3 50.6

Case 3 59.4 60.8 59.7

Case 4 67.2 56.8 54.6

overall classification performance of electrode porosity is worse than the electrode
mass loading case. This fact signifies that for electrode porosity classification, more
other related manufacturing parameters should be considered to further enhance its
classification performance.

In summary, the electrode mass loading can be well classified based on these four
manufacturing parameters with 90.1%macroF1 while CG plays a most pivotal role
in this classification. This result is reasonable as both coating weight and thickness
that would determine battery electrode mass loading are significantly affected by
CG. For the classification result of electrode porosity, the macroF1 becomes just
66.4%, indicating that more other manufacturing parameters need to be considered
for better classifying battery electrode porosity. This result is also expected as battery
electrode porosity is also significantly affected by drying parameters such as temper-
ature and pressure. Not surprisingly, AMMC and StoLR have large correlations for
both mass loading and porosity. This is mainly caused by the ratio between slurry
solid component andmass present direct relation with the active material property. In
contrast, none direct relations are existed for other parameter pairs. In addition, active
material mass content cannot directly influence battery electrode physical properties
such as porosity, further causing the AMMC here to be a less important parameter. In
this context, to further improve electrode porosity classification performance, more
manufacturing parameters from drying and calendaring such as drying temperature,
pressure, and calendaring speed are suggested to be considered.

3.4 Battery Cell Manufacturing

3.4.1 Overview of Battery Cell Manufacturing

Figure 3.20 illustrates the general steps for battery cell manufacturing, which mainly
includes the processes of electrode cutting, cell assembly, electrolyte filling, forming,
and testing. For battery cell manufacturing, themanufactured electrodewould be first
cut into different sizes for various battery types such as the coin cell, cylindrical cell,
and pouch cell. There are usually two typical options including the die-cut and laser-
beam cut to cut the manufactured electrode [33]. Both of them present merits and
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Electrode cutting Cell assembly

Electrolyte fillingForming and testing
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Fig. 3.20 Key steps for battery cell manufacturing

demerits. The die-cut is easier to result in the delamination of anode edge and the
bending of current collector, while laser-beam cut could produce less damage to
the electrodes. However, the aluminium spatter may promote the dendrite growth to
further lead cell failure when laser-beam cut is utilized for cathode. For the process
of cell assembly, the assembly of electrode and separator becomes a main variation
source. The electrode’s misalignment would highly affect both charging/discharging
capacity and cell ageing behaviours [34, 35]. Specifically, the overlapping area of
anode and cathode would be decreased firstly, then the dendrite will initially grow by
the non-uniform Li-ions depositing at the edges [36]. Moreover, the separator here
would be selected based on different characteristics. For example, its weight and
thickness would affect the manufactured cell’s gravimetric and volumetric perfor-
mance, while its wettability and porosity would affect the electrolyte quantity and
cell service life [37, 38].

After assembling the cell, the electrolyte filling and wetting would be the next
steps and would also highly affect the final performance of the manufactured battery.
Here the electrolyte is an ionic conductor between the activematerials of electrode for
ensuring ion exchange. The poorlywetted electrode should be avoided in this stage as
they can result in an increased impedance and dendrite formation of themanufactured
battery. Finally, as the two most time-consuming processes, the forming and testing
of manufactured cells should be well designed and controlled. In theory, a stable SEI
could be formed through consuming active lithium and electrolyte materials during
the stage of battery formation [39]. This SEI layer could provide protections against
the irreversible consumption of electrolyte and the damage to the particles of active
materials [40]. To eliminate the generated gaseous product, the manufactured battery
cell needs to be degassed and tested after resealing. Here the battery electrochem-
ical test is customized for intended different applications. In principle, its current
and voltage need to be accurately monitored to generate accurate information on
manufactured cell capacity, cycling loss, energy, and power densities.
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3.4.2 Case 1: Battery Cell Capacities Prediction with SVR

In this study, a data science-based model with support vector regression (SVR) is
developed to describe how the variations in assembled battery half-cell properties
including the thickness (µm), mass loading (g/m2) and porosity (%) affect the final
manufactured battery capacities at different current rates (C/20, 1C and 2C) [41].
Figure 3.21 illustrates the schematic diagram of all parts and the predefined inputs–
output matrix with 115 observations in total.

To predict manufactured battery cell capacities under different C-rates, an SVR-
based data science model is developed. SVR belongs to a typical data science
tool for both classification and regression [42]. To achieve reasonable predic-
tion, the best regression hyperplane would be searched during the training stage
of SVR. The hyperplane is determined by an orthogonal weight vector ω that
could give wider margin of separations. Supposing the training dataset is noted as
T D = (Xi ,Yi ), i = 1, 2, . . . , l, X ∈ Rm , while hyperplane is (ω · Xi + b) = 0.
To ensure all observations can be predicted well, following constraints should be
satisfied as:

Yi (ω · Xi + b) ≥ 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , l (3.12)

SVR-based 
data science 

model

Cell mass 
loading

Cell 
thickness

Cell 
porosity

Capacities

C/20
C/5
C/2
1C
2C

Experiment 
design

Battery 
manufacturing

Data collection

Data preparationData science model 
development

Capacity 
prediction

Fig. 3.21 Methodologyworkflow formanufacturing linemodelling and predictions, reprinted from
[41], with permission from Elsevier
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Then the process to maximize the regression margin is defined as:

{ ‖min‖ ω2
2/2

s.t. Yi (ω · Xi + b) ≥ 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , l
(3.13)

After constructing Lagrange function, this process can be expressed by the
Lagrange multiplier αi as:

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

min︸︷︷︸
α

1
2

N∑

i=1

N∑

j=1
αiα j YiY j

(
Xi · X j

) −
N∑

i=1
αi

N∑

i=1
αi Yi = 0

αi ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , N

(3.14)

Based upon Eq. (3.14), SVR is capable of not only guaranteeing the accuracy of
regression, but also maximizing the blank ranges on all sides of hyperplane [43].

In order to improve the nonlinear prediction performance of SVR, kernel functions
should be coupled within SVR. Specifically, through using proper kernels, raw data
from the original space could be effectively transferred to a high-dimensional space,
then the SVR-based regression model could be trained by using the data from this
high-dimensional space with the linear classification approach. Supposing φ(e) is a
function to map the input space to a new feature space, the kernel function can be
expressed by:

K (e, g) = φ(e) · φ(g) (3.15)

According to Eq. (3.14), the cost function to maximize the regression margin
through involving the kernel functions becomes:

W (α) = 1

2

1

2

N∑

i=1

N∑

j=1

αiα j YiY j
(
Xi · X j

) −
N∑

i=1

αi (3.16)

Based upon the above discussions, kernel functions play key important roles
in determining the prediction performance of SVR. It should be known that for
different applications, various kernel functionswould present different performances,
which should be carefully selected. In this study, to well predict cell capacities of
manufactured battery, an SVM-based data science model with a quadratic kernel is
utilized.

After preparing the relevant battery manufacturing data, a test is carried out to
predict capacities under other C-rate in between the maximum and minimum C-
rates used for training purpose of SVR, even if the associated data is not used to train
model. To achieve this, four items including the mass loading, thickness, porosity,
and C-rate of cyclic current are utilized as the inputs of SVR, then the model will be
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trained based on the manufactured cell capacity data at all C-rates except a specifical
one which would be used for validation purpose.

Figure 3.22 illustrates the predicted capacity values of three different cases and
their relations to input items. For case (a), manufacturing data under C-rates of C/20,
C/2, 1C, and 2C are utilized for training while the data with C/5 current is used for
validation. The RMSE for such a case is 0.128 mAh while the corresponding R2

is 0.98. For case (b), manufacturing data under C-rates of C/20, C/5, 1C, and 2C
are used to train model while C/2 is used for validation. Here the RMSE becomes
0.128mAh, while R2 is 0.97. For case (c), manufacturing data under C-rates of C/20,
C/2, C/5 and 2C are utilized for training while the data with 1C current is used for
validation. Here the RMSE is 0.150 mAh while R2 becomes 0.97. Based upon these
results, the prediction accuracy of manufactured cell capacities under low C-rate is
desirable, even if they are not included in the training data to build the SVR model.
The prediction results for 1C capacity are slightly worse, which is mainly caused
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Fig. 3.22 Data science model capability for capacity interpolation, reprinted from [41], with
permission from Elsevier
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by its dependency on 2C capacity data presents higher variability in comparison to
those with C/20, C/2, and C/5 cases.

In addition, the effects of each input item on the capacity prediction performance
are also analysed. It can be seen that C-rate cannot be seen as a sole input to get
satisfactory results of cell capacity prediction. Besides, the mass loading, thickness,
and C-rate (M, T, C) are the input items that present the most significant effects on
manufactured cell capacity prediction accuracy.

It should be known that the ability of SVR model with an extra current input to
well predict manufactured cell capacity at other cyclic conditions is very useful for
battery manufacturers as it could eliminate the requirements to run experiments for
obtaining the corresponding data. This is more important for low C-rate cases due to
the huge time-consumption of the related experiment.

3.4.3 Case 2: Battery Cell Capacity Classification
with RUBoost

In the applications of battery cell manufacturing, material component formula-
tions play a pivotal role in determining manufactured battery performance such as
cell capacity. In this case study, an effective data science framework based on an
advanced ensemble learning technology named RUBoost is designed to efficiently
classify manufactured battery capacity considering the class imbalance issue, while
the sensitivity of material component parameters of interest is also analysed [44].
The structure of this RUBoost model is shown in Fig. 3.23. To be specific, five param-
eters of material components including the active material weight-fraction (AMw),
C65 weight-fraction (C65w), CNF weight-fraction (CNFw), Binder weight-fraction
(Binderw), andBinder type are inputs ofRUBoostmodel,while relatedmanufactured
cell capacity under C/20 is adopted as model output.

For the multiple classification applications, class imbalance is easy to occur. Two
techniques including data sampling and boosting are generally adopted to alleviate
the effects caused by class imbalance. For data sampling, observations from training

C65w

CNFw

Binderw

Binder Type

RUBoost based 
ensemble learning

Sensitivity analysis 
• Variable importance (Gini)
• Variable correlations (PMOA)

Classification
(Class imbalance issue)

AMw

Cell capacity
Manufactured

Fig. 3.23 Structure of RUBoost model for manufactured electrode properties classification,
reprinted from [44], with permission from IEEE
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data can be balanced by decreasing samples (undersampling) or adding samples
(oversampling). In theory, as the size of training data is reduced, undersampling can
benefit the computational effort but could also lead to the loss of information. On the
contrary, oversampling is free of information loss. But it can bring overfitting and
increase the computational burden.

On the other hand, boosting technique could be also used to overcome the
issue of class imbalance. One typical boosting solution is adaptive boosting
(AdaBoost) [45]. In this study, to further improve the battery cell capacity clas-
sification performance considering the class imbalance issue, a hybrid solution
named random undersampling boosting (RUBoost) is derived. Supposing a training
dataset {(X1,C1), (X2,C2), . . . , (XN ,CN )} has N observations, Xi refers to a vector
consisting of P interested items,Ci is class output with K labels, L(X)means aweak
learner to output a class based on X , then the detailed steps to establish the related
RUBoost-based ensemble learning model is shown in Table 3.9.

Obviously, one big difference between RUBoost and AdaBoost is that a random
undersampling is utilized for RUBoost in each iteration to decrease the majority
class’s observations to the designed percentage (P%), further leading to a temporary
dataset TD′

j with a new weight distribution W ′
j . Then the weak learner L ′( j)(X)

Table 3.9 Detailed process to establish RUBoost data science-based model for multi-classification

1: Procedure: RUBoost

2: Initializing the weights of all training dataset TD as:
Wi = 1/N , i = 1, 2, . . . , N

3: Supposing M stands for the number of all weak multiple-class learners L ′( j)(X). For
j = 1 : M

a. Creating a temporary training dataset TD′
j with related weights W

′
j and percentage P%

according to the random under sampling solution

b. Fitting a L ′( j)(X) to TD′
j according to W ′

j

c. Computing the err( j) according to TD and Wi as:

err( j) = ∑N
i=1 Wi · I (L ′( j)(Xi ) �= Ci

)
/
∑N

i=1 Wi

where I
(
L ′( j)(Xi ) �= Ci

) = 1

d. Computing the weight updating factor α( j) as:

α( j) = log
[(
1 − err( j)

)
/err( j)

] + log(K − 1)

e. For i = 1, 2, . . . , N , updating Wi as:

Wi ← Wi · exp[α( j) · I (L ′( j)(Xi ) �= Ci
)]

f. Renormalizing Wi

4: Outputting the final predicted class C̃(X) as:

C̃(X) = arg max︸︷︷︸
k

∑M
j=1 α( j) · I (L ′( j)(Xi ) �= Ck)

where I
(
L ′( j)(Xi ) = k

) = 1

5: End procedure
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will be well-trained by using TD′
j and W ′

j . According to this undersampling way,
RUBoost is able to not only provide the balanced observation for training but also
results in a decreased computational effort.

Detailed procedure of using this RUBoost-based data science framework to clas-
sify cell capacity and to perform sensitivity analysis of manufacturing parameters is
summarized in Fig. 3.24, which contains the following four main steps:

Step 1: Data curation and preprocess: Following a defined setting rule shown
in Table 3.10, capacities of both various Li-ion battery types (LFP and LTO) are
classified with three labels as low, medium, high.

Step 2: RUBoost model construction: in this step, RUBoost’s hyperparameters
need to be set firstly. In theory, three main hyperparameters are required for the
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Fig. 3.24 RUBoost-based framework to conduct sensitivity analysis and classification for the
battery electrode manufacturing, reprinted from [44], with permission from IEEE

Table 3.10 Class labels of
manufactured battery
electrode capacity

Class labels Low Medium High

Capacity (LFP) [mAh/g] 13.323 13.586 13.964

Capacity (LTO) [mAh/g] 0.994 0.983 0.958
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RUBoost-based data science model: the decision trees’ number (M), learning rate
(r), and desired percentage that is represented byminority class (P%). A largerM
could increasemodel’s classification accuracybut could also result in the increased
computational effort and overfitting issue. In this study, an iteration strategy based
on the evaluation of classification error is performed to select properM. Second,
r means the decay speed of each learner’s weight, while the class observations
are balanced by P% during the training stage. As recommended by [46], setting
r = 0.1 and P% as the minority class’s percentage is a good solution.

Step 3: Sensitivity analysis: After well training the RUBoost-based model, the
sensitivity analysis of variable importance and correlations could be carried out
based on the Gini importance and PMOA. The detailed procedure to calculate the
Gini importance refers to [31] for the readers of interest, while PMOA could be
calculated based on the Eq. (3.11). Then a heat map consisting of PMOAs can be
obtained to reflect each pair’s correlation.

Step 4: Imbalanced classification of electrode properties: After quantifying
importance and correlations of battery components of interest, the quality of
battery cell capacity would be also predicted by the derived RUBoost model.
The confusion matrix (CM) is adopted here as the main performance indicator.
Other performance indicators from Sect. 1.3.3 in Chap. 1 can be used to evaluate
the electrode property classification results.

Then following all these four steps, two tests through establishing proper
RUBoost-basedmodels are carried out to classify battery cell capacity and to perform
the sensitivity analysis of four component parameters of interest. For all these two
tests, r and P% are set as 0.1 and the percentage of the minority class, respectively.
An iteration way through the evaluation of classification error is carried out to deter-
mine M . Fivefold cross-validation is conducted, resulting in the training sample and
test sample are 110 and 28 for LFP case, 86 and 22 for LTO case, respectively.

3.4.3.1 LFP Case Studies

For the capacity classification of LFP-based battery cell, its classification error versus
various M and related Gini importance are shown in Fig. 3.25. It can be seen that its
classification error would decrease to 0.02 after adopting just three decision trees.
This implies that an approximately linear relationship between these formulation
variables and LFP-based cell capacity exists. The LFPw provides the largest Gini
importance weight, while C65w presents a bit larger importance value than that
of CNFw. Additionally, according to the heat map in Fig. 3.26, LFPw provides a
relatively higher correlation with C65w, CNFw, and Binderw.

To evaluate the classification performance, the CMs of the cases of using all
four manufacturing component parameters and three most important parameters of
LFP-based battery cell capacity are generated, as illustrated in Fig. 3.27. Here the
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Fig. 3.25 Classification error and Gini importance for LFP capacity case. a classification error
versus $M$; b Gini importance, reprinted from [44], with permission from IEEE

Fig. 3.26 Feature association for LFP capacity classification case, reprinted from [44], with
permission from IEEE

microF1 of both all and reduced parameter cases reach 97.8% and 95.7%, respec-
tively, indicating that a fantastic classification performance could be obtained through
using the derived RUBoost model to classify LFP-based battery cell capacity.

3.4.3.2 LTO Case Studies

Next, the test through using the designed RUBoost-based data science framework to
evaluate the influences of the same component parameters on cell capacity is also
carried out for LTO-based battery.

For LTO-based battery cell capacity, its classification error would converge to
0.06 after using 92 decision trees. The Binder type provides the lowest value of
Gini importance while LTOw, Binderw, and C65w result in the three most important
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Fig. 3.27 Confusion matrix for LFP capacity case. a All feature variables; b reduced feature
variables, reprinted from [44], with permission from IEEE

parameters with weights over 0.08, as illustrated in Fig. 3.28. Based upon its heat
map in Fig. 3.29, the pair of LTOw and CNFw gives the highest PMOA but is still
less than 0.5, which implies that the correlations are small for the classification of
LTO-based battery.

Interestingly, according to the CMs of both all and reduced material component
parameter cases in Fig. 3.30, the classification results of these two cases are similar
with amicroF1 of 94.4%. These facts signify that a satisfactory cell capacity classi-
fication could be obtained for LTO-based battery. On the other hand, the component
parameters of LTOw, Binderw, and C65w are enough to accurately classify the LTO-
based battery cell capacity through using the derived RUBoost-based data science
framework.

In summary, the class imbalance problem is easy to happen during battery manu-
facturing process andwould further affect the classification performance ofmanufac-
tured cell capacity. The proposed RUBoost-based data science framework presents

Fig. 3.28 Classification error and Gini importance for LTO capacity case. a Classification error
versus M ; b Gini importance, reprinted from [44], with permission from IEEE
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Fig. 3.29 Feature association for LTO capacity classification case, reprinted from [44], with
permission from IEEE

Fig. 3.30 Confusion matrix for LTO capacity case. a All feature variables; b reduced feature
variables, reprinted from [44], with permission from IEEE

the superiorities in terms of accuracy, interpretability for both feature importance and
correlations, data-driven nature, and the ability to handle the class imbalance issue.
When other battery manufacturing data such as the mixing speed, kneading inten-
sity, temperature, and pressure are available, it has a good potential in the reliable
multi-classification and sensitivity analyses for these process parameters to benefit
smarter battery manufacturing.
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3.5 Summary

This chapter describes the data science-based battery manufacturing management,
the initial and key stage during battery full-lifespan. An overview of battery manu-
facturing is first introduced by dividing it into battery electrode manufacturing and
battery cell manufacturing. Then a framework for using data science tools to manage
battery manufacturing is described, followed by the comparisons of various popular
machine learning technologies used in batterymanufacturingmanagement in termsof
their merits and drawbacks. For battery electrode manufacturing, two data science-
based case studies through deriving the GPR regression model and RF classifica-
tion model to predict manufactured battery electrode properties (mass loading and
porosity) and perform sensitivity analyses of strong-coupled manufacturing param-
eters are given. For battery cell manufacturing, another two data science-based case
studies by designing SVR and RUBoost-based models to predict/classify manufac-
tured cell capacities and analyse related manufacturing parameters are described.
Illustrative results indicate that designing suitable data science tools could accu-
rately capture battery product properties prior to its manufacturing. Furthermore,
it could automatically explain the interactions and effects of strong-coupled manu-
facturing parameters. This could help to significantly reduce the monitoring burden
of the battery manufacturing line. Cheaper and more efficient means of producing
high-performance batteries can be also identified to benefit battery manufacturers.
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Chapter 4
Data Science-Based Battery Operation
Management I

This chapter focuses on the data science technologies for battery operation manage-
ment, which is another key and intermediate process in the full-lifespan of battery.
After manufacturing, battery would be operated in various applications such as
transportation electrification, stationary energy storage and smart grid to supply or
absorb the power, where suitable management solutions are necessary to ensure its
efficiency, safety, and sustainability. In this context, numerous state-of-the-art data
science strategies have been developed to perform efficient management of battery
operation.

To systematically illustrate the data science-based strategies for benefitting battery
operation management, an overview is first given to introduce several crucial parts of
battery operation management, which includes battery operation modelling, battery
state estimation, battery lifetime prognostics, battery fault diagnosis, and battery
charging. Then the fundamentals of battery operation modelling as well as state
estimation are detailed in this chapter, while the latter three operation parts will be
described in the next chapter. Besides, case studies of deriving proper data science
methods to benefit four crucial state estimations of battery are all presented and
analysed.

4.1 Battery Operation Modelling

Establishing a suitable battery model is generally the starting point for battery opera-
tion management [1]. Over the years, numerous data science-based battery operation
models with different levels of accuracy and complexity have been designed. This
section mainly focuses on three typical types of battery operation models including
battery electrical model, battery thermal model, and battery coupled model, which
are widely adopted to capture battery operational dynamics, as detailed in Fig. 4.1.
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Fig. 4.1 Three typical and widely used battery operation models

4.1.1 Battery Electrical Model

As a fundamental battery operation model, electrical model can be mainly divided
into the electrochemical model [2, 3], reduced-order model [4, 5], equivalent circuit
model [6, 7] and machine learning model [8–10].

For the electrochemical model of battery, Rahman et al. [2] claim that this type
of battery electrical model should own the ability to describe the spatiotemporal
dynamics of battery concentration, the electrode potential of each phase, and the
Butler–Volmer kinetic for controlling intercalation reactions. Then an electrochem-
ical model is established for describing battery electrochemical behaviours while
its parameters are optimized by the particle swarm optimization (PSO) approach.
Sung et al. [3] present that the battery electrochemical model is able to provide
a highly accurate prediction performance, but it usually needs significant computa-
tional efforts formodel simulation.Then amodel implementation solution is designed
to embed this complicated model into the BMS. The main merit of adopting elec-
trochemical model is that a highly accurate description of electrochemical process
within a battery could be achieved. However, numerous parameters that reflect
battery electrochemistry such as the chemical composition require to be identified
by using data science tool, which is actually a big challenge in real battery oper-
ation applications. Moreover, many partial differential equations are involved in a
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battery electrochemical model, bringing a large computational burden to solve them.
It should be known that through making proper assumptions, the full-order electro-
chemical model could be approximated by the reduced-order model. For instance,
after capturing both solid-phase diffusion and electrolyte concentration distribution
within battery based on an approximate approach, a simplified physics-based electro-
chemical model is derived in [4]. Li et al. [5] simplify the electrochemical model with
reduced-order to predict discharging capacities of LiFePO4 battery under different
conditions. Although some information would inevitably be lost by using the simpli-
fied reduced-order model, this type of electrical model would becomemore desirable
for real operation management of battery. Here, the computational effort becomes
much lower by using a reduced-order model, while its corresponding parameters
could be identified based on the data from measured battery terminal current and
voltage.

For the equivalent circuit model of battery, battery electrical dynamics can be
captured by using a combination of circuit components including the resistance,
capacity, and voltage sources. Due to the simple structure and relatively small amount
of parameters need to be identified, equivalent circuit model has become one of the
most popular ones for battery real operation management. Figure 4.2 illustrates a
classical framework of battery equivalent circuit model with two resistance–capaci-
tance (RC)-networks. Specifically, these RC-networks could reflect battery electrical
behaviours such as the charge transfer or diffusion process. Here, the number of
RC-networks is generally treated as the order of equivalent circuit model, which
requires to be carefully chosen. According to [6], equivalent circuit model with one
or two RC-networks could provide satisfactory performance, while higher order of
RC-networks becomes unnecessary in many battery operation cases. Nejad et al.
[7] provide a critical review for widely adopted equivalent circuit model for Li-ion
batteries. Illustrative results indicate that equivalent circuit model with RC-network
presents better dynamic performance particular for the prognostics of battery state
of charge (SoC) and power.

For the machine learning-based model, various machine learning technologies
such as neural networks (NNs) [8, 9] and support vector machine (SVM) [10] have
been adopted to derive suitable data science models for capturing battery electrical
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Fig. 4.2 Typical structure of battery equivalent circuit model
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dynamics without the requirements of battery prior knowledge. The performance of
this type of battery model significantly relies on the experimental data as well as
training solutions. To achieve satisfactory prediction accuracy and good generaliza-
tion performance, experimental data should cover enough battery operation ranges,
while the parameters of machine learning models require to be carefully optimized
by using suitable training solutions. Moreover, the adaptive data science techniques
[11, 12] could be adopted to provide better modelling results.

4.1.2 Battery Thermal Model

Apart from battery electrical dynamics, battery thermal behaviour such as its temper-
ature variation is another key aspect to affect battery operation management because
it plays a pivotal role in determining battery performance and service life [13–15]. In
this context, different data sciencemodels such as heat generationmodel, heat transfer
model, reduced-order thermal model, and machine learning-based model have been
proposed to describe battery thermal dynamics. For battery heat generation model, a
great deal of solutions are designed to capture battery heat generation, such as acti-
vation, concentration, and ohmic loss, which distribute non-uniformwithin a battery.
Three popular ways to assess battery heat generation are described in Eq. (4.1), which
have been widely adopted for real battery operation management [16, 17].

⎧
⎨

⎩

Qa = R · I 2
Qb = I · (V − OCV)

Qc = I · (V − OCV) + I · T · dOCV/dT
(4.1)

where R stands for battery internal resistance. I and V represent terminal current and
voltage of battery, respectively. OCV means open-circuit voltage of battery. Qa is
the heat generation mainly caused by large currents that across battery internal resis-
tance. Qb represents heat generation caused by overpotential across RC-networks.
Qc denotes heat generation due to the entropy variation as well as Joule heating.

Besides, for the heat transfer of battery, the convection, conduction, and radiation
of heat are the three primary forms within as well as outside a battery [18, 19]. A
three-dimensional distributed-parameter heat transfer model is developed by Guo
et al. [20] to explore the geometrical currents and heat distribution within a Li-ion
battery, as described by,

∂ρCpT3C
∂t

= −∇(k3C∇T3C) + Q (4.2)

It can be also expressed by [21],
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where ρ reflects battery density, Cp stands for heat capacity of battery, k3C is a
coefficient to reflect battery thermal conductivity (along three dimensions: kx , ky ,
kz), and Q stands for the heat generation of battery.

Supposing the temperature distribution of a battery within each layer plane is
uniform, and only considering one dimension (x, y, z) of battery heat conduction,
then a one-dimensional heat conduction thermal model can be simplified as [22],

∂ρCpT1C
∂t

= − ∂

∂x

(

kx
∂T1C
∂x

)

+ Q (4.4)

The three-dimensional heat transfer model is able to describe temperature distri-
bution within a battery, which could be further adopted to detect possible hot spots,
especially for high heat generation operations. The one-dimensional heat transfer
model is capable of capturing battery temperature gradient along a direction of
interest. However, the computational efforts of these heat transfer models are usually
too large to be applied in real battery operation management, and they are primarily
adopted in offline simulation conditions.

Let heat conduction becomes the only type for heat transfer, heat generation is
evenly distributed within a battery, while the temperatures of both battery surface
and interior become uniform, then a two-stage battery thermal model [23, 24] that
has been widely used in battery operation management is derived as:

{
Cq1 · dTin/dt = k1 · (Tsh − Tin) + Q
Cq2 · dTsh/dt = k1 · (Tin − Tsh) + k2 · (Tamb − Tsh)

(4.5)

where Tin is battery internal temperature, while Tsh is battery surface temperature;
Tamb stands for ambient temperature; Cq1 is battery internal thermal capacity while
Cq2 represents battery surface thermal capacity; k1 reflects the heat conduction
between battery surface and interior, k2 is the heat conduction between battery surface
and ambient temperature.

After defining battery heat generation and transfer parts, numerous battery
thermal models with reduced order have been also successfully designed to achieve
control purposes for battery operation management [25]. After converting the one-
dimensional boundary-value issue into a linearmodel with low order in the frequency
domain, the order of a Li-ion battery thermal model can be decreased, while its
temperature prediction could match closely with the results of experiment and
three-dimensional finite-element simulations. According to the computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) model, a reduced-order state-space thermal model is proposed by
using the singular value decompositionmethod [25], while the similar results as CFD
model can be achieved but with much less computational efforts.
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4.1.3 Battery Coupled Model

In battery operation applications, there exists strong coupling among different
battery dynamics. For example, battery electrical and thermal behaviours are
strongly coupled with each other. To better capture battery electrical dynamics (e.g.
current, voltage, SoC) and thermal dynamics (e.g. surface and internal tempera-
ture), several battery coupled electrothermal models have been proposed, including
lump-parameter model and distributed-parameter model [26–28]. For example, a
three-dimensional electrothermal model is proposed by Goutam et al. [29] to predict
battery SoC and calculate its heat generation. Specifically, this electrothermal model
contains a 2D potential distribution model and a 3D temperature distribution model.
ThenbothbatterySoCand temperature distributionunder constant aswell as dynamic
currents could be effectively obtained by using this coupled model. In [30], an
electrothermal model with decreased order is designed and evaluated by batteries
with three different cathode materials. This reduced model is accurate enough for
developing quick heating and optimal charging method at low temperature cases. A
coupled electrothermal model with three-dimensional is proposed by Basu et al. [31]
to analyse the effects of different battery operations such as coolant flow-rates and
discharge currents on the variations of battery temperature, further verifying that the
contact resistance plays a pivotal role in affecting battery temperature.

4.2 Battery State Estimation

Due to the complex electrochemical characteristics and multi-physics coupling, a
trivial emulation of battery operations based on just measured voltage, current,
and surface temperature cannot lead to the in-depth understanding or monitoring
of operated batteries. In this context, performing accurate estimation of several
battery internal states is crucial for advanced battery operation management [32].
This section details the data science-based battery state estimation with a focus on
several battery fundamental but important states including the state of charge (SoC),
state of power (SoP), state of health (SoH), and joint states estimation.

4.2.1 Battery SoC Estimation

4.2.1.1 Definition of Battery SoC

SoC is a fundamental and critical factor for the operation management of battery,
which can be expressed by different formulation forms [33]. SoCgenerally represents
the battery available capacity (Ca) expressed as a percentage of its nominal capacity
(Cn) [34]. Cn is the maximum charge amount that can be stored within a battery.
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Similar to the fuel vehicle’s tank, SoC presents the same functionality as a fuel
gauge. Supposing current I is positive and negative for charging and discharging,
respectively, a common definition of battery SoC is:

SoC(t) = SoC(t0) +
t∫

t0

η · I (t)
Cn

dt (4.6)

where SoC(t) and SoC(t0), respectively, denote battery SoC values at time point t
and initial time point t0; η represents coulombic efficiency to reflect the ratio of fully
discharged energy to charged energy needed to recover the original capacity.

On the other hand, from the battery electrochemical side, SoC could represent
the charge contained in electrode particles. Specifically, the variation of battery SoC
is able to reflect the distribution of lithium concentration within electrode parti-
cles. Due to the amount of available charge highly relies on the amount of lithium
stored in electrodes, SoC can be directly obtained by considering the mean lithium
concentration Cs as:

SoC(t) = Cs(t) − Cs,min

Cs,max − Cs,min
(4.7)

where Cs(t) represents the mean surface Li-ion concentration at time point t , and
Cs,min andCs,max stand for the surface Li-ion concentrations when fully charging and
discharging a battery, respectively.

The operation management of battery requires accurate SoC information to indi-
cate the remaining available energy within a battery during its operations. In the
laboratory conditions, based upon a known initial SoC value, the referenced battery
SoC is generally obtained through a well-controlled coulomb counting approach
to accumulate charge transferred [35]. However, complex battery electrochemical
dynamics and strongly coupled characteristics make battery SoC is difficult to be
measured directly in real-world applications. In this context, reliable battery SoC esti-
mation in real time is a critical part of battery operation management, thus attracting
considerable data science research efforts.

4.2.1.2 Data Science-Based SoC Estimation Methods

To date, different data science-based methods were designed to achieve reason-
able SoC estimation for battery operation management in the literature. These data
science-based methods could be divided into three main categories including the
direct calculation method, model-based method, and machine learning method, as
shown in Fig. 4.3.
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Fig. 4.3 Data science-based battery SoC estimation methods in terms of merits and limitations,
reprinted from [32], with permission from Elsevier

For data science direct calculationmethod, two common solutions are noteworthy.
First, as there exist obvious mapping relations between battery SoC and some battery
direct factors such as the open-circuit voltage (OCV) and impedance, after obtaining
the data of these battery factors, the battery SoC could be inferred by the predefined
lookup tables that describe such a relation [36]. Besides, based upon the obtained
data of battery nominal capacity and exact current profiles, the variation of battery
SoC could be conveniently obtained by the coulomb counting approach. One obvious
superiority of these two methods is the easy way to be implemented for battery SoC
estimation. However, as battery capacity would inevitably vary with different ageing
levels, and OCV needs to be obtained after a rest period, precisely online measuring
these data is still a daunting challenge during battery operation management. In the
light of this, attempts have been made to estimate battery SoC through other data
science supporters such as model-based methods.

For themodel-basedmethod, according to a proper model such as dynamics equa-
tions, different estimation strategies together with easily collect current or voltage
data would be employed to estimate battery SoC. One popular model type is the
battery electrochemical model (EM) as battery internal mechanisms such as kinetic
and charge transfers within a battery could be described by it, further leading to an
accurate SoC estimation of battery. However, as EM-based methods involve many
parameters and partial differential equations, it generally requires a large compu-
tational burden to implement them. In order to facilitate a real-time application,
suitable simplifications are always required. Another widely used model type is
the battery equivalent circuit model (ECM) which adopts electrical circuit compo-
nents to emulate battery dynamics. Due to a relatively simple structure and reason-
able expansibility, ECM becomes a promising tool for battery real-time SoC esti-
mation. However, considering the ECMs’ parameters would vary over time, using
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the invariant parameters under different temperature, SoC or ageing levels could
cause large estimation error [37]. Great efforts are required to periodically recali-
brate ECMs’ parameters, further ensuring their extensibility. Besides, after obtaining
different battery data in real applications, it is vital to develop proper solutions such
as the joint parameter/SoC estimation tool for adjustingmodel parameters adaptively.

The machine learning method, free of understanding battery electrochemical
mechanisms, has also beenwidely adopted to estimate battery SoC. Due to the poten-
tial merits such as being flexible and highly nonlinear fitting ability, various tech-
niques including the neural network (NN) [38] and support vector machine (SVM)
[39] have been utilized to estimate battery SoC.However, these data science solutions
are very sensitive to their optimization strategies and the quality of collected data. In
addition, overfitting issues would happen if improper training modes are utilized.

4.2.1.3 Case Study: Battery SoC Estimation with RLS and EKF

In this subsection, we will introduce a data science-based SoC estimation method for
Li-ion battery with recursive least square (RLS) and extended Kalman filter (EKF).
As the most widely used model-based method, the RLS-EKF integrates the RLS-
based online model identification and the EKF-based SoC observation in a dual
sequential framework.

The estimation accuracy of this method largely depends on the accuracy of the
model. However, a model with a higher accuracy requires more parameters to be
identified, that is to say, a higher computational cost is required. Generally, a battery
model suitable for the real-time application has a simple topology while capturing
the major dynamics of Li-ion battery. In the light of this, this case study uses the
Thevenin model to verify the RLS-EKF algorithm. As is shown in Fig. 4.4, R0 is
the ohmic resistance. The single RC branch is used to simulate the polarization
effects due to passivation layers on the electrodes, charge transfer between electrode
and electrolyte, diffusion, migration, and convection processes. The dynamics of the
Thevenin model in use is written as:

{
Ut (t) = UOCV(SoC(t)) − i(t)R0 −U1(t)
U̇1(t) = −U1(t)

R1C1
+ i(t)

C1

(4.8)

Further discretizing the above formula can obtain:

{
Ut (k) = UOCV(SoC(k)) − i(k)R0 −U1(k)

U1(k + 1) = e− �t
R1C1 U1(k) + R1(1 − e− �t

R1C1 )i(k)
(4.9)

The OCV is a nonlinear function of SoC which should be calibrated accurately
to adopt the model-based estimation. In order to identify the functional relationship
between OCV-SoC, it is necessary to obtain the OCV-SoC curve through the OCV
experiment, fit the experimental curve through the empirical function, identify the
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Fig. 4.4 Data science-based battery SoC estimation method with RLS and EKF

parameters of the given function through the parameter identification method, and
finally get the OCV-SoC function relationship. It is usually possible to use higher-
order polynomial approximation as:

UOCV(z) = k0 + k1z + k2z
2 + · · · + knz

n (4.10)

where z denotes the SoC, kn (n = 1, 2, . . . , n f ) are the polynomial coefficients, and
n f is the polynomial order which is selected to be 5 in this case.

Since the sampling of current and voltage signals is discrete in the actual battery
system, the continuous-time model of SoC should also be discretized:

SoC(k + 1) = SoC(k) − η
i(k)�t

Q
(4.11)

The adoption of RLS-based online model identification necessitates formulating
a regression model. To achieve this, a new variable is defined as:

Ut (s) −UOCV(s)

i(s)
=
(

−R0 + R1

1 + R1C1s

)

(4.12)
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By applying the bilinear transform, Eq. (4.12) can be transformed to:

Ut (z) −UOCV(z)

i(z)
= c2 + c3

1 − c1z−1
(4.13)

where

c1 = 2R1C1 − �t

2R1C1 + �t

c2 = (R0 + R1)�t + 2R0R1C1

−(�t + 2R1C1)

c3 = (R0 + R1)�t − 2R0R1C1

−(�t + 2R1C1)

Then the discrete-time expression of the system can be written as:

Uq,k = θkφ
T
k (4.14)

where Uq,k = Ut,k , θk = [(1 − c1)UOC,k, c1, c2, c3], φk = [1,Ut,k−1, ik, ik−1]. The
regression model is then identifiable with the RLS method. A forgetting factor (λ)
is used to give more weight to the recently obtained data while discounting the
contribution of historical data. Once the model parameters are obtained, the system
states including polarization voltage and SoC are estimated by using EKF. Choose
SoC and U1 as the state variable, electric current as input quantity, and terminal
voltage (Ut ) as output quantity. The equation can be transformed as:

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

[
U1(k)
SoC(k)

]

=
[

e
(
− �t

R1C1

)

0
0 1

][
U1(k − 1)
SoC(k − 1)

]

+
⎡

⎣ R1

(

1 − e
(
− �t

R1C1

))

−η�t/QN

⎤

⎦i(k − 1)

+wk−1

Ut (k) = f [SoC(k)] −U1(k) + R0i(k) + vk

(4.15)

where wk−1 is the random process noise sequence, and vk is the random observation
noise sequence. Since f [SoC(k)] is nonlinear with respect to SoC, the formula is
expanded into a Taylor series around the optimal prediction estimate to linearize.
The RLS-based model identification and EKF-based SoC estimation are integrated
in a dual sequential framework as shown in Fig. 4.4.

In this case, A123 ANR26650 M1-B batteries with a nominal capacity of 2.5 Ah
are selected to verify the algorithm performance. In order to obtain the maximum
usable capacity of the battery, a constant volume experiment must be carried out at
a room temperature of 25 °C. In detail, a constant-current-constant-voltage method
with 1C rate is used to charge the batteries until the voltage reaches 3.6 V and
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then current drops to 0.05C. A constant-current method with 1C rate is used to
discharge cells until the voltage drops to 2.0 V. The battery OCV has a monotonic
mapping relationship with the SoC. Determining the OCV-SoC mapping rule is of
great significance for improving the accuracy of battery modelling and SoC state
estimation. Therefore, after the constant volume test, it is necessary to calibrate the
OCV-SoC curve. Specifically, taking the charging OCV as an example, if 10% SoC
point is used as the test point, battery is discharged to the cut-off voltage 2.75 V with
a 1C current at a constant current, and then left for 2 h as the voltage of SoC = 0%.
1C rate is utilized to charge the battery in cross-current. The cut-off condition is that
the charging time reaches 6 min, and after 2 h left, the terminal voltage is recorded
as the OCV corresponding to the current SoC, and so on, recording 10%, 20%, …,
90% OCV. The ECM shown in Fig. 4.4 is built by using MATLAB Simulink. The
model parameters are all defined according to the battery testing result. An enhanced
UDDS, DST, and FUDS profile shown in Fig. 4.5 is used to verify the feasibility of
RLS and EKF algorithms.

As shown in Fig. 4.6, the blue line is the real SoC value, and the red line is the
SoC value estimated by the RLS-EKF algorithm. The RMSE and the MAE under
different working conditions are shown in Table 4.1.

Fig. 4.5 Load profile for testing: a an enhanced UDDS profile; b an enhanced DST profile; c an
enhanced FUDS profile

Fig. 4.6 SoC estimation result: a UDDS; b DST; c FUDS
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Table 4.1 Performance of
RLS-EKF under different
working conditions

UDDS (%) DST (%) FUDS (%)

RMSE 0.27 0.87 1.04

MAE 0.75 1.23 1.33

4.2.2 Battery SoP Estimation

4.2.2.1 Definition of Battery SoP

State of power (SoP) is another critical factor for battery operation management and
usually utilized to reflect the available power that a battery could supply or absorb
over a short time horizon [40]. In theory, battery SoP could be viewed as a result of
threshold current and responded voltage, while different operation constraints also
need to be explicitly considered. Supposing that discharging power is positive while
charging power is negative, battery SoP can be generally expressed by [41]:

⎧
⎨

⎩

SoPc(t) = max
(
Pmin, V (t + �t) · I cmin

)

SoPd(t) = min
(
Pmax, V (t + �t) · I dmax

)

Subject to operation constraints
(4.16)

where SoPc(t) and SoPd(t) denote battery charging and discharging SoPs at time
point t , respectively, Pmin and Pmax represent theminimum andmaximum limitations
of battery power, �t is the specific future time period, V (t + �t) stands for battery
terminal voltage at time point t + �t , and I cmin and I dmax are minimum continuous
charging current as well asmaximum continuous discharging current from time point
t to t+�t , respectively. I cmin and I

d
max require to be obtained under the cases of battery

operation constraints are not exceeded. These operation constraints usually contain
battery voltage, current, SoC, and sometimes temperature.

For the simulation applications, battery SoP reference is generally obtained by the
high-fidelity battery model with the consideration of different operation constraints
[42]. In the laboratory conditions, battery SoP could be decided through well-
designed pulse testswith the consideration of somemodified current rate and duration
time. For real EV applications, due to the energy-flowmanagement such as the power
split and battery charging during regenerative braking highly depends on the available
power of battery, reliable battery SoP estimation could benefit not only the regulation
of vehicular power flow but also the optimization of overall powertrain efficiency.
Moreover, for battery itself, knowing its future SoP could benefit fast charging mode
and battery performance. In this context, it is vital to design effective data science
strategy for reliable battery SoP estimation that takes the highly nonlinear dynamics
and different operation constraints of battery into account.
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4.2.2.2 Data Science-Based SoP Estimation Methods

Battery SoP estimation studies are relatively scarce compared with battery SoC esti-
mation methods involving a plethora of research. According to a systematic review
in [40], data science-based SoP estimation methods can be mainly divided into two
categories, as shown in Fig. 4.7.

For characteristic map (CtM)-based method, a static interdependence between
battery SoP and other state variables such as SoC, temperature, voltage, and power
pulse duration is establishedoffline. To further enhance the estimation performance of
CtM-based method, the difference between measured battery power and estimated
SoP value is calculated. Then the reference points within CtM could be adapted
in the conditions of a huge deviation that appears [43]. CtM-based method could
be readily implemented, owing to its straightforward treatment. However, several
issues are still not addressed thoroughly: First, past and current battery information
is difficult to be considered in CtMs. As battery power dynamics strongly relies
on its operation condition, the accuracy of battery SoP estimation will be thus influ-
enced severely. Second, in order to construct a high-performanceCtMunder different
battery operating conditions, a large amount of information requires to be stored by
the multi-dimensional forms, further leading to a large computational burden on the
micro-controller. In this context, the online SoP estimation method through deriving
suitable battery model with various computational levels is explored and exploited.

For model-based approach, ECM and its variants are usually adopted to esti-
mate battery SoP. After formulating ECM with a discrete-time state-space form,
various solutions such as Kalman filter [44] and least square-based approach [42]
have been adopted to derive reasonable SoP estimators. To guarantee the estimation
accuracy of SoP, an ECM that could not only describe battery overall dynamics but
also presents proper structure and parameters becomes necessary. In this context,
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ECM’s parameters need to be adapted under real-time data from different operating
SoC, temperature, and ageing states. In addition, to ensure battery operated safely,
the operating constraints of current, voltage, SoC, and/or even internal temperature
are required to be satisfied during battery SoP estimation. In addition, ECM-based
approach is difficult to depict battery’s inside electrochemical process, further leading
to poor generalization. Unfortunately, EM-based approach is still scarce in battery
SoP estimation domain.

4.2.2.3 Case Study: Battery SoP Estimation with Multi-constrained
Dynamic Method

In this subsection, we will introduce a data science-based SoP estimation method
for Li-ion battery with the multi-constrained dynamic method. This method compre-
hensively considers multiple constraint variables, such as terminal voltage, current,
SoC, etc., to predict battery SoP in real-time. At the same time, the influence of
dynamic response characteristics such as electrochemical kinetics, thermodynamics,
and hysteresis effects on the SoP prediction results are comprehensively considered.

As mentioned above, the peak power capability of Li-ion battery is affected by
the maximum charge and discharge current, the maximum and minimum cut-off
voltage, the remaining available capacity of the battery, etc. In order to estimate the
peak power capability accurately, there are multiple constraints (voltage, current,
SoC, rated power) that should be taken into consideration, which can be expressed
as follows:

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

Umin < U < Umax

I chgmin < I < I dismax

SoCmin < SoC < SoCmax

Pchg
min < P < Pdis

max

(4.17)

whereU , I , SoC, P represent the battery’s terminal voltage, current, SoC, and power.
For the battery charge and discharge process, the peak power capability of Li-ion
battery can be calculated as follows:

{
Pchg
min = max(Pmin,UI)

Pdis
max = min(Pmax,UI)

(4.18)

Further, the maximum discharge current and minimum charge current of the
battery need to meet the following conditions:

{
I chgmin = max(Imin, I

chg,U
min , I chg,SoCmin )

I dismax = min(Imax, I dis,Umax , I dis,SoCmax )
(4.19)
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Based on the combination of the three constraints, the peak power capability of
the battery is finally expressed as follows:

{
Pchg
min = max(Pmin, P

chg,U
min , Pchg,C

min , Pchg,SoC
min )

Pdis
max = min(Pmax, Pdis,U

max , Pdis,C
max , Pdis,SoC

max )
⇒
{
Pchg
min = max(Pmin,U (I chgmin)I

chg
min)

Pdis
max = min(Pmax,U (I dismax)I

dis
max)

(4.20)

This case continues to use Thevenin equivalent circuit model to estimate SoP.
Similarly, A123 ANR26650 M1-B batteries with a nominal capacity of 2.5 Ah are
used to verify themulti-constraint algorithm. In particular, by consulting the battery’s
usermanual, it is necessary to pay attention to the battery-related limit parameters. As
shown in Table 4.2, the parameters that need to be paid attention to in SoP estimation
are listed. The discharge current is artificially specified as positive.

An enhanced DST profile shown in Fig. 4.8a is used to verify the algorithms. In
order to accurately obtain the peak current under the SoC constraint, the RLS-EKF
algorithm is first used to estimate battery SoC. Parameter identification and SoC
estimation have been introduced in detail in Sect. 4.2.1.3 and will not be repeated
here. As shown in Fig. 4.8b, the root-mean-square error (RMSE) is 0.87%, while the
mean-absolute error (MAE) is 1.23%.

Next, derive detailed expressions of peak discharge and charge currents under
SOC and voltage constraints. The load current is assumed to be constant between the
k sampling time and the (k + L) sampling time, where L represents the prediction
time horizon. Under the excitation of peak discharge current, the terminal voltage
would drop to the lower cut-off voltage, so that the following equation can be drawn:

Table 4.2 Upper and lower
cut-off thresholds for SoC,
voltage, and current

SoC (%) Voltage (V) Current (A)

Maximum 96 3.6 120

Minimum 5 2 −25

Fig. 4.8 SoC estimation: a an enhanced DST profile; b SoC estimation results
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Ut,min = UOCV(k + L) −U1(k + L) − I dis,voltL ,max R0 (4.21)

The polarization voltage at the (k + L) can be expressed with the battery model
as:

U1(k + L) = e
−L�t
R1C1 U1(k) + (1 − e

−L�t
R1C1 )R1

L∑

j=1

e
−( j−1)�t

R1C1 I dis,voltL ,max (4.22)

In order to derive UOCV(k + L), the SoC recurrent relationship is defined as:

SoC(k + L) = SoC(k) − ηI dis,voltL ,max L�t

Q
(4.23)

So that,

UOCV(k + L) = UOCV(k)

(

SoC(k) − ηI dis,voltL ,max L�t

Q

)

≈ UOCV(k) − ηI dis,voltL ,max L�t

Q

∂UOCV

∂SoC SoC(k)
(4.24)

The final expression of the voltage-constrained peak discharge current is:

I dis,voltL ,max (k) = UOCV(k) − e
−L�t
R1C1 U1(k) −Ut,min

ηL�t
Q

∂UOCV
∂SoC SoC(k)

+
(
1 − e

−L�t
R1C1

)
R1
∑L

j=1 e
−( j−1)�t

R1C1 + R0

(4.25)

The voltage-constrained peak charge current is:

I dis,voltL ,min (k) = UOCV(k) − e
−L�t
R1C1 U1(k) −Ut,max

ηL�t
Q

∂UOCV
∂SoC SoC(k)

+
(
1 − e

−L�t
R1C1

)
R1
∑L

j=1 e
−( j−1)�t

R1C1 + R0

(4.26)

SoC has to bemaintainedwithin a certain range to improve the battery’s efficiency
and extend the calendar life. The peak discharge and charge current constrained by
SoC limit can be derived as:

{
I dis,SoCL ,max (k) = Q(SoC(k)−SoCmin)

ηL�t

I chg,SoCL ,max (k) = Q(SoC(k)−SoCmax)

ηL�t

(4.27)

So that multi-constrained peak discharge and charge currents are:
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⎧
⎨

⎩

I disL ,max(k) = min
{
I dis,voltL ,max (k), I dis,SoCL ,max (k), I dis,currentL ,max (k)

}

I chgL ,min(k) = max
{
I chg,voltL ,min (k), I chg,SoCL ,min (k), I chg,currentL ,min (k)

} (4.28)

After the peak discharge/charge current is determined, the discharge/charge
voltage during the prediction time horizon can be derived as:

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Ut (k + i) = UOCV(k) − e
−i�t
R1C1 U1(k)

−
[

ηi�t
Q

∂UOCV
∂SoC SoC(k)

+ (1 − e
−�t
R1C1 )R1

∑i
j=1 e

−( j−1)�t
R1C1 + R0

]
I disL ,max(k)

Ut (k + i) = UOCV(k) − e
−i�t
R1C1 U1(k)

−
[

ηi�t
Q

∂UOCV
∂SoC SoC(k)

+ (1 − e
−�t
R1C1 )R1

∑i
j=1 e

−( j−1)�t
R1C1 + R0

]
I chgL ,max(k)

(4.29)

Based on the above derivations, the power sequence under the peak current for
the whole prediction time horizon can be expressed as:

{
Pdis(k + i) = I disL ,max(k)Ut (k + i)
Pchg(k + i) = I chgL ,min(k)Ut (k + i)

(4.30)

where i = 1, 2, . . . , L .
And the final expression of peak power with multi-constrained algorithm can be

drawn as:
⎧
⎨

⎩

Pdis
peak(k) = min

i=1,2,...,L
[Pdis(k + i)]

Pchg
peak(k) = max

i=1,2,...,L
[Pchg(k + i)] (4.31)

Here, this case choose the charging and discharging time as 10 s to verify the
multi-constraint algorithm. As shown in Fig. 4.9, the change curve of peak charge
and discharge current value under different constraint conditions (voltage, SoC, and
current) and the change curve of peak charge and discharge current value under
multiple constraint conditions are given.

According to the value of the above-mentioned current, the terminal voltage is
further calculated, and then the peak charge–discharge common rate is calculated.
The result of SoP estimation is shown in Fig. 4.10.

4.2.3 Battery SoH Estimation

4.2.3.1 Definition of Battery SoH

Battery would inevitably experience gradual performance fading during its lifetime,
owing to its side reaction [45]. In general, battery SoH could be described by its
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Fig. 4.9 a Peak discharge current; b peak charge current

Fig. 4.10 SoP estimation results: a peak discharge power; b peak charge power

capacity or internal resistance status as:

{
SoHC = Ca

Cn
× 100%

SoHR = Ra−Rr
Rr

× 100%
(4.32)

where Ca denotes battery actual capacity and Cn is the nominal capacity, and Ra

reflects battery actual internal resistance and Rr is the rated internal resistance.
In real applications such as EVs, a 20% capacity degradation and 100% internal

resistance increase are generally considered as the end-of-life (EoL) of a battery.
In this context, SoH becomes a key factor to underline effective, safe operation
management of battery [46]. As it is difficult to directly measure battery capacity and
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internal resistance with commercially available sensors in real applications, online
battery SoH estimation based on the low-cost suite of sensors is crucial for obtaining
accurate battery SoH information.

4.2.3.2 Data Science-Based SoH Estimation Methods

Agreat deal of efforts based on data science techniques has been done for battery SoH
estimation,which could be roughly divided into four categories including the physics-
based model, empirical model, differential voltage analysis (DVA)/incremental
capacity analysis (ICA)-based method [47], and machine learning method. A
schematic of available data science-based battery SoH estimation methods is illus-
trated in Fig. 4.11. Physics-based model adopts partial differential equations (PDEs)
to describe battery dynamics of internal physicochemical reactions that are highly
related to battery ageingdynamics. This type ofmodel is able to provide clear physical
meaning and highly accurate performance. Nevertheless, it faces some challenges in
terms of simplifying model and identifying its numerous parameters before it can be
fully eligible for real-time implementations [48].

For the empirical model-based approach, after fitting battery degradation data
under specific conditions, it could present a light computational burden and provide
acceptable SoH estimation accuracy when a battery is operated under similar condi-
tions as the training case [49]. In general, systematical battery degradation tests
with laborious and time-consumed efforts require to be performed for establishing
an empirical model for SoH estimation. Besides, a derived empirical model would
exhibit a poor robustness to the unseen operating conditions and bad generalization
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ability to batteries with different chemistry or even the dis-similar batch of same
chemistry. Therefore, regular model recalibration is vital to increase the related time
and cost for developing model. On the other hand, with the rapid development of
advanced embedded systems with light computation effort, the physics-based SoH
estimation method could be utilized in real battery operation management in future.
Then the corresponding simplification and parameterization solutions could become
a focus in this direction.

Besides, ICA is also an efficient data science tool to estimate battery SoH [50].
According to the differentiation of charged capacity over battery voltage in the condi-
tions of constant-current charging, the voltage plateaus on battery voltage curve could
be transformed into easily identifiable peaks of the IC curve. In this context, the peak
position, amplitude, and envelope area of IC curves at different cycles could be
utilized to estimate battery SoH [51]. Through using the signal filtering technologies
to procure smooth IC curves, the SoH estimation result can be compromised as the
peak amplitude is significantly sensitive to the measurement noise. In addition, the
voltage range of the voltage curve should cover the voltage corresponding to the peak
of the IC curve, which may reduce its feasibility in actual implementation.

Due to the superiority of the mechanism-free nature, advanced machine learning
methods such as support vector machine (SVM) and Gaussian process regression
(GPR) also become popular for battery SoH estimation [52]. First, a professional
battery test that includes all SOH impact factors is carried out, and then the battery
SOHmodel will be synthesized through using machine learning to map these impact
factors to the battery SOH. However, the effectiveness of machine learning-based
methods largely depends on both the quality and quantity of test data, and the derived
models are often affected by the intensity of heavy calculations.

4.2.3.3 Case Study: Battery SoH Estimation with Optimized Partial
Voltage Profile

In this subsection, we will introduce a data science-based SoH estimation method for
Li-ion battery with optimized partial charging voltage profiles [53]. With a certain
amount of dataset from the battery cells, non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II
(NSGA-II) is applied to automatically select the optimal multiple voltage ranges for
battery SoH estimation.We can then directly calculate the battery capacity according
to the optimized charging voltage profiles.

Normally, the discharging profile of the battery is determined by the load. The
charging profile is usually a constant-current constant-voltage (CCCV) process,
which is a relatively fixed procedure. Thus, the partial voltage profiles are selected
to derive the SoH information in the proposed method.

The battery SoC is defined as,

SoC = Qt

Qav
× 100% (4.33)
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where Qt is the energy left in the battery, and Qav is the maximum available battery
capacity at present. The energy left can be known by the integration of the current
flowing in and out of the battery. Thus, we can obtain the Coulomb counting equation
as follows,

SoC(k + 1) = SoC(k) + η · I (k) · Ts
Qav

(4.34)

where Ts is the sampling interval. Considering that the Coulombic efficiency is
usually above 99.6% for LiFePO4 battery and NMC cell, η is defined as 100% in the
rest of the derivation.

According to Eq. (4.34), the following equation can be obtained,

Qav =
∑A2

k=A1
η · I (k) · T s

SoC(A1) − SoC(A2)
(4.35)

where A1 and A2 are the start and termination of the partial voltage profile,
respectively.

Generally, the voltage and current are always monitored by a battery management
system to ensure the safety of the battery during battery operation management
process. It is possible to find a specific voltage ranges from the battery charging
process for SoH estimation. Figure 4.12 shows the voltage curve of an NMC-based
battery during the charging process. Thus, if the current between UA1 and UA2 is
integrated as

∑A2
k=A1

η · I (k) · Ts and the SoC variation (SoC(A1) − SoC(A2)) has
already known, the battery capacity can be directly calculated from Eq. (4.35).

Now, we can deduce that a proper voltage range (UA1 ∼ UA2 ) should be chosen
before estimating the battery SoH during the degradation process. From [53], we
know that arbitrarily choosing a voltage profile may not always receive the same
good accuracy for SoH estimation. Therefore, it is critical to select the optimal
voltage range of the battery capacity prediction when Eq. (4.35) is used. In addition,

Fig. 4.12 Voltage charge curve of NMCbattery, reprinted from [53], with permission fromElsevier
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the partial voltage range is also easier to be obtained in the daily usage of the EV
compared with the full voltage charging profile. The proposed method is able to
effectively compute the Li-ion battery SoH online during the EV charging process.

In this subsection, we plan to propose a methodology to find the optimal voltage
range for the battery SoH estimation with data science technique. A single voltage
range is firstly considered to predict the battery capacity. Grid search is proposed
to optimize a single voltage range with best prediction accuracy. MSE is used to
evaluate the accuracy of the estimation and act as the objective function for the grid
search optimization. Grid search is an exhaustive searching algorithm, which can
select the optimal single voltage range as illustrated in Fig. 4.13. Grid search starts
from point As and ends at point Ae, the minimal step is Smin, and the maximal step is
defined as Lmax. Based on the above definitions, the entire charging voltage curve can
be divided into pieces. In this way, grid search can evaluate all the voltage segments
and their combinations. The iteration of the grid search will not stop until all the
possible voltage ranges are crossed.

Three NMC batteries designed for a market available EV are used to validate
the proposed method. The nominal capacity is 63 Ah, and the nominal voltage is
3.7 V, and the voltage ranges from 3 to 4.15 V. The three NMC batteries are aged
at accelerated calendar ageing condition illustrated in Table 4.3. The cells are stored
in the thermostat at 35, 40 and 45 °C, while the SoC is set to 50% for each battery
during the calendar ageing. The accelerated calendar ageing test lasted for 360 days,
and a performance test was carried out every 30 days to measure the battery capacity
at present. During the performance test, the ambient temperature is set to 25 °C and
the sampling time is 1 s.

Fig. 4.13 Optimal signal voltage selection with grid search, reprinted from [53], with permission
from Elsevier

Table 4.3 Accelerated
calendar ageing condition

Temperature (°C) 35 40 45

SoC = 50% Cell 1 Cell 2 Cell 3
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Fig. 4.14 The voltage curves of Cell 1 during the calendar ageing, reprinted from [53], with
permission from Elsevier

The voltage profile of Cell 1 during the degradation test is shown in Fig. 4.14. The
voltage measurement from Cell 2 and 3 shows a similar result. The voltage profiles
gradually shift to the vertical axis because less energy can be stored in an aged cell.

Once grid search is used, one optimal voltage range can be found. We set the
search step Smin to 0.1 V. Then, we find the optimal voltage ranges of the three NMC
cells as shown in Fig. 4.15. According to these selected voltage ranges, the estimation
results of the three cells are obtained as illustrated in Fig. 4.16.

The effectiveness of battery capacity estimation with one optimal voltage profile
is proved by the results in Fig. 4.17. The estimation results are very close to the
reference during the degradation procedure. The MSE is 2.5227 × 10–5 for Cell 1,
2.3441 × 10–5 for Cell 2 and 1.5151 × 10–5 for Cell 3. The optimal voltage range of
Cell 1 in the first month of the calendar ageing is taken as an example in Fig. 4.17.
The length of the voltage range is 12,669 s.

Notably, grid search can only provide one specific optimal solution for the SOH
estimation.Although theEVusers definitely charge their battery pack [54], it does not
mean that the variation of the voltage profile will cover the specific optimal voltage
range each time.Moreover, the width of the voltage ranges should also be considered
in reality. A shorter voltage range means a higher efficiency. The two requirements
conflict with each other in most situations. For instance, collecting measurement
of the voltage profile as much as possible enhances the estimation accuracy, while
deteriorating the overall efficiency. On the contrary, using limited data is easy for the

Fig. 4.15 Optimal voltage ranges of the three NMC cells, reprinted from [53], with permission
from Elsevier
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Fig. 4.16 Estimation results of the three cells, reprinted from [53], with permission from Elsevier

Fig. 4.17 Optimal voltage range of Cell 1, reprinted from [53], with permission from Elsevier

measurement, but the estimation accuracy may not be guaranteed. Hence, we need
to solve a bi-objective optimization problem here for the best trade-off solutions. In
order to conveniently obtain the voltage range in real applications, NSGA-II is used to
choose two optimal voltage ranges considering both the length of the voltage profile
and the accuracy of the capacity estimation. In addition, a series of non-dominated
solutions fromNSGA-II provide more freedom for BMS to estimate the battery SOH
at various ageing stages.

The procedure ofNSGA-II finding the two optimal voltage intervals are illustrated
in Fig. 4.18. The voltage curve during the battery degradation is collected to form the
original dataset. Afterwards, the initial populations are created by NSGA-II, which
can reach multiple optimal solutions within one iteration. After evaluating the fitness
of each individual, a fast non-dominated sorting algorithm is applied to assign the
non-dominated level of each candidate solution. Additionally, the crowding distance
is given to each individual. The new populations are selected from the best non-
dominated set, and the solutions in the same non-dominated level are evaluated by
the crowded comparison operator. Selection, crossover, and mutation are used to
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Fig. 4.18 Procedure of two voltage ranges selection with NSGA-II, reprinted from [53], with
permission from Elsevier

generate the offspring from the current populations. Once the stop criteria are met,
the partial charging voltages are found by NSGA-II.

In NSGA-II, each individual is encoded into a chromosome-like structure as
shown in Fig. 4.19. The chromosome-like structure in Fig. 4.19a consists of four
numbers UA1, UA2, UB1, UB2. From Fig. 4.19b, we know that UA1 and UA2 are the
start and end points of the first voltage range, UB1 and UB2 are the corresponding
points for the second voltage range.

The cost function of NSGA-II is well designed to evaluate the fitness of each
individual. As the main purpose of the proposed method is the estimation accuracy,
MSE of the estimation is used as one of the cost functions in Eq. (4.36).

f1 = 1

n

n∑

i=1

(
Qi − Q̂i

)2
(4.36)

(a) The chromosome-like structure

(b) The voltage ranges

Fig. 4.19 Individual representation, reprinted from [53], with permission from Elsevier
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where Qi is the reference capacity and Q̂i is the estimated capacity, and n is number
of the reference values during the degradation test. Thus, a smaller f1 means a more
accurate estimation. For the two voltage ranges condition, the battery capacity can
be calculated as,

Q
∧

i =
∑A2

k=A1
η · I (k) · Ts +∑B2

k=B1
η · I (k) · Ts

[SoC(A2) − SoC(A1)] + [SoC(B2) − SoC(B1)]
(4.37)

The above equations mean that the SOC variations and the current integration
of the two voltage ranges are accumulated, respectively. From the practical point of
view, the length of the voltage ranges (UA1 ∼ UA2 and UB1 ∼ UB2 ) should be as
small as possible for the purpose of conveniently obtaining the measurement from
real applications. Thus, the cost function f2 is defined as,

f2 = 1

n

n∑

i=1

(
LUA1−UA2 + LUB1−UB2

)
(4.38)

where LUA1−UA2 is the length between UA1 and UA2, and LUB1−UB2 is the length
between UB1 and UB2. Because the length of the voltage charging profile changes
fromweek to week, the average length is chosen to calculate the f2 during the battery
degradation. Thus, a smaller f2 is preferred because less voltage measurement is
needed in this condition.

In practical, the two voltage ranges are time series measurement, and UA2 may
not less thanUA1 in a single range. Therefore, the constraints of the proposed method
can be expressed as,

UA2 > UA1 and UB2 > UB1 (4.39)

In this data science-basedmethod, a special designed operator is applied to discard
those illegal solutions in the selection operation. That is, a new solution will be
selected only if the condition [Eq. (4.39)] is fulfilled. Otherwise, this solution has
to be discarded, and the variation will be repeated until the new created solution is
suitable for the constraints.

The value of f1 and f2 are in different ranges, and they are normalized between
0 and 1 for a better illustration, as shown in Fig. 4.20. All the solutions in the Pareto
front of Fig. 4.20 are the optimal choice from a specific point of view. In Fig. 4.20, 50
non-dominated solutions form the Pareto front. Hence, various candidate solutions
can be used to estimate battery SoH at different charging stages.

In this subsection, we only choose to show three typical solutions of Cell 1 in
Fig. 4.21. The MSEs of each typical solution are listed in Table 4.4. The three
typical solutions include two long voltage ranges (Solution A) and two short voltage
ranges (Solution B and C). In Fig. 4.21, the two voltage ranges have some overlap
for Solution A, while the two voltage ranges are separated and much shorter for
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Fig. 4.20 Non-dominated solutions from NSGA-II, reprinted from [53], with permission from
Elsevier

(a) Solution A (b) Solution B

(c) Solution C

Fig. 4.21 Three typical solutions of Cell 1, reprinted from [53], with permission from Elsevier

Table 4.4 MSEs of the three
typical solutions

Solution A B C

MSE 1.75 × 10–5 6.97 × 10–4 8.96 × 10–2
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Fig. 4.22 Starting points of the non-dominated solutions of each cell, reprinted from [53], with
permission from Elsevier

Solutions B and C. Compared with single voltage range, two voltage ranges provide
more flexibility to estimate the SoH with partial charging profile.

The non-dominated solutions in different cells have some similarities as shown
in Fig. 4.22. We can find that the starting points of the three cells are quite close to
each other. For the starting points of one cell, there are always a starting point nearby
for the other two cells. This indicts the generalization of the solutions from Cell 1 to
Cells 2 and 3.

In order to further verify the generalization of the proposed method, the optimal
voltage ranges from Cell 1 are directly applied to estimate the capacity of Cells
2 and 3. The three typical solutions of Cell 1 in Fig. 4.21 are validated by Cells
2 and 3. We can see the three typical solutions from Cell 1 also receive accuracy
capacity estimation of Cells 2 and 3 in Fig. 4.23, which proves the generalization of
the proposed method.

In the previous validation of this section, the SoC in the calculation comes from
the Coulomb counting method with a known initial value. The reason is that the
NMC batteries are always fully charged or discharged in our life time test. However,
an initial SoC is hardly to be known in the real applications. The most popular
estimation method in this area is the model-based SoC estimation methods, which
can only provide less than ±2% error band. A ±5% error band is added to the SoC
for verifying the accuracy of the proposed method. The denominator of Eq. (4.35) is
the subtraction of SoC(A1) and SoC(A2), and the maximum and minimum of�SoC
is expressed as:

{
�SoCmin = SoC−5%(A2) − SoC+5%(A1)

�SoCmax = SoC+5%(A2) − SoC−5%(A1)
(4.40)

where SoC−5%(·) is the SOC including −5% error, and SoC+5%(·) is the SoC with
+5% error.
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(a) Solution A                                                      (b) Solution B

(c) Solution C

Fig. 4.23 Validation of three typical solutions from Cell 1 on Cells 2 and 3, reprinted from [53],
with permission from Elsevier

In order to verify the effect of SoC estimation error on the performance of the
proposed method, the voltage range [3.127 V, 4.027 V] is applied to estimate the
capacity of Cell 1. The estimation results in Fig. 4.24 give the error band of the
proposed method. Although ±5% SoC estimation error is added, the maximum
absolute error of the estimation results is 3.2539 Ah, which is 5.16% of the battery

Fig. 4.24 Effect of SOC estimation error on the proposed method, reprinted from [53], with
permission from Elsevier
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nominal capacity as shown in Fig. 4.24. Thus, we can ensure the capacity estima-
tion error of the proposed method is still in a small limited range when large SoC
estimation error exists.

4.2.4 Joint State Estimation

Currently, there are a great deal ofworks focus on battery single state estimation in the
literature, whereas the researches of joint estimation (co-estimations of at least two
states) of battery multi-states are limited. It should be known that during operations,
battery states would be coupled and interact with each other. Estimating just one state
without considering others would cause only relatively satisfactory results under a
certain constraint. In this context, for better operation management of batteries, the
joint state estimation of battery considering the effects of different internal states is
urgently required.

4.2.4.1 Definition of Battery Joint State Estimation

Figure 4.25 illustrates the relations of several strong-coupled battery critical states.
Specifically, due to the fast-variations of battery electric dynamics, battery SoC and
SoP would rapidly change with a short-term timescale. According to the battery
physics structure and heat transfer nature, battery macroscopic states such as state

Battery electric model
(Fast level)

Battery thermal model
(Intermediate level)

Battery ageing model
(Slow level)

T

T
T

I

...

SoC,SoP

SoT

SoH

V

SoC

SoP

SoT

SoH

Timescale illustrations
Short-term scale
Intermediate scale
Long-term scale

Symbol illustrations
fj Local transfer current density,A m

Q
R SEI resistance,

Heat generation,W
T Temperature, 
eR Equivalent resistance,

fj

R

Q

eR

Ω

Ω

Fig. 4.25 Several battery key internal states with different timescale (here I, V, and Tf represent
battery terminal current, voltage and surface temperature, respectively), reprinted from [32], with
permission from Elsevier
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of temperature (SoT) would change with an intermediate timescale [55]. For battery
SoH, as it is manifested by several slow-variation factors such as internal impedance
or resistance increase and capacity degradation, this state would change slowly with
a long-term timescale during battery operations.

To date, just a few existing data science researches focus on double-states co-
estimations of battery. Among these researches, the joint estimation of both battery
SoC and SoH plays a dominant position. This is primarily caused by the fact that
updating battery SoH information (capacity or resistance) periodically is crucial for
enhancing the estimation performance of battery SoC. Based upon the equivalent
circuit models or electrochemical models, various data science observers including
the Kalman filter (KF) [46], adaptive filter [56], and their variants, such as the
extended KF (EKF) [57], dual-fractional-order extended KF (DEKF) [46], have been
designed to effectively co-estimating battery SoC and SoH simultaneously. Besides,
apart from joint-estimating battery SoC and SoH, limited data science research has
been also done to estimate other battery double-states, such as the co-estimations
of battery SoC and SoP [58], SoC and SoT [59]. Furthermore, compared with only
one battery state estimation, larger computational burden is generally required for
joint state estimation applications. In this context, to widen battery joint state esti-
mations, state-of-the-art data science solutions such as the fractional order calculus
[46] and multi-timescale estimators [60] that could enhance co-estimation accuracy
and provide a satisfactory computational effort are becoming a promising research
direction.

4.2.4.2 Case Study: Battery SoC and SoH Co-estimation
with Enhanced Electrochemical Model

In this subsection, a data science case study through developing an enhanced elec-
trochemical model to achieve the high-fidelity co-estimation of SoC and SoH is
presented [61]. To be specific, the full-order battery Pseudo-two-dimensional (P2D)
model is first simplified based on the Padé approximation while ensuring precision
and observability.Next, the feasibility and performance of SoC estimator are revealed
by accessing unmeasurable physical variables, such as the surface and bulk solid-
phase concentration. To well reflect battery degradation, three key ageing factors
including the loss of lithium ions, loss of active volume fraction, and resistance
increment are simultaneously identified, leading to an appreciable precision improve-
ment of SoC estimation online particular for aged cells. Finally, extensive verification
experiments are carried out over the cell’s lifespan to demonstrate the performance
of this SoC/SoH co-estimation scheme.

Figure 4.26 illustrates the schematic of the typical battery P2D model, where the
Li-ions are assumed to diffuse with the directions of x and r.Here, the particle would
be uniformly distributed with a radius of Rs. In general, four governing equations
including the conservation of Li+ and charge in both solid as well as electrolyte
phases are adopted to formulate a battery electrochemical model. The diffusion of
Li+ within a single particle is generally captured by the Fick’s law as [62]:
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Fig. 4.26 Schematic of the typical battery P2D model, reprinted from [61], with permission from
IEEE

∂cs
∂t

= Ds

r2
∂

∂r

(

r2
∂cs
∂r

)

(4.41)

whereDs is a coefficient to reflect solid diffusion, and cs represents the concentration
of Li+ within solid phase. css means the concentration of particle surface at r = Rs.
css(t) = cs(Rs, t). The bulk concentration c±

s in the anode/cathode can be obtained
by:

∂cs
∂t

= I

FAcellδεs
(4.42)

where I reflects input current. F and Acell are Faraday constant and electrode surface
area, respectively. δ stands for electrode thickness, while εs means the active mate-
rials’ volume fraction. The lithium concentration ce of electrolyte can be expressed
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by:

εe
∂ce
∂t

= Deff
e

∂2ce
∂x2

+ as
(
1 − t0+

)

F
j (4.43)

where Deff
e reflects the diffusion coefficient of effective electrolyte. εe means the

electrolyte’s volume fraction, while t0+ stands for the transference number of Li+.
j is the lithium flux density. Conservation of charge in the solid phase generates a
governing equation of potential in the solid phase φs as:

σ eff ∂
2φs

∂x2
− as j = 0 (4.44)

where σ eff and as are specific interfacial surface area and effective electrode conduc-
tivity, respectively. Conservation of charge in the electrolyte phase generates the
equation to reflect the potential of electrolyte phase φe as:

keff
∂2φe

∂x2
+ keffd

∂2 ln ce
∂x2

+ as j = 0 (4.45)

where keff and keffd are the effective ionic and diffusion conductivities, respectively.
Here, the Butler–Volmer equation is adopted to control the electrochemical kinetics
as:

j = i0

(

exp

(
αa F

RT
η

)

− exp

(

−αcF

RT
η

))

(4.46)

where i0 is the exchange current density. αa and αc are coefficients to reflect anode
and cathode charge transfer, respectively. R and T are universal gas constant and
temperature, respectively. Overpotential η is the extra force needed to overcome
surface reaction by:

ηp(t) = φs(L , t) − φe(L , t) −Up(c
+
ss)

ηn(t) = φs(0, t) − φe(0, t) −Un(c
−
ss) (4.47)

where Up is cathode open-circuit potential, and Un is anode open-circuit potential.
Here the cell terminal voltage could be described by:

V (t) = φs(L , t) − φs(0, t) − R f I (4.48)

where R f stands for the summation of solid electrolyte interface (SEI) resistance
and ohmic resistance [63].
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Fig. 4.27 Diagram of simplified battery electrochemical model, reprinted from [61], with permis-
sion from IEEE

The final expression of terminal voltage could be obtained by substituting
Eq. (4.47) into Eq. (4.48):

V (t) = (Up(c
+
ss) + ηp(t) + φe(L , t))

− (Un(c
−
ss) + ηn(t) + φe(0, t)) − R f I (t) (4.49)

Based upon the above discussion, Fig. 4.27 illustrates the block diagram of battery
reduced-order electrochemical model as:

To simplify electrochemical model, Eq. (4.41) could be further modified after
taking Laplace transform as:

Css(Rs, s)

J (s)
= Rs

as FDs

tanh
(√

s
Ds
Rs

)

tanh
(√

s
Ds
Rs

)
−
√

s
Ds
Rs

(4.50)

where as , F, and Ds are the specific interfacial area, Faraday constant, and diffusion
coefficient of solid-phase Li+, respectively.

Then a third-order Padé approximation [64] is adopted to convert Eq. (4.50) into
a polynomial transfer function as:

Css(s)

J (s)
= ±

3
RS

+ 4RS
11DS

s + R3
S

165D2
S
s2

as F(s + 3R2
S

55DS
s2 + R4

S

3465D2
S
s3)

(4.51)

Equation (4.51) can be further transformed into a state-space equation with the
controller canonical form as:
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ẋi = Ai xi + Biu

Ai =
⎡

⎢
⎣

0 1 0
0 0 1

0 − 3465D2
s

R4
s

− 2079
11R2

s

⎤

⎥
⎦, Bi =

⎡

⎢
⎣

0
0

± 3465D2
s

as F R4
s

⎤

⎥
⎦

css =
[

3
Rs

4Rs
11Ds

R3
s

165D2
s

]
xi

cs =
[

3
Rs

9Rs
55Ds

R3
s

1155D2
s

]
xi (4.52)

where i = {p, n}, xi = [ x1 x2 x3 ]T , u is the input current. Here, x1, x2, and x3 are
utilized to describe the surface css and bulk cs lithium concentration in the electrodes
without physical meanings.

According to the Taylor expansion, the Butler–Volmer equation could be
linearized by:

η(s) = RT

Fi0(αa + αc)
J (s) (4.53)

where αa is the symmetric anodic reaction charge transfer coefficient, and αc the
symmetric cathodic one. i0 stands for the exchange current density that is correlated
with ion concentrations by: i0 = k(Ce)

αa (Cs,max − Css)
αa (Cs,max − Css)

αc .
Here, the intercalation current density of electrode is proportional to battery

current as:

J (s) = I

AcellFδas
(4.54)

After adopting the analytical solution with first-order Padé approximation [45],
electrolyte potential difference from Eq. (4.45) could be derived by:

Ce(L , s)

Jp(s)
= 1

b1,ps + b2,p
(4.55)

Ce(0, s)

Jn(s)
= 1

b1,ns + b2,n
(4.56)

Here, b1,p, b2,p, b1,n, and b2,n are all constant parameters. Equations (4.55) and
(4.56) could be expressed by state-space form as:

ẋe = Axe + Bu

A =
[− b2,p

b1,p
0

0 − b2,n
b1,n

]

, B =
[

1
b1,p
1

b2,n

]
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[
ce,L
ce,0

]

= [1 1
]
xe (4.57)

where u stands for battery current, xe is a vector with one-dimension to represent the
electrolyte concentration at x = 0/L.

Next, the derived data science observer for the co-estimation of battery SoC and
SoH is proposed in detail. Specifically, after the above simplification of P2D model,
battery terminal voltage from Eq. (4.49) can be described by:

V (t) = Up(c
+
ss) −Un(c

−
ss)

+ ηp(i0,p(c
+
ss, ce,p)) − ηn(i0,p(c

−
ss, ce,n))

+ φe(ce,L) − φe(ce,0) − R f I (4.58)

To decrease the condition number for battery SoC estimator, one effective data
science solution through estimating the lithium concentration of negative electrode
with the open-loop simulations of positive electrode aswell as liquid phase is adopted.
In this context, the positive electrode and liquid potentials subtracted from battery
terminal voltage could be utilized as the feedback of anode observer. According to
Eq. (4.52), the model formulation of SoC estimation part is:

ẋn = f (xn, u) = Axn + Bu

A =
⎡

⎢
⎣

0 1 0
0 0 1

0 − 3465D2
s,n

R4
s,n

− 2079
11R2

s,n

⎤

⎥
⎦, B =

⎡

⎢
⎣

0
0

− 3465D2
s,n

as,n FR4
s,n

⎤

⎥
⎦

g(xn, u) = φ−
s = Un + ηn + R f I (4.59)

where xn = [ x1 x2 x3 ]T , u represents the input current.
For battery SoH estimation part, the recyclable lithium loss caused by the side

reaction of anode would lead to the shift of θ100%,n (upper voltage limits) and θ0%,n

(lower voltage limits), respectively. In this context, lithium ions loss could be deter-
mined through estimating the concentration of normalized anode bulk with the fully
charging or discharging state. Here, the analogical open-loop framework would be
adopted to facilitate anode observer. With regard to active material loss and internal
resistance increase, the estimation of these two ageing factors becomes the moni-
toring of εs,neg and R f within the model. Therefore, εs,neg and R f are treated as
another states within anode observer in the designed joint estimation framework. In
the light of this, equations to describe state dynamics of anode are expressed as:

ẋθ = f (xθ , u) = Axθ + Bu
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A =
⎡

⎣
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

⎤

⎦, B =
⎡

⎢
⎣

−1
FAcellδ−εs,n

0
0

⎤

⎥
⎦

g(xθ , u) = φ−
s = Un + ηn + R f I (4.60)

where xθ = [ θ1 θ2 θ3 ]T , u represents battery current. Here, θ1 would determine bulk
concentration of graphite electrode. The time derivatives of anode’s bulk concentra-
tion have been shown in Eq. (4.60). θ2 and θ3 represent the active material volume
of anode εs,n and interior resistance Rf , respectively. The time derivatives of εs,n
and Rf are set to zero. Afterwards, the observability of derived SoC and SoH co-
estimator could be described by the Lie derivatives. Here, the simplified battery
model equations is reformulated by:

ẋn/θ = f (xn/θ , u) + w

y = g(xn/θ , u) + v (4.61)

where x and u represent state and input, respectively. w is system noise while v is
measurement noise. The N − 1 order Lie derivatives of g is expressed by:

L0
f (g) = g(xn/θ , u)

...

LN−1
f (g) = gN−1(xn/θ , u, u̇, . . . , u(N−1)) (4.62)

According to the Jacobian of Lie derivatives set [23], the observability matrix
could by expressed as:

 =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

∂L0
f (g)

∂xn/θ,1
. . .

∂L0
f (g)

∂xn/θ,N

...
. . .

...
∂LN−1

f (g)

∂xn/θ,1
. . .

∂LN−1
f (g)

∂xn/θ,N

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(4.63)

where xn/θ,N represents the N th element of xn/θ .
To simultaneously estimate both battery states and parameters of the simplified

electrochemical model, a dual extended Kalman filter (DEKF) is adopted. To be
specific, SoC estimation under a fast timescale is realized by one filter based on the
known ageing parameters, while SoH estimation under slow timescale is realized by
using another filter to identify related ageing parameters online. Figure 4.28 details
the whole scheme for battery SoC and SoH co-estimation, where the corresponding
parameters are described in Table 4.5. Here, Q and R are the covariance matrixes of
process and sensor noises. All four ageing parameters θ100%,n, θ0%,n, εs,n and Rf in
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Fig. 4.28 Schematic of joint estimation of battery SoC and SoH, reprinted from [61], with
permission from IEEE

Table 4.5 EKF parameters and procedure, reprinted from [61], with permission from IEEE

EKF for SoC estimation EKF for SoH estimation

A
∧

k
∂ f (xn,k ,uk)

∂xn,k

∣
∣xn,k = x̂+

n,k
∂ f (xθ,k ,uk)

∂xθ,k

∣
∣xθ,k = x̂+

θ,k

C
∧

k
∂g(xn,k ,uk)

∂xn,k

∣
∣xn,k = x̂−

n,k
∂g(xθ,k ,uk)

∂xθ,k

∣
∣xθ,k = x̂−

θ,k

Q 10−9 × diag(4, 2, 27) 10−16 × diag(4, 2800, 9000)

R 4 × 10−3 6 × 10−2

Initialization for k = 0
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[
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]
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)(
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)T ]
Iteration for k = 1, 2,…
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)
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∧

k P
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k (C
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k P
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∧
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battery SoC estimation block would be periodically updated from related predictions
of SoH estimation block, further benefitting the accuracy of SoC estimator over time.

Next, the effectiveness of the proposed co-estimation scheme is verified against
the experimental results of battery cycling tests. A series of characterization tests,
including a dynamic stress test (DST) cycle and an Urban Dynamometer Driving
Schedule (UDDS) cycle, are performed on the NCM/graphite18650 batteries every
two weeks. The cycling test schedule is depicted in Fig. 4.29.

Before implementing the SoC/SoH co-estimation algorithm, it is necessary to
validate the accuracy of electrochemical model. Figure 4.30 illustrates the voltage
responses of the developed model with both static load (1C CCCV charging, CC
discharging) and dynamic load (UDDS, DST cycles with 3Cmaximum current). The
predicted voltage shows good agreement with the measured voltage. The simplified

Fig. 4.29 Cyclic test process to generate battery experimental data, reprinted from [61], with
permission from IEEE

Fig. 4.30 Experimental validation of enhanced electrochemical model: a 1C CCCV charging and
CC discharging, b UDDS cycles with 2C maximum current, and DST cycles with 3C maximum
current, reprinted from [61], with permission from IEEE
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model achieves a voltage RMSE of {10.52, 11.85, 23.25, 21.34 mV} for these cases
of CCCV charge, CC discharge, UDDS cycles, and DST cycles, respectively. The
results indicate that the model parameters are initialized properly.

To verify the effectiveness of proposed data science method for SoH estimation,
a single CC discharging and CCCV charging cycle is adopted. Here, the state and
parameter estimates are randomly initialized as: θ̂n(0) = 0.7θ∗

n (0), ε̂s,n(0) = 0.5ε∗
s ,

and R
∧

f (0) = 2R∗
f . After inputting the measured voltage and current, the evolutions

of both state and parameter estimates are illustrated in Fig. 4.31. It can be seen that
although there exists large initial errors, θ̂n , ε̂s,n , and R

∧

f could converge to their
nominal values within 3000 s of discharging process.

Figure 4.32a–d illustrates the capacity estimation results of four cells with
different ageing levels. For fresh cell in Fig. 4.32a, the capacity estimates with CD-
CCCV, UDDS, and DST tests all converge to the measured capacity gradually even
these estimates are initializedwith incorrect values, indicating the effectiveness of the
observer. Similar estimation performance can be achieved at ageing levels 2, 3, and
4, as shown in Fig. 4.32b–d. Figure 4.33a and b shows the capacity estimation perfor-

Fig. 4.31 Evolution of estimated parameterswithCCdischarging-CCCVcharging cycle:a θ100%,n ,
θ0%,n , b εs,n , and c R f , reprinted from [61], with permission from IEEE
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Fig. 4.32 Battery SoH estimation results with CD-CCCV, UDDS, DST tests at different ageing
levels, a 100% SoH, b 86% SoH, c 78% SoH, and d 71% SoH, reprinted from [61], with permission
from IEEE

mance of the derived estimator across 400 cycles under CC-CCCV scenario. Here,
the capacity is predicted at each CC-CCCV cycle. Figure 4.33a plots the values of
estimated capacities with blue plus symbols. The red dot symbols represent capacity
measurements and the red dotted line is the interpolated curve using the measured
data. It can be noted that the capacity estimates over 400 cycles could follow the
red curve closely. Figure 4.33b summarizes the related capacity estimation error.
Here, the mean error is 0.0241 Ah, which is within 1% of the cell nominal capacity.
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Fig. 4.33 Battery capacity estimation results: a results against reference values, b estimation error,
reprinted from [61], with permission from IEEE

The statistical results reveal that the SoH estimations with the presented algorithm
achieve agreeable precision over the cell lifespan.

Apart from battery SoH estimation, another key task is to estimate the varia-
tions of model parameters that relate to the dominant ageing mechanisms within a
battery (loss of recyclable ions, loss of active materials, and resistance increase),
thereby ensuring an accurate SoC estimate overtime. To examine the robustness of
the proposed co-estimation scheme against battery ageing, the cells at four various
ageing levels with the capacity of 3.088, 2.658, 2.406, and 2.199 Ah are examined.
Both UDDS and DST cycles in the characterization tests are carried out to simulate
the operating load profiles of dynamic EV applications. The cyclic data with CC
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Fig. 4.34 Battery SoC estimation results with CD-CCCV (upper), UDDS (middle) and DST
(bottom) cycles, a 100% SoH, b 86% SoH, c 78% SoH, and d 71% SoH, reprinted from [61],
with permission from IEEE

discharging and CCCV charging is utilized. The proposed dual EKF (DEKF) SoC
estimation performance is compared to the data-driven joint SoH/SoC estimation
for CC-CCCV, UDDS, DST tests at four different ageing levels. The framework
of the data-driven joint estimation is inspired by Refs. [65–67]. The obtained SoC
estimation results under CC-CCCV, UDDS, and DST profiles with electrochemical
model-based DEKF and data-driven method are shown in Fig. 4.34a–d. All the SoC
estimations with DEKF are initialized with an error of 10%. For the fresh cell in
Fig. 4.34a, although large initial errors of 10% are imposed, the online estimation
of SoC can still quickly converge and show good agreement with the referenced
SoC. According to Fig. 4.34b, when the battery parameters decay to 2.658 Ah (71%
SoH), the DEKF SoC estimation performance outperforms the data-driven method.
For DEKF SoC estimation, the estimation error with CC-CCCV test drops below 1%
after 98 s and then converges towards less than 0.44% in a steady state. It can be noted
that the SoC estimation results with UDDS and DST tests demonstrate fast conver-
gence and high precision as well. However, the SoC estimation errors of data-driven
SoC estimation are unable to converge to the true values with battery degradation.
The maximum absolute errors reach 1.95%, 1.73%, and 2.28% with CC-CCCV,
UDDS and DST tests, respectively. For cells with 2.406 and 2.199 Ah, similar trends
can be observed as well. The data-driven SoC estimation steadily drifts away from its
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Fig. 4.35 RMSE errors of battery SoC estimation, reprinted from [61], with permission from IEEE

initial values. This leads to large errors beyond the accurate starting value of 100%.
In contrast, the DEKFSoC estimation quickly converges to the reference and steadily
finds its way back to a close neighbourhood of the reference value.

Figure 4.35 illustrates the RMSEs of SoC estimation at these ageing levels. Even
for cells at the most degraded level 4, the corresponding RMSEs of SoC estimation
with the proposed method are all within 0.48%. However, the data-driven SoC esti-
mation results increase over 1.20%, indicating that the robustness of the data-driven
SoC estimator should be strengthened by considering measurement noise and error
compensation for aged cells.

Figure 4.36 shows the RMSEs of DEKF SoC estimation across 400 cycles under
CC-CCCV scenario. The estimated θ0%,n, θ100%,n, εs,n and Rf from the SoH observer
are used to update the SoC estimator after each CC-CCCV cycle. The SoC estimate
RMSE over a given CD-CCCV cycle almost remains constant near the averaged
RMSEs throughout the life of the cell. The maximum SoC RMSE is less than 0.7%.
This implies that the model is updated correctly with the estimates of θ0%,n, θ100%,n,
εs,n and Rf . It is clear that the co-estimation of SoC/SoH could not only provide
electrochemical-mechanism enhanced SoH prediction at relatively slow timescale
but also improve its real-time resilience to disturbance caused by battery degradation.
Therefore, the SoC estimation performance is well sustained over the cell’s lifespan.
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Fig. 4.36 RMSEs for battery SOC estimation versus 400 cycles, reprinted from [61], with
permission from IEEE

4.3 Summary

This chapter mainly focuses on the data science-based battery operation modelling
and state estimation, two basic parts for battery operation management. Specifically,
three typical types of battery operation models including battery electrical model,
battery thermal model, and battery coupled model are first described. Then, the
fundamentals of battery SoC, SoP, SoH, and joint states estimations are introduced.
The advantages and limitations of each mainstream type of state estimation method
are compared and discussed. For SoC estimation, a data science-based case study
using RLS and EKF is introduced. Then based upon the estimated SoC informa-
tion, another data science-based case study of using the multi-constrained dynamic
method to estimate battery SoP is also given. For SoH estimation, after using NSGA-
II to select the optimal multiple voltage ranges, a data science-based case study is
introduced to estimate SoH based on the optimized partial charging voltage profiles.
After that, a data science-based case study through developing an enhanced electro-
chemical model to achieve high-fidelity co-estimation of SoC and SoH is presented.
All these case studies could give reasonable and effective estimation results, while
co-estimation is able to present better performance. These results indicate that battery
states are coupled and interact with each other during operations. Satisfactory battery
operation modelling and state estimations can be achieved with suitable data science
solutions.
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Chapter 5
Data Science-Based Battery Operation
Management II

This chapter focuses on the data science-based management for another three
key parts during battery operations including the battery ageing/lifetime prognos-
tics, battery fault diagnosis, and battery charging. For these three key parts, their
fundamentals are first given, followed by the case studies of deriving various data
science-based solutions to benefit their related operation management.

5.1 Battery Ageing Prognostics

Battery would inevitably degrade during the operation period, further affecting its
safety and efficiency. In this context, it is of extreme importance for developing effec-
tive data science-based solutions to benefit battery ageing/lifetime prognostics. This
sectionwouldfirst introducebattery ageingmechanismand related stress factors, then
the framework of performing Li-ion battery ageing prediction with data science is
given, followed by two case studies of deriving different data science-based solutions
to achieve cyclic ageing and lifetime predictions of Li-ion battery.

5.1.1 Ageing Mechanism and Stress Factors

5.1.1.1 Li-Ion Battery Ageing Mechanism

Li-ion battery ageing is a complicated and long-term procedure. Understanding
mechanisms of battery ageing is the prerequisite for designing data science-based
tools andmethodologies for battery ageing prognostics. Research has been conducted
to analyse the essential reasons for battery degradation [1, 2]. The most effective and
ideal way is to translate battery ageing knowledge into a mathematical form. We
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will give a brief introduction of the most common battery ageing mechanisms in this
subsection.

The main degradation mode in Li-ion battery can be divided into three categoriza-
tions, that is, the loss of lithium inventory (LLI), the loss of active material (LAM)
in the electrodes, and the increase of internal resistance. The side reactions in Li-ion
battery will consume lithium inventory, and then only fewer Li-ion is available for
the charging or discharging process. The related side reactions include: electrolyte
decomposition reactions or lithium plating, the formulation of the solid electrolyte
interface (SEI) on the surface of the graphite negative electrode. Regarding LAM,
the electrodes structure changes with the volume of active materials during cycling.
Then, the mechanical stress is induced by the above process, which causes particle
cracking and thus reduces the density of lithium storage. In addition, the chemical
decomposition and dissolution reactions of transition metals into the electrolyte and
SEI modification also have an effect on the LAM. The internal resistance increase
will be caused by the formation of the SEI and the loss of electrical contact inside
the porous electrode [3].

Li-ion battery deteriorates in both cycling and storage conditions, which implies
the cycling ageing and calendar ageing of battery [4, 5]. Generally,mechanical strains
of the active materials in the electrode or lithium plating are the main reasons for
cycling ageing, while the evolution of passivation layers is the dominant ageing
mechanism of calendar ageing [6]. This chapter will not distinguish the cycling
and calendar ageing of a battery in detail, and readers may refer to [7] for more
information.

5.1.1.2 The Stress Factors for Li-Ion Battery Degradation

A variety of external factors affect battery ageing process. Besides the high SoC and
temperature, overcharge/discharge, current rate, and cycling depths all have influ-
ences on battery degradation [8]. Notably, those factors are not linearly characterized
with battery health status, which significantly complicates the battery ageing.

The related stress factors are outlined in Fig. 5.1 and will be introduced one by
one in the following content.

(1) High temperatures: Extremely high temperature may easily lead to “thermal
runaway” of a cell,which is an ultimate threat to battery operationmanagement.
Moreover, high temperature also accelerates the side reactions, for example,
the SEI layer grows faster on the anode, and then the LLI and internal resistance
are increased. Additionally, the metal dissolution from cathode and electrolyte
decomposition also speeds up the LAM and LLI.

(2) Low temperatures: Low temperature slows down the Li-ion transport in the
electrodes and electrolyte. Attempting to fast charging at low temperature may
lead to the crowding of Li-ions. Thus, LLI appears with lithium plating of
graphite, which eventually causes the growth of lithium dendrites and further
penetrates the separator and short circuit inside a battery.
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Fig. 5.1 Battery ageing stress factors and the related degradation modes, reprinted from [7], with
permission from Elsevier

(3) Overcharge/discharge: In the case of overcharging, none active Li-ion is avail-
able on the cathode and also not enough room is left for Li-ion in the anode.
Then, the structure of cathode material irreversibly changes with overdelithi-
ated. Afterwards, the activematerial decomposition and the dissolution of tran-
sition metal ions occur inside the battery. Thus, when the battery undergoes an
overcharging process, the electrolyte is decomposed and the total resistance
is significantly increased. Considering the heat generated by side reactions at
electrodes, overcharging a battery usually generates a lot of heat. Additionally,
there is an abnormal increase in the anode potential, followed by the anodic
dissolution of copper current collector and the formation of copper ions. There-
fore, a risk of internal short circuit exists, because the reverse reactions can
form copper dendrites.

(4) High currents: A large current will cause localized overcharge and overdis-
charge inside the cell, and a high current usually accompanies more heat gener-
ated. In this thread, Li-ion battery with organic electrolytes can prone the rapid
temperature increase in comparison with water-based electrolytes. In addition,
fast charging will accelerate the metallic Li-plating as the graphite presents a
very limited capability to accept Li-ion in this condition.

(5) Mechanical stresses: The mechanical stresses of cell come from different
aspects, such as electrode material expansion, gas evolution in mechanically
constrained cells, and external loading during service. The highest stress inside
cell comes from the electrode particles near the separator, which leads to the
risk of cracking and fracture. Once exceeding a certain limitation, a material
failure occurs in the electrode. In this condition, the performance of the cell
significantly deteriorates.

For a large-scaled battery-based energy storage system, battery power flow needs
to be managed according to the requirement of the load. Moreover, battery operation
management system has to ensure the safety and manage the lifetime of battery.
For example, the charge or discharge of battery has to be suspended, once a battery
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reaches its fully states; an optimal charging profile can be planned to achieve a
better trade-off between the battery capacity fade and charging time. Hence, fully
understanding of the impact factors is essential to establish a reliable data science-
based battery ageing prognostic method. A large amount of highly quantity dataset
is necessary for battery ageing prediction methods with big data. Some stress factors
are more important than others in a specific application, which means that the factor
has the greatest impact should be consideredwhen designing the experimental testing
matrix.

5.1.2 Li-Ion Battery Lifetime Prediction with Data Science

Li-ion battery lifetime prediction with big data will be introduced and discussed in
this subsection. The recently proposed data sciencemethods for battery lifetime prog-
nostics are overviewed at the beginning.Afterwards,machine learning (ML)methods
for battery lifetime prediction are introduced. Two case studies of our previous work
using modified Gaussian process regression (GPR) and hybrid data science model
will be detailed, and the conclusions are summarized at the end of this subsection.

5.1.2.1 Overview of Battery Lifetime Prognostics Methods

The battery lifetime prediction is a key part to indicate the remaining service time of
battery. The remaining useful lifetime (RUL) is typically reachedwhen the predefined
battery degradation index arrives at a specific threshold. RUL can be obtained by
calculating the estimated lifespan of a training unit minus the current life position.
The relationship between the diagnosis and the prognostics is shown in Fig. 5.2.

In the framework of Fig. 5.2, two typical data science-basedmodels are often used
for battery lifetime prediction, which is analyticalmodels andMLmodels. Analytical
model needs the development of an ageing model by fitting a mathematical function
to describe a large set of measurement datasets under laboratory conditions. On the
contrary,MLmodel can directly learn from the ageing dataset itself to predict battery
lifetime [9].

This subsection will mainly introduce the analytical model with data fitting.
Analytical model tries to use amathematical function representing the connections of
a battery and its service time or cycling number. It can be divided into two categories:
semi-empirical lifetime prediction model and empirical ageing model with filtering.
Semi-empirical model is an open-loop approach, where model performance largely
depends on the fitting process of the ageing dataset. Once themodel is constructed, its
parameters cannot be varied anymore. Meanwhile, the empirical model with filtering
is able to be updated according to the new dataset with the benefit of a closed-loop
structure.
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Fig. 5.2 Data science-based battery health diagnostics and prognostics framework, reprinted from
[7], with permission from Elsevier

(1) Semi-empirical life prognostics models

In order to establish amathematical expression describing the battery lifetime perfor-
mance, semi-empirical lifetime prediction models have been used to directly capture
the relationship between ageing stress factors and battery health status. Mostly, the
semi-empirical model is constructed by interpolating and fitting dataset collected
from a specific experimental test [10]. For a better accuracy, those datasets should
come from a wide range of operation conditions. In reality, it is rather difficult to
consider the effects of all the related factors as previously described. Therefore, only
the most important factors are considered for simplification.

Lots of studies build the cycling and calendar ageing model of battery indepen-
dently, and the combination of these two models can generate the prediction under
dynamic load profiles [11]. In order to obtain the models, the cells are cycled or
stored under a well-designed test condition so that the influence of different ageing
factors, such as temperature, SoC and current rates, can be deeply investigated.
Afterwards, the capacity loss is calculated as the function of time, cycle numbers,
and Ah-throughput. Ah-throughput is the amount of charge from one electrode to
the other. The selection of fitting equations relies on the measured battery capacity
trajectory. In this way, the parameters of the lifetime model are determined by fitting
a large amount of ageing dataset. Once the model is constructed, the parameters are
unable to be changed. Ah-throughput and current cycle number should be registered
as the input for the battery future capacity prediction during operation. In addition,
the battery usage conditions and loads are fed to the model if the battery lifetime is
predicted.

In calendar ageing, the capacity loss is usually proportional to power law relation
with time, which can be expressed as follows [12],
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QCal
loss(t) = Q(t) − Q(0) = kCal(T, SoC) · t ZCal (5.1)

where QCal
loss is battery capacity loss during calendar ageing, Q(t) and Q(0) stand

for battery capacity values at time point t and its start life, ZCal is a dimensionless
constant, kCal represents a stress factor related to battery temperature T and SoC.
In general, the dependence of kCal on temperature T can be empirically captured by
using the Arrhenius equation as [13]:

kCal = A · e−Ea/RT (5.2)

where A denotes a pre-exponential factor and Ea represents the activation energy.
Additionally, the SoC dependence on calendar ageing lifetime is typically fitted by
the linear functions [14], exponential functions [15], or the Tafel equation [12].

On the other hand, the battery cycling ageing is sensitive to the operation profile.
Thus, the prediction of cycle life is more complicated than calendar life prediction
because more variables are involved in this condition. These factors include temper-
ature, cycle number/time, charge/discharge current rate, cycling voltage range, and
average SoC during cycling. Cycle number is often used as a measure of time for
cycle lifetime modelling. One common cycling ageing model is shown in Eq. (5.3),
which uses power law to express the capacity loss as:

QCyc
loss(L) = Q(L) − Q(0) = kCyc(T, I, DoD) · LZCyc (5.3)

where QCyc
loss reflects battery capacity loss during cycling ageing, which means

the overall capacity difference over time/cycles, L is either cycle number or Ah-
throughput, kCyc represents the effects of the ageing factors on capacity degradation,
I is the cycling current. DoD is the depth of discharge during cycling. The parame-
ters in Eq. (5.3) can be fitted from experimental dataset. Arrhenius equation can be
used to empirically account for the effect of temperature. In addition, the current rate
and depth-of-discharge (DoD) dependency on cycling ageing can also be expressed
using exponential or polynomial functions. For example, the polynomial functions
can be used to describe the capacity fade with DoD and cycling number as follows:

QCyc
loss(L) =

n,m∑

i=0, j=0

(
ai · Li + b j · DoD j

)
(5.4)

where L is the cycle number, ai and b j are the fitting coefficients, n means the order
of L-factor, and m is the order of DoD-factor.

(2) Empirical ageing model with filtering

Empirical ageing models with filtering are able to update their parameters once new
data is available. A preliminary prediction model is constructed first by fitting the
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Table 5.1 Models and filters used for the battery RUL prediction, reprinted from [7], with
permission from Elsevier

Model equation Filter References

ck = a1 − a2 · k Fixed-lag Multiple Model PF [16]

ck = 1 − a1
[
1 − exp(a2 · k)] − a3 · k Interacting Multiple Model PF

Gauss–Hermite PF
Fixed-lag Multiple Model PF

[17]
[18]
[16]

ck = a1 · exp(a2 · k) PF
Spherical Cubature PF

[19]
[20]

ck = a1 · exp(a2 · k) + a3 · k2 + a4 PF [21]

ck = a1 · exp(a2 · k) + a3 · exp(a4 · k) Bayesian Monte Carlo
Unscented Kalman Filter
Unscented PF
Heuristic Kalman optimized PF
Interacting multiple model PF
Gauss–Hermite PF
Interacting multiple model PF

[22]
[23]
[24]
[25]
[17]
[26]

ck = a1 · k3 + a2 · k2 + a3 · k + a4 PF [27]

experimental data to a suitable function describing the capacity degradation. The
generally used linear, exponential, and polynomial functions are listed in Table 5.1.
Then, the filtering methods should be applied to update the parameters of the model
during battery degradation process, when the new measurement arrives. In this way,
the models can be adjusted to provide a more accurate RUL prediction.

From Table 5.1, we can find that Kalman filter (KF), particle filter (PF), and their
variants can enable the dynamic update of the prediction model. The observation is
applied to estimate and update the parameters according to the form of a probability
density function (PDF) inBayesian inference. Thefilter can be chosen by the dynamic
of the system and the noise distributions. For example, KF is often a good choice
for linear system with Gaussian noise. A linear capacity fade model with KF is used
to predict the RUL of the valve-regulated lead–acid battery in [28]. Since the Li-ion
battery fading process is often nonlinear, variant KF like extended KF and unscented
KF can be used to address this issue. However, for the KF family, the state space
PDF is still Gaussian distributed at each iteration. In reality, the errors of RUL may
not come from multiple sources for the data acquisition and transmission. Thus, the
noise cannot always follow the Gaussian distribution. In this case, the KF algorithms
may cause the divergence of the prediction.

For the purpose of solving non-Gaussian distribution with a nonlinear system,
PF is more widely used in this thread. PF belongs to the sequential Monte Carlo
method which utilizes the Bayesian inference and the importance sampling method
[29]. The Bayesian update is able to deal with the particles that have the probability
information of unknownparameters.When newmeasurement is arrived, the posterior
from the previous step acts as the prior information for the current step. Therefore,
the parameters are updated by multiplying it with the likelihood [30]. In the area of
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Fig. 5.3 Schematic illustration of RUL prediction with PF, reprinted from [7], with permission
from Elsevier

battery RUL prediction, numerous studies related to PF and its variants have been
carried out [31].

The sum of the impedance parameters shows a linear correlation with battery
capacity in [32]. An impedance growth function is used to describe the battery ageing
behaviour, which is combined with the PF framework to implement the battery RUL
prediction in Fig. 5.3. It shows that the prediction accuracy is improved by increasing
the considered dataset. It should be noted that the performance of the empirical ageing
model with filtering is highly dependent on the fitted prediction model. Only one
model may not enough for the complex ageing behaviour. Thus, Ref. [16] proposes
two empirical models for the prediction of the Li-ion battery degradation.

5.1.2.2 Comparisons of Battery Lifetime Prediction with Data Science

The data science methods for RUL prediction have some differences in complexity,
prediction accuracy, and the ability to produce confidence intervals. Themain features
of data science-based battery lifetime prediction methods are summarized in Table
5.2. The prediction accuracy of semi-empirical lifetime models relies on the devel-
oped mathematical function. However, this type of lifetime model has open-loop
nature, which is established according to a large amount of ageing dataset from
laboratory test. These models have a lower computational burden and can be easily
applied to the hardware for battery operation management. It should be noted that the
methods do not have a recalibration mechanism because of an open-loop structure.
The prediction accuracy is also related to the amount of dataset. The empirical ageing
models with filtering belong to the closed-loop type. Thus, they can adaptively adjust
to the desired prediction results online. In addition, the parameters of the model can
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Table 5.2 Acomparison of battery lifetime predictionmethods, reprinted from [7],with permission
from Elsevier

Advantages Disadvantages

Analytical model with data
fitting

Semi-empirical
model

• Easy to be
established;

• Simple parameters
extraction process;

• Low computational
burden;

• Easy for online
application

• A time-consuming
and costly
laboratory test
procedure;

• The long-term
battery degradation
test must be
well-designed;

• Comparatively
poor
generalizability

Empirical ageing
model with
filtering

• Small amount of
dataset is required;

• Estimation is
corrected according
to the measurement

• Relatively high
computing burden
for real-time
application

ML Non-probabilistic AR model • Simple structure;
• Easy parameter
identification;

• Easy for
implementation

• Limited ability due
to linear regression;

• Poor generalization
ability;

• Not suitable for
long-term
prediction

NN • Powerful nonlinear
ability;

• Long-term
prediction ability
because of the
recurrent network;

• High prediction
accuracy

• Lead to overfitting;
• Cannot predict
uncertainties;

• Highly rely on the
training dataset

SVM • High accuracy;
• Low prediction
time;

• Robust to outliers

• High computational
burden;

• Poor uncertainty
management
ability;

• Need
cross-validation for
the
hyperparameters

Probabilistic GPR • Enable the
uncertainty level;

• Nonparametric;
• Flexible

• High related with
kernel functions;

• High
computational cost

(continued)
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Table 5.2 (continued)

Advantages Disadvantages

RVM • Generate PDF
directly;

• Nonparametric;
• High sparsity;
• Avoid
cross-validation
procedure

• Plenty data is need
for modelling;

• Large time and
memory are
required for the
training;

• Easy to trap into
local optimization;

• Overfitting

also be updated during the operation for tuning the prediction. However, the struc-
ture of those models may limit the capability of the prediction under more complex
battery ageing conditions. In this way, we recommend to employ hybrid approaches.
For example, a lifetime model can be combined with an adaptive filter to update the
parameters of the model for a more reliable prediction. In this case, the model can
be used for real battery degradation prediction in different cycling conditions.

MLmethods do not rely on any explicit mathematical model, andmostly the infor-
mation from the historical test dataset is utilized to describe battery ageing behaviour.
The non-probabilisticmethods cannot give the uncertainty level for prediction at each
estimated point. However, considering the uncertainty frommeasurements, state esti-
mation algorithm, and future cycling profile, the uncertainty level is critical for battery
lifetime prediction. Thus, the probabilistic methods with the ability to produce PDF
are able to predict the results and also give the confidence bounds. We recommend
probabilisticMLmethods in the battery lifetime estimation.Another issue here is that
most existing researches validate their methods with the same dataset in the model
training phase. There exists a question about the generalization of those models in
real applications, in which the cycling profile is completely different. Of course, the
generalization of themodels can be improved by training undermore complex ageing
conditions. Moreover, suitable structures and parameters should be investigated to
develop a self-adaptive battery lifetime predictor in future [33].

In order to accelerate the development and optimization of battery technolo-
gies, some methods are proposed to accurately predict the lifetime of battery in
a very early stage. Reference [34] tries to solve this issue using lasso and elastic-net
regression based on a comprehensive training dataset that includes 124 commercial
LFP/graphite cells. The best regression model can predict the lifetime for 90.9% of
the tested cell within the first 100 cycles. Moreover, the classification model could
classify cells with the first five cycles with the error of 4.9%. This work proves the
great potential of applying ML techniques for battery lifespan prediction. Through
coupling migration concept into GPR, a migrated GPR-based data science solution
is designed in [35] to predict battery future two-stage ageing trajectory, while the
knee point effect can be considered just using a small portion of starting ageing data.
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Table 5.3 Cyclic ageing test matrix of tested cells, reprinted from [36], with permission from IEEE

Cyclic DoD [%] Temperature [°C] Charge current rate Discharge current rate

Case 1 100 35 C/3 1C

Case 2 50 45 C/3 1C

Case 3 50 35 C/3 1C

Case 4 100 45 C/3 1C

Case 5 80 35 C/3 1C

Case 6 80 45 C/3 1C

5.1.3 Case 1: Li-Ion Battery Cyclic Ageing Predictions
with Modified GPR

In this case study, a data science-based solution by devising the modified GPR is
developed to predict the future capacity of Li-ion battery with the consideration
of various cyclic cases (temperatures and DoDs) [36]. Specifically, a GPR-based
data science model structure is first proposed by involving inputs of cyclic battery
temperature and DoD. Then after coupling the typical Arrhenius law and empirical
polynomial equation with the compositional kernel, a novel GPR model is derived
to integrate both electrochemical and empirical elements of battery ageing. This is
the first known data science application by constructing GPR’s kernel function with
electrochemical and empirical knowledge of battery ageing for future cyclic capacity
predictions.

5.1.3.1 Cyclic Ageing Dataset

Table 5.3 details the cyclic ageing testmatrix of tested cellswith the samemiddle-SoC
of 50% but under various cycling DoDs (50%, 80%, and 100%) and temperatures (35
and 45 °C).More detailed experimental information can be found in [36],which is not
repeated here due to space limitations. According to this test matrix, battery capacity
dataset under six cyclic cases can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 5.4. To ensure the
derived model could study enough mapping mechanism, four cases including Case
1, Case 2, Case 3, and Case 4 are utilized as the training dataset, while other two
cases (Case 5 and Case 6) are adopted for the validation purpose.

5.1.3.2 Model Structure for Battery Cyclic Capacity Prediction

According to this dataset, a GPR model structure through involving a series of
capacity terms Cbat(t − i) (here i represents the previous time period), cyclic
temperature Tcyclic and DoD DODcyclic is designed to perform future cyclic capacity
prediction, as illustrated in Fig. 5.5.
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Fig. 5.4 Cyclic capacity dataset under various DoD and temperature conditions, reprinted from
[36], with permission from IEEE

Cbat(t)

Tcyclic

DODcyclic

Cbat(t+1)

...

Cbat(t-i)

kth Itera on

Cbat(t+k)

GPR-based model

Cbat dependency

Tcyclic dependency

DODcyclic dependency

Com
bina

on

Fig. 5.5 Model structure for battery cyclic capacity prediction, reprinted from [36],with permission
from IEEE

In the training process, after the combination of training dataset (here
four cases are included), model’s input vector and output vector are[
Cbat(t − i), . . . ,Cbat(t), Tcyclic, DODcyclic

]
and Cbat(t + 1), respectively. Both

Tcyclic and DODcyclic are constant for each specific cycling case. After training
GPR model, both one-step Cbat(t + 1) and multi-step Cbat(t + k) predictions are
performed for Case 5 and Case 6. To capture battery future multi-step capacity,
a recursive process by using the previously predicted capacity value as next input
point for further predicting a new capacity point under same Tcyclic and DODcyclic is
adopted. As the previous and current capacity points are also involved, this model
structure has an ability to consider battery ageing trend of different cycling cases.
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5.1.3.3 Modified GPR

As Tcyclic and DODcyclic are two key elements for determining battery cyclic ageing
dynamics, their influence is thus needed to be considered carefully. To this end, an
attempt has been done here to modify GPR’s kernel for developing a novel data
science model (labelled as Model B) that could take the electrochemical or empirical
elements of Li-ion battery ageing into account. To be specific, the related components
within GPR’s kernel are modified separately to reflect cyclic temperature, DoD, and
battery capacity.

Temperature dependency: For battery cyclic degradation, the Arrhenius equa-
tion fArr(T ), which shows that battery side reaction will decrease with reduced
temperature exponentially, has been reported in numerous literatures [37] to reflect
temperature effect as:

f Arr (T ) = a · exp(−EA/RT ) (5.5)

where a is a pre-exponential parameter. Rmeans the ideal gas constant. EA represents
the activation energy of electrochemical reactions. T stands for battery operational
temperature.

According to the Arrhenius equation, a component kT cyc
(
xT , x ′

T

)
related to Tcyclic

within GPR’s kernel could be modified with the similar exponential form as:

kTcyc
(
xT , x ′

T

) = lT · exp
(

− 1

σT

∥∥∥∥
1

xT
− 1

x ′
T

∥∥∥∥

)
(5.6)

where lT and σT are two hyperparameters. It should be known that this temperature
dependency is described by an isotropic form to reflect the relevance degree between
outputs generated by the difference of temperatures xT and x ′

T . In this context, GPR
model successfully couples the Arrhenius law to capture temperature dependency.

DoD dependency: Based upon numerous experimental conclusions [38], the effects
ofDoDonbattery cycling degradation usually showapolynomial or linear trend.That
is, DoDdependency can be empirically captured by using the polynomial equation. In
this context, a specific component kDOD

(
xDOD, x ′

DOD

)
ismodifiedwith the polynomial

form to describe DoD dependency as:

kDOD
(
xDOD, x ′

DOD

) = (
lD · xTDODx ′

DOD + cD
)dD (5.7)

where lD , cD, and dD are three related hyperparameters. It should be noted that this
component is a none stationary kernel, which could benefit computation effort as the
none stationary kernel generally needs a small number of data to train.
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Capacity dependency: To describe dependency of battery capacity, a squared expo-
nential (SE) kernel with hyperparameters lc, σc is used to describe the difference of
capacity terms xc and x ′

c as:

kCbat
(
xc, x

′
c

) = l2c exp

(
−

i+1∑

c=1

∥∥xc − x ′
c

∥∥2

2σ 2
c

)
(5.8)

At this point, all components of GPR’s kernel have been formulated to consider
the electrochemical or empirical knowledge of Li-ion battery ageing. Then a novel
modified kernel for “Model B” is formulated as:

kmodified
(
x, x′) = kCbat

(
xc, x

′
c

) · kT cyc
(
xT , x ′

T

) · kDOD
(
xDOD, x ′

DOD

)

= l2f · exp
(

− 1

σT

∥∥∥∥
1

xT
− 1

x ′
T

∥∥∥∥

)
· (xTDODx ′

DOD + cD
)dD ·

exp

(
−

i+1∑

c=1

∥∥xc − x ′
c

∥∥2

σ 2
c

)
(5.9)

where x = (
xc, xT , xDOD

)
. Based upon the model structure in Fig. 5.5, xc is

[Cbat(t − i), . . . ,Cbat(t)], xT is Tcyclic, xDOD is DODcyclic. l f , σT , cD, dD and σC

are five related hyperparameters.

5.1.3.4 Results and Discussions

Next, the performance of modified GPR is explored based on real cyclic dataset.
Figure 5.6 illustrates its training results for four cases. Through deriving themodified
kernel to consider battery electrochemical and empirical degradation knowledge,
modified GPR could well capture battery capacity ageing dynamics. Quantitatively,
the maximum ME, MAE, and RMSE of all these cases are just 0.1689, 0.0557,
and 0.0790 Ah, indicating the satisfactory fitting ability can be achieved by using
modified GPR.

After the training process, both one-step and multi-step tests are carried out to
explore the extrapolative prediction performance of modified GPR. According to
the one-step prediction results as shown in Fig. 5.7, the well-trained model could
capture battery cyclic capacity ageing trends for both Case 5 and Case 6, as indicated
by the satisfactory matches among output points and real capacity data. Table 5.4
illustrates its corresponding performance indicators. Not surprisingly, theME,MAE,
andRMSE for one-step prediction of these two cases are all within 0.15Ah, indicating
that modified GPR could provide highly accurate performance for one-step cyclic
capacity prognostics.

Next, the evaluation of multi-step prediction of modified GPR is carried out. As
illustrated in Fig. 5.8, the predicted capacities also well match the real data, which
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Fig. 5.6 Training results by using modified GPR for each cyclic cases from training dataset,
reprinted from [36], with permission from IEEE

Fig. 5.7 One-step prediction results by usingmodifiedGPR for testing dataset, reprinted from [36],
with permission from IEEE

implies that satisfactory multi-step prediction accuracy can be obtained by using
the designed model. For Case 5 in Fig. 5.8a, although a few mismatches happen at
the large local fluctuation conditions, the global capacity trend could be also well
captured. Here the MAE and RMSE are just 0.0680 and 0.0873 Ah. Similarly, more
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Table 5.4 Performance indicators for one-step and multi-step prediction results by modified GPR,
reprinted from [36], with permission from IEEE

Testing cases Case 5 Case 6

Prediction types One-step Multi-step One-step Multi-step

ME [Ah] 0.1475 0.2576 0.0751 0.2004

MAE [Ah] 0.0447 0.0680 0.0273 0.0512

RMSE [Ah] 0.0598 0.0873 0.0355 0.0771

Fig. 5.8 Multi-step prediction results by using modified GPR for testing dataset, reprinted from
[36], with permission from IEEE

efficient multi-step prediction results can be obtained in Case 6. Quantitatively, the
ME,MAE, and RMSE values are all within 0.2004Ah for cyclic capacity predictions
of Case 6.

Comparison with other GPRmodels: To further explore the performance of modi-
fied GPR model (here named as Model B), a typical SE-based GPR model (SEGM)
with two hyperparameters (σ f and σl) in the form of Eq. (5.10) and an automatic
relevance determination (ARD)-SE-based GPR model (Model A) with four hyper-
parameters (σ f , σT , σDOD, σc) in the form of Eq. (5.11) are also adopted here. Table
5.5 shows the optimized hyperparameters of these GPR models.

Table 5.5 Hyperparameters ofGPR-basedmodels, reprinted from [36],with permission from IEEE

Model types Hyperparameters

SEGM σ f = 0.894, σl = 2.036

Model A σ f = 0.826, σT = 1.813, σDOD = 2.391,

σ1 = 2.489, σ2 = 1.430

Model B l f = 0.516, σT = 3.964, cD = 4.520, dD = 1.323,

σ1 = 5.282, σ2 = 3.351
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(1) Comparison with the Training Results: Fig. 5.9 shows the performance indica-
tors of training results for SEGM, Model A and Model B. Obviously, through
using the GPR technique with ARD kernel and modified kernel, the training
results ofModelA andModel B are both better than those fromSEGM.Quanti-
tatively, after coupling GPRmodels with improved kernels, the related training
performance can be enhanced nearly twice in comparison with the SEGM.

(2) Comparison with the Prediction Results: To further evaluate the multi-step
prediction performance of each model type, the corresponding performance
indicators for total testing dataset are compared and illustrated in Fig. 5.10. It
can be seen that the ME and RMSE for Model A and Model B are within 0.71
and 0.31 Ah, which are 32.6 and 13.6% less than those of SEGM. In addition,
in comparison with Model A owns the ARD-SE kernel, Model B also provides
the significant improvement for multi-step cyclic capacity predictions. The
RMSE here becomes 0.0835 Ah (72.3% decrease), indicating the superiority
of coupling electrochemical or empirical knowledge into GPR.

Based upon the above results, Model B outperforms Model A and SEGM for
both the one-step and multi-step predictions. This suggests that the data science
model considering battery electrochemical or empirical knowledge is promising for
predicting battery future capacities under different cycling cases.

Fig. 5.9 Indicators of using different model types for all training dataset, reprinted from [36], with
permission from IEEE
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Fig. 5.10 Indicators of using different model types for multi-step prediction, reprinted from [36],
with permission from IEEE

5.1.4 Case 2: Li-Ion Battery Lifetime Prediction with LSTM
and GPR

In this subsection,wewill introduce a long short-termmemory (LSTM) andGaussian
process regression (GPR)-based hybrid data science model to predict battery future
capacities and RUL during its cyclic conditions [39]. To achieve reliable future
capacities and RUL prediction, three key points need to be concerned: First, the
raw capacity data shows the highly nonlinear trend with regeneration phenomenon,
which would significantly affect the accuracy of battery health prognosis. Second,
capturing the interactions of battery capacity time-series is crucially important to
understand its long-term dependencies. Third, prediction uncertainty would occur
frequently and should not be ignored.

To handle these challenges, the utilized hybrid data science-based model mainly
contains three parts: an empirical mode decomposition (EMD) part to decompose the
raw capacity data, a LSTM submodel part to learn the long-term fading dependence
of capacity, and a GPR submodel part to quantify the uncertainties of prediction
results.

5.1.4.1 Hybrid Data Science Framework for Future Ageing Prediction

The framework of using this hybrid data science-basedmodel as well as theworkflow
to predict future capacities and RUL of battery is shown in Figs. 5.11 and 5.12,
respectively.

The utilized hybrid data science-basedmodel can be divided into two parts. For the
battery future capacities prediction, with the current and historical capacity vector
{Cbat(t − i), . . . ,Cbat(t − 1),Cbat(t)} as the inputs of model, the future capacity
Cbat(t + k) could be predicted through using GPR submodel and LSTM submodel
to study the potential mappings of intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) and residual after
using the EMD to decouple the raw capacity data. Here k and i represent the future
step as well as previous step, respectively. The details of EMD technique can be
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Fig. 5.11 Framework of using hybrid data science-based model to predict future capacities and
RUL of battery, reprinted from [39], open access

Fig. 5.12 Workflow of using the hybrid LSTM+GPRmodel to predict future capacities and RUL
of battery, reprinted from [39], open access

found in [40] for the readers of interest. For the battery RUL prognostics, a recursive
prediction process which adopts the previously predicted capacity as the next model
input to further predict new capacity value is carried out iteratively until the end-
of-life (EoL) of battery is reached. Then the corresponding RUL (RULbat) could be
calculated. It should be known that the capacity prediction is carried out just based
on the historical capacity information. Detailed prediction workflow is described as
follows:

Step 1: Preprocessing: for the data preprocessing before any training processes,
an efficient and simple normalization approach [41] is adopted to convert the
raw capacity data Cbat into a normalized level C ′

bat through using an equation:
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v′ = v/Cnew. HereCnew stands for the fresh capacity value of a battery. v′ and v are
the data samples in C ′

bat and Cbat, respectively. Then the data will be decomposed
into several IMFs and a residual through adopting the EMD technique. For the
hybrid model part, select the suitable kernel function (here is rational quadratic
kernel [42]) for GPR. Set the structure as well as initialize the parameters for
LSTM and GPR submodels.
Step 2: Models training: for a decomposed residual sequence, train the LSTM
submodel to fit the residual sequence. For the obtained IMFs, train the GPR
submodels to fit each IMF sequence.
Step 3: Estimation of battery future capacities: for the long-term signal part,
using the well-trained LSTM submodel to predict the future residual value. For
the regeneration signal part, applying the well-trained GPR models to capture
the mean and covariance values of each IMF. Afterwards, the predicted battery
future capacities along with the corresponding uncertainty quantification can be
obtained through combining these results.
Step 4: Predicting battery RUL: calculating the battery capacity when it reaches
the EoL as CEOL. Repeating the prediction step until the predicted future capacity
fades below CEOL. Then output the predicted RUL of battery.

Following this workflow, the capacities in future cycles of battery could be esti-
mated. Then the battery RUL can be also predicted to provide valuable information
for the maintenance decision of aged battery, while the uncertainties of predicted
results could be quantified accordingly.

Based upon the above-mentioned workflow, to evaluate the extrapolation perfor-
mance of this hybrid data-driven model, multi-step ahead prediction tests by using
different horizons of 6, 12, and 24 steps are carried out. For these tests, inputs are
obtained using 10 historical capacity data up to current cycle, and the prediction is
carried out at the cyclic k-step ahead of the current cycle.

5.1.4.2 Results and Discussions

Figure 5.13 shows the k-step ahead prediction results for some open-source batteries
[43]. It can be seen that some short-period mismatches occur in the multi-step ahead
prediction cases, which should be mainly caused by the lack of priori information
for the future large local fluctuations of battery capacity. However, the predicted
capacity values would gradually rematch the true test ones again due to the efficient
information decomposition and the strong long-term capture abilities of the utilized
hybrid model. Interestingly, as the prediction step increases, the 95% confidence
range would distribute in a wider region, implying that the prediction uncertainties
become larger. This is hardly surprising given that the relative long-step predictions
contain much more uncertainties. Even so, the max uncertainty value is still less
than ±10% capacity range, indicating that the prognostic results are reliable. Here
the uncertainty boundaries are mainly related to the so-called scope compliance
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Fig. 5.13 Results of k-step ahead battery capacity predictions, reprinted from [39], open access

uncertainty, which is used to quantify “how confident” the GPR model felt when
performing predictions.

Table 5.6 illustrates the performance metrics for the battery multi-step ahead
prediction. According to Table 5.6, the maximum RMSE for B05, B06, and B07
are 0.0041, 0.0059, 0.0052 for the 24-step ahead prediction cases, which are 13.9,
20.4, 4% more than those of the 12-steps case, and 7.9, 15.7, and 40.5% larger than
those of the 6-steps case. However, all these values are less than 0.006, indicating
that satisfactory overall capacity predictions can be obtained for such cases. In the
light of this, the proposed LSTM+GPR hybrid model presents a good extrapolation
performance for battery multi-step ahead prediction.

According to the requirements of battery health diagnosis system, predicting the
future battery RUL as early as possible with a reliable accuracy level is more mean-
ingful for battery real-world application. In such a case, it is critically important
to predicting the RUL of battery at an early cycle stage. To further investigate the
recursive prediction performance and the robustness of our proposed LSTM + GPR

Table 5.6 Performance metrics for the battery multi-step ahead prediction, reprinted from [39],
open access

Battery No B05 B06 B07

RMSE (6-steps) 0.0038 0.0051 0.0037

Max error (6-steps) 0.027 0.035 0.024

RMSE (12-steps) 0.0036 0.0049 0.0050

Max error (12-steps) 0.023 0.034 0.028

RMSE (24-steps) 0.0041 0.0059 0.0052

Max error (24-steps) 0.077 0.113 0.041
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Table 5.7 Quantitative results of RUL predictions for all battery cases, reprinted from [39], open
access

Battery No Actual EoL Actual RUL Predicted RUL RUL uncertainties

B05 126 92 95 [90, 102]

B06 127 93 94 [90, 100]

B07 142 108 111 [105, 118]

model, the open-source batteries from NASA are tested. Table 5.7 illustrates the
quantitative results for all RUL prediction cases of battery. Here, the left and right
bounds of uncertainties are defined by the first and last time instant when the obtained
confidence range reaches the predefined EoL value of the battery, respectively.

For these NASA batteries, to investigate the effects of various EoL values, the
predefined EoLs of B05, B06, and B07 are set as 75, 66, and 77%, respectively.
Figure 5.14 shows their predicted RUL results. It can be seen that for various batteries
with different defined EoL values, the predicted capacities present similar trendswith
the real capacity curves. According to Table 5.7, the actual EoL values of B05, B06,
and B07 are 126, 127, and 142 cycles, respectively. When implementing the RUL
prediction at the 34th cycle (here is the first 1/5 proportion), the predicted RUL for
B06 is 94, which is only 1 cycle (1.1%) later than the actual RUL. The predicted
RULs for B05 and B07 are both 3 cycles (3.3 and 2.7%) later than their actual RULs.
Meanwhile, all the RUL uncertainty bounds of these predictions cover the real RUL
values effectively.

5.2 Battery Fault Diagnosis

To meet the endurance requirements of electric vehicles (EVs), the battery manufac-
turers pursue large capacity and high energy density by filling more active materials
in battery manufacturing, which will make Li-ion battery more prone to faults and
safety accidents [44]. In recent years, fire accidents in EVs caused by battery faults
such as thermal runaways have occurred frequently. Therefore, the battery fault diag-
nosis has attracted considerable attention worldwide. Generally, one obvious fault
named thermal runaway is caused bymechanical, electrical, or thermal abuses. These
abuses will further lead to internal short circuits (ISCs) to a certain extent [45, 46].
That is, the ISC fault is the common cause of battery thermal runaway. Therefore,
the early ISC fault diagnosis is important for improving battery safety.
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Fig. 5.14 RUL prediction results for NASA batteries. a B05, b B06, c B07, reprinted from [39],
open access

5.2.1 Overview of Data Science-Based Battery Fault
Diagnosis Methods

For battery fault diagnosis, related data science-based approaches would directly
analyse and explore the battery operation data to detect faults without the require-
ments of accurate analytical models and expert experiences [47]. Here the battery
fault detection process will be simplified without taking complex fault mechanisms
and system structures into account, especially for thermal runaways being affected by
different factors. However, data science-based battery fault diagnosis methods gener-
ally require a suitable preprocess stage to handle raw battery data. As fault mecha-
nisms are usually ignored, it becomes difficult to perform faults explanations based
on this method. Besides, several data science-based battery fault diagnosis methods
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also present inherent drawbacks such as the requirement of numerous battery histor-
ical fault data to further cause large computational effort and complexity. In general,
the data science-based approaches utilized in the battery fault diagnosis domain can
be divided into the types of signal processing, ML, and information fusion.

For signal processing-based fault diagnosis, various signal processing techniques
are adopted to extract feature parameters of faults, such as the deviation, variance,
entropy, and correlation coefficient. Then these faultswill be detected through param-
eter comparisonswith the values from a normal state. NNs and SVMs are two popular
utilized data science tools. NN-based fault diagnosis would study the implicit logics
from a given input–output pair during an offline training stage and then generates
a nonlinear black-box model for the utilizations in an online operation phase. The
logic of SVM-based fault diagnosis is to first transform inputs into a high-dimensional
space based on the kernel functions and then to search the optimal hyperplane of this
high-dimensional space. Through treatingLi-ion battery fault diagnosis as the sample
classification issue, an accurate SVM-based data science model could be trained by
using related historical data. For the information fusion-based data science method,
it would use the uncertain information of battery faults to make decisions. According
to the analyses of multiple source information, more reliable battery faults can be
detected.

Table 5.8 illustrates a comparison of these three data science-based approaches
for battery fault diagnosis. For signal process one, due to the nature of neglecting
battery dynamics, it is easy to be implemented but becomes difficult to locate battery
faults directly considering the strong-coupled battery faults. For the ML one such as
NN, it is able to well match and extract knowledge from training samples through

Table 5.8 A comparison of data science-based approaches for battery fault diagnosis

Data
science-approaches

Key technology Merits Limitations

Signal process Advanced signal
process methods

• Easy to implement
• Suitable for linear and
nonlinear cases

• Difficult to detect
minor and locate
faults

• Unsuitable for
highly coupled
system

NN • NN structure
• Dynamic weight
adjustment

• Self-learning
• Strong adaptability
• Parallel process

• Easy to cause
overfitting

• Need massive data
and

long training time

SVM Kernel functions
selection

• Good generalization
• Suitable for small
sample cases

Low efficiency for
large-scale training
datasets

Information fusion Advanced information
fusion methods

Highly accurate
diagnostic results

Difficult to select
effective fusion
methods
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setting suitable parameters. However, lacking enough Li-ion battery fault data would
also lead to overfitting issues. In comparison with NN, SVM would present better
generalization results under the small sample cases. This could become suitable for
Li-ion battery cases with limited fault data. However, the hyperparameters of kernel
functions within SVMs must be well-optimized or selected for the specific battery
fault diagnosis issue. To make full use of multiple sources from Li-ion batteries
for improving their fault diagnosis accuracy, a reliable information fusion solution
becomes essential.

5.2.2 Case: ISC Fault Detection Based on SoC Correlation

In this subsection, a data science-based battery ISC detection and diagnosis method
through using the battery charging data is introduced [48]. In real applications, as
battery cells are strictly screened to ensure consistency before being grouped, the
characteristic parameters (such as voltage, internal resistance, SoC) between cells
in series should show similar trends during charging and discharging, and these
parameters have a high degree of correlation between cells. When the ISC occurs in
a cell, its characteristics are quite different from those of other cells due to the extra
power consumption of the ISC resistor. Therefore, the correlation between the cell
with ISC and the normal cells would decrease, making the ISC can be detected from
the correlation of cell parameters. When a cell is charged or discharged, its voltage
is an easily detected dominant signal. However, battery voltage fluctuates under
dynamic conditions, and its internal resistance is difficult to be calculated online. In
this context, these two parameters become unsuitable for online ISC detection.

From several existing research [49, 50], SoC estimated by EKF presents less fluc-
tuation even under dynamic conditions. The reason for this phenomenon is that the
voltage and current of the battery are the signals that change rapidly under dynamic
conditions, while the SoC changes slowly at a long-term scale. Therefore, the corre-
lation of SoC is a competitive candidate for estimating ISC. Figure 5.15 illustrates
the proposed online ISC detection based on SoC correlation. Taking three batteries
in series as an example, suppose there is an ISC in Cell 3. The cells in series show
almost the sameSoCduring charging anddischarging, but the ISCcell’s SoCbecomes
slightly different from that of normal cells. Specifically, the ISC cell exhibits a faster
SoC drop due to additional power loss when discharging, and the SoC of the ISC cell
would increase more slowly due to power loss when charging. In addition, the SoC
difference between the normal cells and the ISC cells increases with time. Therefore,
the difference in SoC can be used to detect ISC online with high sensitivity.

To reduce the influence of SoC estimation cumulative error on the correlation, a
method of calculating the SoC correlation coefficient in a moving window is adopted
to improve the robustness. At a given moment, the SoC correlation coefficient is
calculated in a fixed period, and then it is updated in real time with the moving
window. As shown in Fig. 5.15, L is the size of moving window, and rthr is the set
threshold. Obviously, the SoC correlation coefficient between normal cells should
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Fig. 5.15 Schematic diagram of the proposed data science-based ISC detection method, reprinted
from [48], with permission from Elsevier

get close to 1, whereas that between a cell with ISC and normal cells should tend to
0. To improve this misjudgment, only the SoC correlation coefficients of a cell and
two adjacent cells are less than the threshold before the ISC warning is performed.

5.2.2.1 ISC Detection Algorithm

Figure 5.16 describes the proposed ISCdetection algorithmbased onSoCcorrelation,
which consists of four steps: In step 1, the voltage, total current, and temperature
of each cell are collected in real time. In step 2, the first-order RC (1RC) model
and EKF are used to estimate the SoC. In step 3, the SoC correlation coefficient
between each two adjacent cells is calculated. Assume that the first and last cells in
the series-connected batteries are adjacent. Therefore, each cell has two correlation
coefficients relative to its two neighbouring cells. In step 4, the correlation coefficient
is compared with a predefined threshold to determine ISC and identify the ISC cell.

Figure 5.17 illustrates the SoC estimation method based on the EKF algorithm,
where− represents the prior value,+ represents the posterior value, and the subscript
k represents the time step. Specifically, the method can be described as follows:

Step 1. A priori estimation. First, a priori SoC value at time k is calculated by
the ampere-hour counting method as follows.

SOC−
k = SOC+

k−1 + �tk−1

CQ · 3600 Ik−1 (5.12)

where CQ is the battery capacity.
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Fig. 5.16 ISC online detection algorithm flow based on SOC correlation, reprinted from [48], with
permission from Elsevier

Fig. 5.17 SoCestimation process based onEKF, reprinted from [48],with permission fromElsevier

Step 2. Error calculation. The voltage error at time k (Ek) is obtained by
comparing the model terminal voltage with the measured terminal voltage as
follows:

Ek = Ũk −Ut,k (5.13)

Step 3. Calculation of Kalman gain matrix. The Kalman gain matrix Lk at time
step k is calculated as follows:
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whereLk is theKalman gainmatrix at time k,P is the covariancematrix of system,
Q is the system noise covariance, R is the measurement noise covariance. The
larger Q is, the smaller the weight of SoC in the final estimated SoC is. R is
closely related to voltage correction. The larger R is, the smaller the influence of
voltage correction on SoC estimation results.

Step 4. A posteriori estimation. The posteriori SoC is updated with Lk and
error as follows:

SOC+
k = SOC−

k + Lk Ek (5.15)

The correlation coefficient is often used to study the linear consistency between
two variables. It can be expressed as follows:
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(5.16)

where rX,Y is the correlation coefficient of variables X and Y , cov(X,Y ) is the
covariance of X and Y , Var(X) and Var(Y ) are the variance of variables X and Y ,
respectively. μX and μY are the mean value of variables X and Y , respectively. n
represents the number of samples, rX,Y is the correlation coefficient between X and
Y, and its value range is −1 to 1. When rX,Y = 0, it means that the two variables
are completely unrelated. When rX,Y < 0, it means that the two variables are nega-
tive correlation, and when rX,Y > 0, it means that the two variables are positive
correlation.

For the convenience of calculation, Eq. (5.16) can be rewritten as follows:

rX,Y = n
∑n

i=1 XiYi − (∑n
i=1 Xi
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)
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2
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)2√

n
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i=1 Y
2
i − (∑n

i=1 Yi
)2 (5.17)

To facilitate the algorithm implementation, Eq. (5.17) can be discretized as
follows:
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where ak is the cumulative term of the product of two variables, bk and dk are the
cumulative terms of variables X and Y , respectively, and fk and gk are the cumulative
terms of the power of variables X and Y , respectively.

As described above, a moving window is used to calculate the SoC correlation
coefficient to improve the robustness. Therefore, Eq. (5.18) can be rewritten as
follows:
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LFk−B2

k

√
LGk−D2

k

(k ≥ L) (5.19)

where L is the size of the moving window.
Noted that if L is significantly large, the detection sensitivity would be reduced.

Therefore, an appropriate value of L should be selected to achieve high detection
accuracy and short detection time, and it is set to 600 in this study.

5.2.2.2 Experimental Set-Up and Process

The real ISC is concealed inside the battery, and it is generally difficult to trigger
it quantitatively. Common ISC experiments are carried out through some simula-
tion experiments. The ideal ISC equivalent experiment needs to meet the following
requirements [51]: (a) It can simulate the thermal and electrical behaviours of the
battery; (b) The ISC resistance, trigger form, and time are controllable; (c) The battery
damage is consistentwith the actual situation; (d)High repeatability. At present, there
is no ideal method that can meet all the above requirements. The commonly used
method is to simulate the ISC with the external parallel resistance of the battery. This
method has high repeatability and controllability, but it fails to reflect the thermal
characteristics of ISC. Since the proposed ISC detection method does not involve
the thermal characteristics of the battery, it is reasonable for us to use an external
parallel resistor to simulate ISC. The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 5.18, in
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Fig. 5.18 Experimental device, reprinted from [48], with permission from Elsevier

which seven commercial ternary cells with the standard capacity of 50 Ah, cut-off
voltage of 4.25 V, and discharge cut-off voltage of 2.8 V are connected in series for
charging and discharging experiments. In addition, a resistor is connected in parallel
to Cell 2 as the equivalent ISC resistance and controlled by a switch.

According to the Chinese National Standard GB/T 31484-2015, a normal battery
should maintain 85% of its full capacity after being rest for 28 days in open circuit.
Therefore, the critical ISC resistance can be roughly calculated as follows:

RISC = U0

C0 ∗ 15%/(28 ∗ 24)
= 3.65

50 · 15%/(28∗24)=327� (5.20)

where U0 is the nominal voltage of the test cell; C0 is the nominal capacity.
In the experiment, different ISC equivalent resistors (1, 10, and 100 �) are used

to simulate different degrees of ISC. Specifically, the resistor of 100 � is used to
simulate early slight ISC, resistor of 10 � is used to simulate developing ISC, and
resistor of 1� is used to simulate severe ISC. The charging and discharging schemes
of this experiment can be described as follows. First, the experimental battery pack is
charged to the cut-off voltage using a constant current, and then discharged under the
New European Driving Cycle (NEDC) dynamic condition. The ISC control switch
is closed at the same time, and the ISC resistor starts to work until the discharge
cut-off voltage is reached. Repeat the above steps four times. Due to the extra power
consumption in the external resistor, the voltage difference between the Cell 2 and
the normal cell increases. Therefore, when using different ISC resistors to simulate
different ISCs, the Cell 2 needs to be taken out from the module and charged it
separately to ensure that its voltage is equivalent to the normal cell.
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5.2.2.3 ISC Fault Diagnosis Results

Figure 5.19 shows the charge and discharge results of three equivalent ISC tests. It
can be observed that the voltage of the Cell 2 is consistent with the initial voltage of
other normal cells, indicating that the power loss caused by the ISC in the initial stage
cannot be clearly distinguished. After the ISC is activated for a period, the voltage
of Cell 2 is significantly lower than that of other normal cells, and the difference
increases over time. In addition, increasing the severity of the ISC (i.e. reducing the
ISC resistor) will produce an earlier voltage difference. As shown in Fig. 5.20b, when
the cell is discharged to the cut-off voltage, the voltage difference between the Cell 2
and the normal cells reaches the maximum. This is because the open-circuit voltage

Fig. 5.19 Voltage curves for different ISC resistors under NEDC dynamic condition. a RISC =
100 �; b RISC = 10 �; c RISC = 1 �, reprinted from [48], with permission from Elsevier
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Fig. 5.20 SoC estimation results for different ISC resistors under the NEDC dynamic condition. a
RISC = 100 �; b RISC = 10 �; c RISC = 1 �, reprinted from [48], with permission from Elsevier

of the cell at a low SoC shows the fastest downward trend, and the cell with ISC
enters the low SoC region before the normal cells, thereby accelerating the voltage
drop and further increasing the voltage difference.

In conclusion, these experimental results show that ISC can be detected and fault
cells can be identified online through the difference of charging and discharging
curves of the series cells. However, the voltage curve fluctuates greatly, which may
lead to misjudgment. In addition, these voltage curves are obtained without consid-
ering sensor error and noise. Note that the voltage sensor error in the actual EVs is
quite large, and the fluctuation of the actual voltage curve may be greater, which may
affect the ISC detection accuracy. Therefore, it is not feasible to judge ISC directly
through voltage curves.
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ISC detection using SoC correlation coefficient. Based on the above experimental
data and the EKF algorithm, the SoC of each cell is estimated, and then the SoC
difference under different ISC resistors is studied. Figure 5.20 shows the SoC esti-
mation results under NEDC dynamic conditions. As expected, the SoC curves are
similar to the voltage curves described in Fig. 5.20, but they fluctuate much less
than the voltage curves. Therefore, it is reasonable and feasible to detect ISC online
by estimating the difference of SoC and setting a reasonable threshold, which can
greatly reduce the false positive probability.

The SoC correlation coefficients of each cell and two adjacent cells are calculated,
and the results are shown in Fig. 5.21. Here, ri, j is the SoC correlation coefficient
between cells i and j , and the green dotted line indicates the ISC detection threshold.
Only the two SoC correlation coefficients corresponding to a cell are simultaneously
below the threshold, the cell can be judged as the ISC cell. To ensure the high accuracy
and short detection time of ISC, the appropriate threshold is determined by offline
calibration. From the experimental results, when the equivalent ISC resistance is
100 � and the SoC difference is higher than 2.5%, the correlation coefficient is 0.7,
and thus, 0.7 is selected as the threshold in this study. Moreover, the initial SoC
estimation at EV startup may have a large error to cause false alarms. Therefore, the
car does not start the ISC detection until a period of time after it has been started. In
this study, this time is set to 1000 s.

The enlarged graph on the right of Fig. 5.21 shows the SoC correlation coefficients
between Cell 1 and Cell 2 (blue curve) and between Cell 2 and Cell 3 (red curve).
In addition, when the two SoC correlation coefficients related to Cell 2 are lower
than the threshold, an ISC alarm will be triggered, which is indicated by a red
triangle. The SoC correlation coefficient of normal cells is above 0.8, indicating
that the SoC between these cells is highly correlated. On the other hand, the SoC
correlation coefficient of ISC cells with low SoC suddenly drops, indicating that
the SoC correlation between the ISC cell and the normal cells is low. As shown in
Fig. 5.21b, when the ISC resistance is less than 10 �, the SoC correlation coefficient
is 0, indicating that the SoC of the ISC cell is completely different from that of the
normal cells.

In general, it can be observed that the proposed online ISC detection algorithm
is very sensitive and accurate under dynamic conditions. In addition, as shown in
Fig. 5.21a, for the early ISC with a large equivalent resistance, although the detec-
tion time is longer, the method is still effective under dynamic conditions, and the
detection time is significantly shorter than the latency of the early ISC. Therefore,
the proposed method is effective for the online detection of early ISC.

Comparison with other ISC detection methods. The proposed data science-based
ISC detection method is compared with the other three ISC detection methods to
confirm its advantages, namely the static leakage, SoC difference, and voltage differ-
encemethods. The static leakagemethod is the simplest andmost direct ISCdetection
method. According to GB/T31484-2015 [48], the battery should maintain 85% of its
full capacity after being idle for 28 days in an open-circuit state.When the equivalent
ISC resistance is 100, 10, and 1 �, the time required for the 15% capacity loss can
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Fig. 5.21 ISC detection results based on the SoC correlation coefficient. a RISC = 100 �; b
RISC = 10 �; c RISC = 1 �, reprinted from [48], with permission from Elsevier

be calculated as 202.7, 20.3, and 2.03 h according to Eq. (5.21), which is the ISC
detection time.

td = C0 · 15%
28 · 24 ·U0/RISC

(5.21)

where td is the time required to detect the ISC.
The SoC difference method estimates the ISC based on the difference between

the SoC of each cell and the average SoC. Since the cell with the smallest SoC is
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Fig. 5.22 ISC detection results using the SOC difference. a RISC = 100 �; b RISC = 10 �; c
RISC = 1 �, reprinted from [48], with permission from Elsevier

more likely to have an ISC failure, this cell is not considered when calculating the
average value:

�SOCi = SOCi −
(

7∑

i=1

SOCi − min{SOC1, . . . SOC7}
)

/6 (5.22)

where �SOCi is the difference between SoC of the ith cell and the average SoC.
In this study, a 5% SoC difference is set as the threshold for ISC detection; that

is, if the cell’s SoC difference is higher than 5%, it is considered that the cell has an
ISC failure. Figure 5.22a shows that the SoC difference of the Cell 2 with an ISC
resistance of 100� increases very slowly and does not reach the threshold after 24 h,
indicating that this method is not suitable for early ISC detection and the detection
time is very long. Nevertheless, as the degree of ISC increases, the SoC difference
increases significantly over time, thereby reducing the detection time.

Figure 5.23 shows the ISC detection results based on the voltage difference
method. The threshold of voltage difference is set to 0.5 V in this study. It can
be observed that the detection time using the voltage difference method for the early
ISC is very long, and the voltage difference fluctuates greatly. Therefore, the voltage
difference method is not suitable to detect the early ISC. It can be concluded that
the proposed SoC correlation coefficient method has better detection accuracy and
shorter detection time than the other three methods.

The battery has rich charge and discharge data in the service process, and the
ISC will cause the change of battery voltage, which makes it possible to detect the
ISC online and in real time based on the charge and discharge data. To improve the
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Fig. 5.23 ISC detection results using the voltage difference. a RISC = 100 �; b RISC = 10 �; c
RISC = 1 �, reprinted from [48], with permission from Elsevier

reliability of the ISC detection, a data-driven ISC detection method based on SoC
correlation coefficient is proposed in this section. The experimental results show that
the proposed data science-based solution has the advantages of good real time, high
accuracy and excellent robustness. It can detect the early ISC and greatly improve
battery safety.

5.3 Battery Charging

Battery charging is also a key part required to be managed during battery operation
[52]. Technical issues facing the development of efficient battery charging solutions
arise from different charging objectives, hard constraints, and charging termination,
as illustrated in Fig. 5.24. In this context, this section first introduces several key
objectives that need to be considered during battery charging, then two case studies
through designing suitable data science-based solutions for both battery cell charging
and pack charging are detailed and analysed.

5.3.1 Battery Charging Objective

In general, the objective of designing suitable charging solution for Li-ion batteries
is to provide a good capacity utilization, a short time for charging process, a high
charging efficiency with less energy loss, while maintaining a long battery cycle
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Charging Constraint

Charging Objective
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Timer Cut-off current Cut-off voltage Temperature OthersSoC
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Time

High Energy 
Efficiency 

Low Temperature 
Rise Long Cycle Life Other Objectives

Current Voltage Temperature SoC OthersSoH

Fig. 5.24 Structures of charging infrastructure, objective as well as termination

life [53]. In addition, battery temperature will rise dramatically during the charging
process especially in high power applications. Overheat temperature would result in
battery failures so the temperature rise is also a critical objective for battery charging.
Therefore, suitable battery operation management that provides the proper charging
patterns to balance these charging objectives is indispensable for battery applications.

Short charging time: Charging time is one of the key aspects for the battery appli-
cations especially in transportation such as EVs. On the one hand, a long charging
time will inevitably affect the convenience of EV usage and limit its acceptance by
customers [54]. It is necessary to improve charging speed for EVs especially in some
public charging conditions that are similar to gasoline refuelling for conventional
vehicles. However, too fast charging will lead to significant energy loss and battery
performance degradation, further decreasing battery performance or causing safety
problems [55]. It is therefore rational to consider charging time as one of the key
factors in designing battery charging solutions.

High energy efficiency: Battery energy efficiency is the ratio of the charged energy
to the energy required to be discharged to the initial state prior to charging [56].
The energy efficiency during the battery charging process would be affected by
many factors such as current, internal resistance, SoC, and temperature. Large energy
loss implies low efficiency of energy conversion in battery charging, which needs
to be addressed [57]. It is critical to develope optimal charging strategy that can
decrease the energy loss caused by battery internal resistance and control charging
or discharging currents appropriately to achieve high energy efficiency during the
battery charging process.

Low-temperature rise: Temperature affects battery performance inmanyways such
as round trip efficiency, energy and power capability, cycle life, reliability, and charge
acceptance [58]. Both the battery surface and internal temperatures may exceed
permissible levels when it is charged with high current especially in high power
applications [59], and the overheating temperatures may intensify battery ageing
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process and even cause explosion or fire in severe situations [60]. In this context, the
temperature rise of battery becomes an important factor that needs to be considered in
battery operation management and many strategies are researched to achieve battery
charging with low-temperature rise.

Long cycle life: The cycle life of battery is the amount of the complete
charging/discharging cycles that a battery works until its capacity falls below 80%
of its nominal capacity. Even if the same charging current rate is applied, the cycle
life of Li-ion battery would be also extremely influenced by different charging ways.
Fast charging leads to the accelerated fading of battery capacity due to the related
increase of a surface layer and the loss of Li+ ions. This process is also associated
with the lithium plating onto the battery anode as well as the polarization at the
electrode–electrolyte surface. According to the analysis of battery electrochemistry,
a suitable charging current profile plays the important role in prolonging battery
service life and needs to be carefully considered.

Other objectives: Some other objectives are also crucial for achieving efficient
battery charging. Battery polarization, which means the variation of the equilib-
rium potential in a battery electrochemical reaction, has a tremendous impact on the
battery charging performance. The battery charging current induces losses due to
its polarization. Both the battery charging speed and efficiency would be enhanced
by controlling battery polarization. In addition, decreased polarization contributes
to the reduction of battery capacity fade, because the temperature rising rate can
be restricted. So the charging polarization is also selected as an important objec-
tive to achieve battery health-conscious charging [61]. Some researchers also focus
on developing charging strategies to increase battery available capacity [62], which
could be achieved by the smaller increase of internal resistance or lower temperature
rise.

Conflicting objectives: Developing an advanced charging strategy for battery oper-
ation management is not a simple task and usually implicates the trade-off among
different coupled but conflicting objectives such as charging time and energy effi-
ciency [63], while also pursuing temperature rise minimization, energy loss mini-
mization, long service life, and low normalized discharged capacity. Therefore, it is
essential to involve the optimization of multiple conflicting objectives when eval-
uating the cost-effectiveness of battery charging patterns in real battery charging
applications.

The typical combinations of multi-objective for Li-ion battery charging can be
divided into some main parts. For multi-stage constant-current charging, the double-
objective optimization is often considered which combines the battery charging time
and the normalized discharged capacity. Besides, the temperature rise, efficiency, and
cycle life are also selected as the charging objectives in some published works [64,
65]. For the constant-current–constant-voltage charging, the main multi-objectives
are often composed of battery charging time and energy efficiency. Besides, the
temperature rise, cycle life, and capacity fading are also noticeable points for devel-
oping optimal charging strategies. For other charging strategies in published works,
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the same multi-objectives can be adopted as the optimization targets for improving
battery charging performance during its operation management.

5.3.2 Case 1: Li-Ion Battery Economic-Conscious Charging

In this study, a data science-based framework throughusingmulti-objective optimiza-
tion solutions for economy-conscious charging is introduced, as shown in Fig. 5.25
[66]. Given the predefined battery electrothermal-ageing model and the economic
price model from [67, 68], three important charging objective functions including
battery charging time, average temperature, and particularly charging cost can be
created. Then the suitable charging pattern is designed to charge batterywith effective
energy and time management.

5.3.2.1 MCC Profile

In this research, the typical multi-stage constant-current (MCC) charging pattern
is explored. This MCC charging pattern generally consists of some CC phases, as
illustrated in Fig. 5.26. Due to Li-ion battery being usually less susceptible to lithium
plating at low SoC conditions, a relatively large CC rate ICC1 could be utilized at
the beginning of MCC charging process to transfer enough energy throughput into a
battery. Then a series of stepwise reduced CC phases would be adopted until reaching
the last CC phase with a CC rate ICCN. During this process, a CC phase would turn

Fig. 5.25 Overall multi-objective optimization framework for economic-conscious charging,
reprinted from [66], with permission from Elsevier
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VcutICC1
ICC2

….
ICCN

Fig. 5.26 Charging current and terminal voltage for MCC profile, reprinted from [66], with
permission from Elsevier

into another CC phase when the battery terminal voltage rises up to the predefined
cut-off voltage Vcut.

Although this MCC pattern is convenient to be applied in EV applications, a key
but challenging issue is to set suitable battery current and voltage values during its
entire charging process. In theory, MCC pattern’s charging time is mainly affected
by battery cut-off voltage Vcut and current rates in each CC phase (ICC1, ICC2,…,
ICCN). As recommended by Li-ion battery manufacturers, Vcut is generally set as its
maximum level to improve battery capacity utilization. For charging current rate,
a large value could directly speed up the charging process, but also lead to severe
issues such as lithium plating, increased energy loss, and overheating of battery,
further significantly affecting battery service life. Then the economic cost caused by
the wasted electricity and faded battery capacity will be increased. In this context, it
is vital to optimizing current rates of MCC pattern for efficient equilibration among
the time, temperature, and particularly economic cost during the battery charging
process.

5.3.2.2 Charging Cost Function

Based upon the coupled battery electrothermal model and related economic price
model from [66], several crucial but conflicting cost functions could be formulated.

For battery charging time (BCT), less BCT represents that the battery charging
process could be finished with a faster speed. In the MCC pattern, the cost function
for BCT is expressed as:

JMCCBCT = �t ∗ tCCN/60 (5.23)
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where �t represents the sampling time period, tCCN denotes the total amount of
sample points when a battery is charged from its initial SOC to its final target SOC
Here, JMCCBCT has an unit of minute (M).

For battery average temperature (BAT), less BAT could protect battery from over-
heating under same ambient temperature. The cost function JMCCBAT forBATduring
MCC pattern is described as:

JMCCBAT = �t ∗
⎡

⎣
tCC1∑

t=0

Ta(t) + · · · +
tCCN∑

tCCN−1+1

Ta(t)

⎤

⎦/tCCN (5.24)

where tCC1, …,tCCN are sample points when each CC phase is ended, respectively,
Ta(t) represents a radial average battery temperature at time point t .

For battery charging cost (BCC) that is divided into two main types including
battery electricity loss cost (BEC) and battery ageing cost (BAC), its objective
function JMCCBCC during MCC pattern can be described by:

JMCCBCC = JMCCBEC + JMCCBAC (5.25)

where JMCCBEC denotes the charging cost caused by electricity loss and could be
further described by:

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩
JMCCBEC = �t ∗

[
tCC1∑
t=0

fEC(t) + · · · +
tCCN∑

tCCN−1+1
fEC(t)

]

fE (t) = a(t) ∗ [
I 2(t)R0(t) + V 2

1 (t)/R1(t) + V 2
2 (t)/R2(t)

]
(5.26)

where fEC(t) represents electrical energy loss cost occurred at t , a(t) denotes the
corresponding TOU price at t . It should be known that the value of a(t) remains
constant for a long time period and would be affected by the time instant T of a day
with a relation as follows:

a(t) = f (t ∈ T ) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1.1946
3.6×106 T ∈ (23 : 00 − 7 : 00)
1.4950
3.6×106

T ∈ (7 : 00 − 10 : 00) or
T ∈ (15 : 00 − 18 : 00) or
T ∈ (21 : 00 − 23 : 00)

1.8044
3.6×106

T ∈ (10 : 00 − 15 : 00) or
T ∈ (18 : 00 − 21 : 00).

(5.27)

For battery degradation cost during MCC charging, its cost function JMCCBAC

could be obtained as:
{
JMCCBAC = Bnew−Bused

NBAC

NBAC = TAh
EAh

(5.28)
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where Bused stands for the cost value of utilized battery, NBAC represents the total
amount of charging cycle when a battery’s capacity degrades to its end-of-life (EoL).
In addition, TAh is the total throughput in Ah for all charging cycles while EAh is that
of one cycle. For EV applications, Li-ion battery’s EoL is generally achieved when
the capacity of battery cell degrades to 80% of its nominal value. Supposing that a
battery is charged by using the same MCC pattern during each charging cycle, TAh
would be mainly affected by the average Ĩ , s̃oc, and T̃a of this specific MCC pattern.
Then TAh could be obtained by:

TAh =
⎡

⎣ 20

σfunct

(
Ĩ , s̃oc,T̃a

)

⎤

⎦
1/z

(5.29)

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Ĩ =
tCCN∑
t=0

I (t)/tCCN

s̃oc =
tCCN∑
t=0

soc(t)/tCCN

T̃a =
tCCN∑
t=0

Ta(t)/tCCN .

(5.30)

For the EAh of a specific MCC pattern, its charging throughput is also obtained
as:

EAh = �t

3600

tCCN∑

t=0

I (t). (5.31)

In this study, once the current rates of eachCCphase are optimized, all elements of
the cost functions JMCCBCT, JMCCBAT, and JMCCBCC could be obtained. Namely,
current rates ICC1, ICC2,…, ICCN become the decisive variables that require to be
carefully optimized for battery economy-conscious charging.

5.3.2.3 Optimization Procedure

The optimization ofMCCcharging pattern belongs to a highly nonlinear and strongly
coupled process. Numerous time-varied parameters such as capacitors and resis-
tanceswithin coupled batterymodel are strongly associatedwith battery temperatures
and SoCs. Battery capacity degradation would be also highly affected by its elec-
trical and thermal dynamics. Moreover, different constraints including the charging
current, terminal voltage, battery SoC, and temperature need to be considered during
optimization as follows:
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⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

Imin ≤ I (t) ≤ Imax

Vmin ≤ V (t) ≤ Vmax

sI ≤ SoC(t) ≤ sT
Tmin ≤ Ta(t) ≤ Tmax.

(5.32)

For this time-varied and complex optimization problem, an effective multi-
objective optimization tool is required to optimize MCC pattern and equilibrate
these key but conflicting charging objectives. Due to the advantages of being immune
from the NP-hard and highly nonlinear issues, meta-heuristic optimization method
becomes a powerful tool. Among differentmeta-heuristicmulti-objective optimizers,
non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II) has beenwidely used inmany
real applications for handling complicated optimization issues due to its outstanding
ability to keep elitism optimization and preserve diversity. In the light of this, NSGA-
II approach is herein employed to search the optimalMCC patterns, with the purpose
of achieving economy-conscious charging under various priorities.

Figure 5.27 illustrates the optimization flowchart of searching the proper MCC
pattern to equilibrate battery charging time, average temperature, and particularly
economic cost. Each process is detailed as follows:

Step 1: Set battery charging constraints. These constraints include: (1) the initial
and target SoCs:sI and sT ; (2) the current, voltage, and temperature limitations:
Imin, Imax,Vmin, Vmax, Tmin, and Tmax.
Step 2: Set MCC pattern’s parameters. These parameters include: (1) the cut-off
voltage: Vcut; (2) the number of CC charging phases: NCC.
Step 3: Select charging objectives with the consideration of different user require-
ments. According to the priority of battery application, formulating a proper cost
function with a combination of BCT, BAT, and BCC.
Step 4: Initialize NSGA-II’s parameters. The main parameters of NSGA-II
include: (1) the number of generation: Gm ; (2) the population size: Np.
Step 5: For k = 1 to kmax, do

(1) For each CC phase, calculating the cost function combining the selected
charging objectives until battery SoC reaches a target sT .When battery terminal
voltage goes up to its Vcut , a CC phase would be terminated and then jump into
another one.

(2) Evaluate JMCCBCT, JMCCBAT, and JMCCBCC of whole charging process
through summing the cost functions of each CC phase. Then analyse the opti-
mized MCC pattern’s performance based on the optimal sets from related
Pareto frontier.

(3) Search a newMCC pattern again if the obtainedMCC pattern is unsatisfactory.
This optimization process will be terminated when an end criterion kmax is
reached.

Through following this data science framework, economy-conscious battery
charging could be achieved based on the optimized MCC pattern. Moreover, battery
charging time and average temperature could be also balanced.
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Fig. 5.27 Optimization flowchart by searching the proper MCC profile to equilibrate charging
objectives, reprinted from [66], with permission from Elsevier

5.3.2.4 Results and Discussion

Then the sensitivity of key parameters including battery cut-off voltage, convection
resistance, and ambient temperature is first analysed to explore their effects on the
MCC pattern optimization. The optimal set is drawn by the form of Pareto frontier
to equilibrate conflicting objectives for various user demands. Constant parameters
are set as: �t = 1s, sI = 0.1, and sT = 0.95, respectively. Temperatures are set
as: Ts(0) = T I (0) = Tamb. Battery parameter limitations are set as: Imin = 0A,
Imax = 10A, Vmin = 3.0V, Vmax = 3.6V, Tmin = 15 ◦C, and Tmax = 45 ◦C.
The population size and generation number of NSGA-II are set as Np = 360 and
Gm = 60.

Sensitivity Analysis for the MCC Profile

For the multi-objective optimizations, the Pareto frontier could provide a series of
optimal strategies to graphically demonstrate cases that one cost function cannot
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Fig. 5.28 Effects of cut-off voltages on the optimized MCC profile via Pareto frontier, reprinted
from [66], with permission from Elsevier

be enhanced without making other cost functions worse. If the Pareto frontier from
a specific case could distribute evenly and widely, while the points in this Pareto
frontier are close to the origin of coordinate, the optimal MCC pattern for such
case becomes better. In the light of this, sensitivities of cut-off voltage, convection
resistance, and ambient temperature are analysed via the Pareto frontier to explore
their influences on battery charging.

Sensitivity of cut-off voltage: in theory, a small cut-off voltage Vcut of battery would
restrain battery capacity utilization, but too large Vcut can also cause damages or
safety issues to battery. In this test, ICC1 is initially set within 5A (2C) and 10A (4C).
The convection resistance Ru and ambient temperature Tamb are set as 3.08 KW−1

and 25 °C, respectively. Six Vcut cases (3.60, 3.58, 3.56, 3.54, 3.52, and 3.50 V) are
utilized to explore battery cut-off voltage’s sensitivity.

Figure 5.28 illustrates the Pareto frontiers for the optimized MCC patterns with
various Vcut. Obviously, a better optimal MCC set could be obtained through using
a larger Vcut. As Vcut reduces, the number of obtained optimal points would also
decrease, and the Pareto frontier tends to move to the right, leading to a fact that
more time is spent for battery charging. In addition, the values of both JMCCBAT

and JMCCBCC would become less with the reduced Vcut. It can be concluded that a
small Vcut leads to the low charging current, and hence, the average temperature rise
of battery is also restrained, further causing less cost of charging, but charging speed
would be sacrificed accordingly.

Sensitivity of convection resistance: another key parameter is the heat convection
resistance Ru that reflects heat convection between ambient condition and battery
shell. This parameter could also reflect battery thermal management operation such
as the air fan or liquid cooling. For this test, ICC1 is also set within 5A and 10A. Vcut

is fixed as 3.6 V while Tamb is set as 25 ◦C. Five cases of Ru (1, 3.08, 5, 10, and 15
KW−1) are utilized to explore Ru’s sensitivity.

After the optimization, the Pareto frontiers for optimized MCC pattern under
different Ru are illustrated in Fig. 5.29. It can be seen that as Ru increases, the Pareto
frontier would move to the upper. On the contrary, battery charging process would
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Fig. 5.29 Effects of convection resistances on the optimized MCC profile via Pareto frontier,
reprinted from [66], with permission from Elsevier

speed up when increasing Ru . To summarize, a lower Ru favours battery average
temperature as well as the charging cost, at a sacrifice of charging time.

Sensitivity of ambient temperature: for the test of ambient temperature Tamb, ICC1
is initially set between 5 and 10A. Vcut and Ru are set as 3.6 V and 3.08 KW−1,
respectively. Six Tamb cases (15 ◦C, 20 ◦C, 25 ◦C, 30 ◦C, 35 ◦C, and 40 ◦C) are
utilized to explore Tamb’s sensitivity.

Figure 5.30 illustrates the influences of Tamb on the optimized MCC pattern.
Obviously, larger Tamb will lead the obtained Pareto frontier move to the left-upper,
indicating that charging time is reduced but both the battery average temperature
and charging cost would become larger adversely. Therefore, Tamb with small value
favours achieving low charging cost as well as average temperature rise, but it
would also lead battery internal resistance become larger, further inducing a reduced
charging speed of battery.

In summary, the optimized MCC charging pattern is critically associated with
these three parameters. Large Vcut benefits battery charging time. Low Ru and small
Tamb favour the charging cost and average temperature of battery. It is vital to care-
fully select suitable parameters, based on specific requirements from various battery
applications.
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Tests for Various Charging Cases

Next, the optimization results using different two charging objective combinations
are first analysed, followed by several balanced MCC charging patterns to explore
their efficacies on the trade-offs of various charging objectives. In this test, ICC1
is initially fixed within 5 and 10 A. The current decrement of CC phases is set
between 1.5 and 2.5 A. Vcut is set as 3.6 V, while Ru and Tamb are set as 3.08KW−1

and 25◦C, respectively. After using NSGA-II to optimize MCC pattern, the corre-
sponding Pareto frontiers of various two charging objective combinations are shown
in Fig. 5.31.

FromFig. 5.31a, b, the optimal particles in the Pareto frontiers could be distributed
uniformly in a wide region, indicating that both charging cost and battery average
temperature conflict with charging speed. Not surprisingly, a quicker charging speed
can be obtained through adopting a larger current rate in the MCC pattern. However,
this increased charging current would also result in the larger thermal reactions
happening within a battery, hence increasing the battery average temperature. On
the other hand, both the average SoC and current during the whole charging process
would be higher under a larger current rate case. This would aggravate the electrical
energy loss and battery fading during charging. In this context, related economic
charging costs will be intensified. From Fig. 5.31c, it can be seen that the optimal
particles finally converge into a single point, indicating that there is no conflict
between charging cost and battery average temperature.
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Fig. 5.31 Optimization results of theMCC profile with two objectives via Pareto frontier, reprinted
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Balanced charging: Fig. 5.32 illustrates the optimization results of MCC patterns
with three balanced objectives. It can be seen that the objective functions JMCCBAT

and JMCCBCC conflict with JMCCBCT. Through sacrificing charging time, both
battery temperature rise and economic loss could be substantially restrained.
According to five different cases of balanced charging, Case 1 and Case 2 repre-
sent the quick charging solutions that spend less time to reach SoC target. Case 4 and
Case 5 prefer lower charging cost and average temperature rise. Case 3 denotes a
neutral position. Then Fig. 5.33 illustrates electrical dynamics while Fig. 5.34 shows
the thermal dynamics of these balanced charging cases, respectively.

According to Figs. 5.33 and 5.34, as the required charging time becomes larger
from Case 1 to Case 5, the initial current in the first CC phase inevitably decreases.
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Fig. 5.34 Thermal dynamics of the MCC profile for the balanced charging: a average temperature,
(b surface temperature, and c internal temperature, reprinted from [66], with permission from
Elsevier

The total CC phase number within MCC pattern is also reduced gradually. Quantita-
tively, compared with Case 1 owns the quick charging solution that takes 15.72 min,
Case 5 spends 22.10 min charging time (41% increase). However, battery average
temperature and total charging cost in such a case, respectively, decrease to 26.41 °C
(4.5% decrease) and 0.0033 Yuan (19.5% decrease). Through shortening charging
time, both the average SoC and temperature of battery will increase dramatically to
accelerate electricity loss and battery degradation, further leading to the increased
economic cost during charging. Moreover, there is a range that increasing charging
time linearly would decrease charging cost and average battery temperature signif-
icantly. Outside this range, further linearly speeding up the charging process would
cause less effect to reduce charging cost and battery temperature. From this test,
MCC patterns before Case 3 could be adopted to effectively decrease both economic
cost and average temperature rise.

5.3.3 Case 2: Li-Ion Battery Pack Charging with Distributed
Average Tracking

In this study, a data science-based charging solution for Li-ion battery pack is
explored with low computational burden [69]. To be specific, based upon the typical
Rint models for battery cells, an optimized average SoC trajectory could be first
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generated by constructing and handling a multi-objective optimization considering
both user demand and the energy loss of battery pack. Then a distributed charging
solution is derived to make the SoCs from cells could track this trajectory, where the
model bias observers of each cell are designed for online compensation.

5.3.3.1 User-Involved Data Science Charging Framework for Battery
Pack

Figure 5.35 illustrates the explored multi-module charger for Li-ion battery pack
with n cells connected in serial. For this multi-module charge, each cell could be
charged by an independent module, bringing the benefits to avoid the overcharging
issue. Due to the superiorities in terms of easy to be implemented, reasonable costs
and size, this type of charger has been successfully adopted inmany real applications.

According to the concept of leader–followers in the multi-agent system [70], a
distributed average tracking framework can be designed to charge each cell of battery
pack, as illustrated in Fig. 5.36. Specifically, an average charging trajectory is first
derived as the leader role. Then all cells as the follower role could track this trajectory
simultaneously. To achieve this, a typical cell Rint model with an average initial SoC
is adopted to produce an optimized average charging trajectory firstly as:

{
x0(k + 1) = x0(k) + b0u0(k)
y0(k) = f0(x0(k)) + h0(x0(k))u0(k)

(5.33)

where x0, y0, and u0 represent Rint model’s state, output, and input, respectively.
b0, f0(·), and h0(·) are related nominal values. Here bi is a Coulomb efficiency
parameter, fi (·) and hi (·) (1 ≤ i ≤ n) stand for the nonlinear relations between SoC
and OCV as well as internal resistance, respectively. The initial value x0(0) is the
average value of all cells’ initial SoC. Then the optimal average SoC trajectory could
be obtained by handling an optimization issue as:

min︸︷︷︸
u0(0),...,u0(N−1)

γ1(x0(N ) − xs)
2 + γ2

N−1∑

k=0

h0(x0(k))u
2
0(k) (5.34)

Fig. 5.35 Multi-module charger for battery packs, reprinted from [69], with permission from IEEE
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Fig. 5.36 Framework of derived user-involved data science charging solution, reprinted from [69],
with permission from IEEE

s.t. x0(k + 1) = x0(k) + b0u0(k)

f0(x0(k + 1)) + h0(x0(k + 1))u0(k) ≤ yM

0 ≤ u0(k) ≤ uM , x0(k + 1) ≤ xM (5.35)

Supposing U = [u0(0), . . . , u0(N − 1)]T , Hk = [
1Tk , 0TN−k

]
, Eq. (5.34) can be

expressed as x0(k) = x0(0) + b0HkU and the related optimization issue could be
further rewritten as:

⎧
⎨

⎩

min︸︷︷︸
U

J1(U )

s.t. C(U ) ≤ 0
(5.36)

with

J1(U ) = UT
(
γ1b

2
0H

T
N HN + γ2G(U )

)
U

+ 2γ1b0(x0(0) − xs)HNU + γ1(x0(0) − xs)
2 (5.37)

C(U ) =
⎡

⎣
F(U ) + G1(U )U − YM

�U −UM

MU − XC

⎤

⎦ (5.38)

where U represents the optimization variable. Other variables are expressed as:
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⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

G(U ) = diag{h0(x0(0), . . . , h0(x0(0) + b0HN−1U )}
F(U ) = [ f0(x0(0) + b0H1U ), . . . , f0(x0(0) + b0H1U )]T

G1(U ) = diag{h0(x0(0) + b0H1U ), . . . , h0(x0(0) + b0HNU )}
YM = yM1N

� = [
IN , −IN

]T

UM = [
uM1TN , 0TN

]T

(5.39)

where IN is an identity N ×N matrix. Then the optimal average SoC trajectory xr0(k)
(1 ≤ k ≤ N ) could be scheduled as:

xr0(k) = x0(0) + b0HkU
r (5.40)

5.3.3.2 Distributed Battery Charging Based on SoC Tracking

For the i th (1 ≤ i ≤ n) cell, a SoC-tracking-based solution is derived to charge
battery, as shown in Fig. 5.37, where a model bias observer is designed as:

{
wi
∧

(k + 1) = wi
∧

(k) + li
(
yi (k) − yi

∧

(k)
)

yi
∧

(k) = f0(xi (k)) + h0(xi (k))ui (k) + wi
∧

(k)
(5.41)

where wi
∧

(k) and li represent estimated result and the observer gain, respectively.
To ensure the SoC xi (k) of i th cell could track the obtained trajectory x0r (k)

while also meet the constraint requirements, the SoC-tracking-based solution can be
formulated as:

min︸︷︷︸
ui (k)

γ3

2

(
xi (k) − xr0(k)

)2 + γ4

2
γ2u

2
i (k) (5.42)

s.t. xi (k + 1) = xi (k) + biui (k)
f0(xi (k + 1)) + h0(xi (k + 1))ui (k) + wi

∧

(k + 1) ≤ yM
0 ≤ ui (k) ≤ uM , xi (k + 1) ≤ xM

(5.43)

Fig. 5.37 Diagram of SoC-tracking-based charging solution for i th battery cell, reprinted from
[69], with permission from IEEE
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where γ3 and γ4 denote weight parameters that should be over zero. Then battery
charging current ui (k) can be derived through handling the optimization issue with
constraints at each k to make battery cells could track their optimized trajectories.

5.3.3.3 Results and Discussions

In this study, a battery pack with 10 cells connected in serial is utilized to explore the
performance of designed data science-based charging solution. Table 5.9 gives the
detailed information of cell’s capacity and initial SoC. Nonlinear relations of SoC
and OCV f0(·) as well as SoC and internal resistance h0(·) are described by:

f0(·) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

a1SoC + b1, if 0 ≤ SoC < 0.05
a2SoC + b2, if 0.05 ≤ SoC < 0.20
a3SoC + b3, if 0.20 ≤ SoC < 1.00

(5.44)

h0(·) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

a4SoC + b4, i f 0 ≤ SoC < 0.05
b5, i f 0.05 ≤ SoC < 0.95
a6SoC + b6, i f 0.95 ≤ SoC < 1.00

(5.45)

where a1 = 3.61, b1 = 3.13, a2 = 1.21, b2 = 3.2, a3 = 0.8, b3 = 3.282,
a4 = −0.46, b4 = 0.057, b5 = 0.034, a6 = 2.06, b6 = −1.923. The maximum
current and terminal voltage of each cell are 3Cand4.2V.Here theweight coefficients
are set as: γ1 = 104, γ2 = 0.1, γ3 = 104, and γ4 = 10−3. Sample periods T1 and T2
are set as 300 s and 1 s, respectively.

Charging results: in this study, the target SoC xs and charging time Ts are set as
100% and 120 min. Figure 5.38a–c illustrates the charging results of SoC, current
and terminal voltage of each cell through using the designed data science strategy. It
can be seen their constraints are all well guaranteed. According to the related battery
pack SoC, cell SoC difference, and energy loss as shown in Fig. 5.38d–f, the SoC
of battery pack could successfully track the scheduled average trajectory to reach
the desired SoC of 98.48%. In addition, the SoC difference of cells would converge

Table 5.9 Capacities and initial SoC of different cells within a pack, reprinted from [69], with
permission from IEEE

Cell 1 Cell 2 Cell 3 Cell 4 Cell 5

Capacity (Ah) 10.04 9.95 9.96 10.05 9.97

Initial SoC (%) 8 6 9 12 7

Cell 6 Cell 7 Cell 8 Cell 9 Cell 10

Capacity (Ah) 10.01 9.99 10 9.98 10.03Ah

Initial SoC (%) 10 11 3 5 4
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Fig. 5.38 Charging results for battery pack: a SoCs of battery cells, b terminal voltages of battery
cells, c Charging currents of battery cells, d SoC of battery pack, (e) SoC difference of cells, f
energy loss with xs = 100% and Ts = 120 min, reprinted from [69], with permission from IEEE

from 9.08 to 0.64%, further validating the effectiveness of the designed charging
strategy. The cells’ SoC difference would become larger when the cell is nearly fully
charged. This is not surprising as a constant-voltage stage is obtained at this region
to meet voltage constraint, which would further lead to the inconsistent current to
charge each cell.
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Tests of various user settings: to further investigate the performance of the proposed
charging strategy under various user settings, two tests in terms of various charging
durations and desired SoCs are carried out. For test of various charging durations,
xs is set as 100%, charging duration Ts is set as 120 min, 90 min, 60 min, and
30 min, respectively. For test of desired SoC, Ts is set as 120 min, while xs is set
as 100%, 90%, and 80%, respectively. Based upon these settings, the corresponding
SoC responses of battery pack for these two tests are shown in Fig. 5.39. Table 5.10
also illustrates the results of battery pack SoC, energy loss as well as SoC difference
at the end of battery charging. Quantitatively, the SoC of battery pack can be rapidly
charged to 77.76% with a relatively larger energy loss of 134.8 kJ through using a
tight charging duration of 30 min. On the contrary, through using a long charging
duration of 120 min, battery pack could be charged to 79.93%with a relatively lower
energy loss of 36.5 kJ. This indicates another benefit of using the derived charging
strategy, as the charging current could be tuned based on different user requirements
to reduce the energy loss of pursuing rapid charging blindly.

Tests of various weight selections: the coefficients γ1 and γ2 reflect the weights of
user demand as well as energy loss. To explore the effects of different weights on
battery charging performance, γ1 is fixed in this study while γ2 is set as 0.01, 0.1,

Fig. 5.39 SoC responses of battery pack: a various charging durations, b various desired battery
SoCs, reprinted from [69], with permission from IEEE

Table 5.10 Results of the end of charging process under various user settings, reprinted from [69],
with permission from IEEE

Battery pack’s SoC [%] Energy loss [KJ] SoC difference [%]

xs = 100%, Ts = 30 min 77.76 134.8 0.03

xs = 100%, Ts = 60 min 96.84 142.8 0.17

xs = 100%, Ts = 90 min 98.62 105.6 0.61

xs = 100%, Ts = 120 min 98.43 63.8 0.64

xs = 90%, Ts = 120 min 89.93 46.1 0.002

xs = 80%, Ts = 120 min 79.93 36.5 0.002
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Fig. 5.40 Battery pack charging results: a battery pack’s SoC, b energy loss under various weight
coefficients, reprinted from [69], with permission from IEEE

10, 100, and 1000, respectively. Figure 5.40 shows the related results of battery pack
SoC and energy loss. From Fig. 5.40, obviously increasing γ2 could result in less
energy loss, but would adversely affect the performance of charging battery pack to
a predefined value. It can be seen that a proper trade-off could be achieved by setting
γ2 as 0.1. In the light of this, γ2 = 0.1 is selected for designing charging solution in
this study.

5.4 Summary

This chapter describes another three key aspects of data science-based battery
operation management including battery ageing prognostics, fault diagnosis, and
charging. For battery ageing prognostics, Li-ion battery ageingmechanism and stress
factors are first introduced, followed by the description of the data science frame-
work and classical methods to achieve battery ageing/lifetime prediction. Then two
data science-based case studies through deriving modified GPR and a hybrid data
science model to predict future cyclic capacity degradation and battery RUL are
given and discussed. For battery fault diagnosis, after overviewing three typical
types of data science-based methods, a data science-based case study of deriving
a battery ISC fault detection strategy through using SoC correlation is described.
For battery charging, several key and conflicting objectives during battery charging
are first introduced, then two data science-based case studies through designing a
multi-objective optimization-based battery cell economic-conscious charging and
a distributed average tracking-based battery pack charging are introduced, respec-
tively. All these case studies indicate that through designing suitable data science-
based strategies, satisfactory results of battery ageing prognostics, fault diagnosis,
and charging can be achieved for effective battery operation management.
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Chapter 6
Data Science-Based Battery Reutilization
Management

This chapter focuses on the data science-based technologies for battery reutilization
management, which is the third stage of battery full-lifespan and crucial for the
sustainable development of batteries. Battery reutilization mainly includes battery
echelon utilization (secondary utilization) and material recycling. During the long-
term service of the battery in EVs, the consistency of the battery cell is enlarged
and its health would deteriorate. Therefore, the batteries retired from EVs cannot be
directly used for secondary utilization. It is necessary to evaluate the residual value of
these batteries by using the historical data or the test data, and then sort and regroup
them for safe secondary utilization.

In this chapter, the basic process of battery echelon utilization and material recy-
cling is first introduced. Then, the sorting and regroupingmethods based on historical
or/and test data for echelon utilization are proposed and verified. Finally, some clas-
sical battery material recycling methods are discussed. Echelon utilization and mate-
rial recycling are important links in the full-lifetime cycle of Li-ion battery, while
building a data-based traceability platform becomes essential for efficient battery
reutilization management.

6.1 Overview of Battery Echelon Utilization and Material
Recycling

According to the EV world sales database, 2.65 million EVs were sold worldwide
in the first half of 2021, an increase of 168% compared with 2020 (as shown in
Fig. 6.1), indicating vehicle electrification is fast-growing in the world. The Inter-
national Energy Agency released a report named “Global Electric Vehicle Outlook”
in 2020 and predicts that the global EV ownership will continue to grow in the next
10 years. Under current policies, the number of global EVs will reach 145 million in
2030. Due to the rapid growth of EVs, the global Li-ion battery shipments reached
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Fig. 6.1 Global sales of electric vehicles in the past 3 years

294.5GWh in 2020, and the global demand for Li-ion batteries will increase to 1.3
TWh in 2030 [1]. According to the estimation of global EVs and power batteries in
2030, it is estimated that the total retired Li-ion batteries from global EVs will reach
460 GWh in 2030, and the total mass of retired batteries will reach 12.85 million
tonnes from 2021 to 2030, equivalent to 1285 Eiffel towers [2].

Themassive increase in demand for Li-ion batteries has brought two serious prob-
lems [3–7]: (1) the shortage of supply chain for the battery raw material. There is a
shortage of some rare metals in the upstream materials of Li-ion batteries after the
large-scale mining, such as lithium, cobalt, nickel, and manganese. From 2021 to
2030, the cumulative use of cobalt in batteries will exceed 30% of the world’s recov-
erable amount. Moreover, these rare metals are unevenly distributed in the world.
For example, more than 66% of cobalt is distributed in the Democratic Republic of
the Congo. Therefore, cross-regional transportation also brings risks and challenges
to the supply chain. (2) The retired Li-ion batteries contain electrolytes and heavy
metals. If they cannot be properly handled, great pollution will be caused to the
environment, soil, and drinking water. For example, a cell with a mass of 0.2 kg can
pollute 1 km2 of land for about 50 years and enters the bodies of people and animals
through the food chains [8, 9]. Therefore, the safe disposal of these retired Li-ion
batteries has become a global problem that needs to be solved urgently.

In fact, the batteries retired from EVs have high economic and environmental
values. On the one hand, these batteries are rich in precious metals (such as lithium,
cobalt, nickel, andmanganese) [7, 10], and their content in the batteries ismuchhigher
than their raw ore. If these materials are recycled from the retired Li-ion batteries,
not only can the environmental pollution caused by the disposal of batteries and
land burial be reduced, but more importantly, the recycled materials can be used to
remanufacture batteries and reduce the mining of raw ores. Therefore, the retired Li-
ion batteries can be called urban ore, which has great economic and environmental
values. On the other hand, the battery retired from the EVs still has around 80%
of the initial capacity. Although it does not meet the safety requirements of EVs, it
can be used in other scenarios where the safety requirements are lower than that of
EVs, such as energy storage stations, power supply for 5G base stations, low-speed
vehicles. This method of changing application scenarios to extend the service life of
the battery is called echelon utilization. It can be seen that the echelon utilization and
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Fig. 6.2 Two technical roadmaps for the disposal of retired Li-ion batteries. a Material recycling;
b Echelon utilization, reprinted from [11], with permission from Elsevier

material recycling can maximize the full lifecycle value of Li-ion batteries, reduce
the application cost of Li-ion batteries, and promote the sustainable development of
Li-ion batteries. The above two technical roadmaps for the disposal of retired Li-ion
batteries can be described in Fig. 6.2.

6.1.1 Echelon Utilization

The best way to dispose of the retired Li-ion batteries is to perform echelon utilization
first and then recycle materials, which can maximize the value of Li-ion batteries
and promote the healthy and sustainable development of Li-ion batteries. Figure 6.2b
shows the technical route of the echelon utilization route, which conforms to the 4R
principle in concept very well: reuse, resell, update, and recycle. Therefore, this route
has attracted enough attention and has also been extensively studied in recent years.
With the advent of the large-scale retired Li-ion batteries and the improvement of
relevant laws and regulations in various countries, the industrial chain of echelon
utilization is gradually being established, and its prospects are broad.

Generally, batteries in EVs have three levels in structure: cells, modules, and
packs. Therefore, the first outstanding issue in the echelon utilization is which level
should be chosen for the secondary utilization, as it would directly affect the technical
difficulty and costs. Figure 6.3 illustrates the advantages anddisadvantages of echelon
utilization at different levels, which can be summarized as:

(1) If the battery pack is disassembled to the cell level, the workload is large,
the cost is high, and the battery may be damaged. Moreover, cell regrouping
will generate new material costs and may bring new safety risks. Therefore,
from the perspective of economy and safety, it is not recommended to use cell
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Fig. 6.3 Advantages and disadvantages of the echelon utilization at different levels, reprinted from
[11], with permission from Elsevier

as the basic unit for echelon utilization. In the future, with the development
and maturity of robot automatic disassembly technologies, cells become more
possible to be regrouped, which is worthy of recommendation due to its high
flexibility.

(2) Echelon utilization at the pack level is the most economical solution because it
does not require disassembly. However, some of the cells in the retired battery
pack have poor consistency, and the safety of secondary use is poor. Finally,
the utilization at the pack level is limited by the application scenarios.

(3) The echelon utilization at the module level is the best choice at present, due to
the advantages of economy and flexibility. It can screen out the poor-quality
moduleswithout the requirements of deep disassembly for improving the safety
of the regrouping system, further presenting good regrouping flexibility.

Then, the second outstanding problem is how to disassemble battery pack to the
module. Battery disassembly is a complicated and dangerous task. First, the battery
is a high-energy and chemical carrier; if it is not handled properly, it will cause
various safety issues such as short circuits and liquid leakage. What’s more serious
is that it may cause an explosion or fire, further leading to casualties and property
damage. Second, the toxic and carcinogenic substances in battery electrolyte and
electrode materials may cause chemical hazards during disassembly. Third, batteries
from different manufacturers may have different external structures, module connec-
tion methods, and process technologies, further bringing difficulties to the automatic
disassembly. Therefore, battery disassembly is mostly manual or semi-automatic
at present. The establishment of flexible and intelligent battery disassembly equip-
ment is an urgent need for development in the future. In summary, the disassembly
of large-scale retired Li-ion batteries faces the following technical challenges: (1)
Lack of skilled dismantling workers and professional demolition tools to ensure
the safety, integrity, and speed of disassembly; (2) The disassembly efficiency is
low, further directly affecting the economic value; (3) The high reliability of battery
component connection increases the difficulty and time cost of battery disassembly.
A feasible solution is to standardize the design of cells, modules, and packs, and
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to design a battery connection method that is conducive to disassembly. In addi-
tion, the development of automatic disassembly robots is essential. However, due
to the complexity of battery structure and connectivity, and rich wires and battery
management system, complete automatic disassembly becomes a great challenge,
and man–machine integration is a short-term solution.

The third outstanding issue is how to evaluate the residual value of the retired
Li-ion batteries, and how to sort and regroup them for secondary use. The most crit-
ical issue for sorting the retired Li-ion batteries is how to ensure its accuracy and
efficiency, which would directly determine the economy and safety of the echelon
utilization. Regrouping should not only be achieved based on the sorting results, but
also based on actual application scenarios. For example, high-capacity retired Li-ion
batteries are suitable for energy applications, while low internal resistance Li-ion
batteries are more suitable for power applications. For the retired Li-ion batteries
without historical data, it is very time-consuming and energy-consuming to test
batteries one by one. Obviously, the traditional sorting method based on capacity
or internal resistance test is not applicable. An important challenge for the echelon
utilization of the large-scale retired Li-ion batteries is to design the sorting methods
and devices with excellent sorting speed and accuracy, which is suitable for different
application scenarios. For the retired Li-ion batteries with historical data, the tech-
nical challenge here becomes how to quickly sort through massive amounts of data.
At present, most retired Li-ion batteries have no historical data or the quality of
historical data is poor. In this case, how to sort Li-ion batteries is challenging, while
some data science-based methods will be described in detail in Sect. 6.2.

6.1.2 Material Recycling

With the innovation of battery material systems and the improvement of environ-
mental protection requirements, battery recycling technology is facing major oppor-
tunities and severe challenges. First, since the cathode material is the most valuable
one in a battery, the “dissolution–precipitation–recycling” process of valuable metals
(such as cobalt) has formed a certain economic recovery-driven business model.
However, to reduce battery costs and increase energy density, cathode materials are
constantly being updated, and the research on waste Li-ion battery recycling tech-
nology is relatively backward, making it difficult for the corresponding recycling
technology to keep up with the pace of material updates. If recyclers cannot recycle
pure and high-quality materials, the recyclable value will become very low. More-
over, ternary batteries are developing in the direction of high nickel and low cobalt,
which will weaken the existing battery recycling business model. Therefore, new
recycling technologies need to be continuously updated and iterated to meet market
demand.

Second, most of the current recycling technologies focus on the recycling of valu-
able metals such as lithium, nickel, cobalt, and copper, and little attention is paid to
other low-value components. However, the recycling of negative electrode materials
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and electrolytes is an unavoidable issue. Here the electrolyte is volatile and gener-
ates gases such as HF and PF5, which are harmful to both the human body and the
environment. In recent years, the recycling and reuse of electrolyte have become a
research hotspot. However, these methods still have problems such as long recycling
process, high recycling cost, low recycling rate, making them become unsuitable for
large-scale industrial production, and lack market driving force. Third, the current
recycling process of Li-ion batteries usually involves battery disassembly, smelting
and/or acid leaching, chemical precipitation separation, and decomposition. In these
processes, a large amount of energy and chemicals will be consumed, causing green-
house gas emissions, secondarywaste, and other environmental problems. Therefore,
the development of green, efficient, and full-component recycling methods becomes
a future trend.

The material recycling and resource utilization of waste Li-ion batteries can help
recover the valuable materials, realize the recycling of valuable resources, reduce
the impact of waste treatment on the environment, and reduce the development and
consumption of natural resources. Li-ion batteries usually consist of a cathode, an
anode, an electrolyte, a separator, a casing, and other components. A typical Li-
ion battery contains about 25–30% cathode, 15–30% anode, 10–15% electrolyte,
18–20% shell, 3–4% independent components, and 10% other components. Typical
cathodematerial is composed of 80–85%metal oxide powder, about 10% polyvinyli-
dene fluoride binder, and 5% acetylene black. Graphite is commonly used as a nega-
tive electrode material, and it consists of hexagonal carbon atoms arranged in thin
sheets. The separator is usually made of microporous polypropylene or polyethy-
lene. The commonly used electrolytes in Li-ion battery include LiClO4, LiAsF6,
LiPF6, Li(CF3SO3), Li[N(CF3SO2)2]. It can be seen that the cathode material is the
most valuable part. Table 6.1 lists the chemical components of several typical Li-ion
batteries. Obviously, the metal content of Li-ion batteries is even better than that
of natural raw materials. According to the statistics from London Metal Exchange
(LME), the average price of major metal materials in Li-ion batteries in 2020 is
shown in Table 6.2, indicating that the metal materials in Li-ion batteries have a high
recycling value, of which cobalt has the highest value. Therefore, high-cobalt Li-ion
batteries have excellent recycling value. Ternary batteries have a higher recycling
value than lithium iron phosphate (LFP) batteries.

There are many topics about battery material recycling, such as recycling mode
and industrial chain, recycling methods. In this chapter, it should be noted that in
the study of echelon utilization, the battery is called retired battery, while in the
discussion of battery recycling, it is called waste or spent battery.
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Table 6.2 Price of main
metal materials in Li-ion
batteries (LMC, 2020)

Metals Prices ($/kg) Metals Prices ($/kg)

Cobalt 49.81 Aluminium 2.36

Nickel 16.16 Iron 0.73

Copper 9.456 Phosphate rock 0.074

Manganese 2.30 Lithium hydroxide 11.75

6.2 Sorting of Retired Li-Ion Batteries Based on Neural
Network

The sorting and regrouping of the retired Li-ion batteries are based on one or more
battery performance criteria, named sorting criteria. The purpose of battery sorting is
to evaluate the residual value of the battery through these criteria. As most retired Li-
ion batteries do not have full historical data, the evaluation of battery residual value
can only be done through testing. In this section, the following two outstanding issues
for data science-based battery sorting are addressed: (1) What kind of criteria should
be constructed to truly reflect the ageing characteristics of the retired battery; (2)
How to quickly and accurately obtain these criteria based on the test data for the
sorting of the large-scale retired Li-ion batteries.

6.2.1 Data Science-Based Sorting Criteria

The consistency of Li-ion batteries retired from EVs is usually poor. Therefore, it
is necessary to sort the retired Li-ion batteries before echelon utilization. In other
words, Li-ion batteries with the same or similar performance need to be classified
into the same category. The retired Li-ion battery may be in an accelerated period
of performance degradation, and the inconsistency of cells or modules may increase
more dramatically, further seriously affecting battery safety. Therefore, improving
the accuracy and efficiency of sorting is of great significance to enhance the safety
and economy of echelon utilization. The first basic but key problem of the data
science-based sorting is to select one or more sorting criteria that can accurately
reflect the true state of the retired Li-ion batteries.

There are many performance parameters that can characterize the residual value
and health status of retired Li-ion batteries. Figure 6.4 lists the common sorting
criteria at different scales. Theoretically, the performance degradation of retired
Li-ion batteries is caused by the microscopic changes in the structure or material
morphology at themolecular scale. Therefore, themicroscale sorting criteria become
most direct and accurate. However, it has a cumbersome process and requires high-
precision equipment. Thus, it becomes unsuitable for the sorting of large-scale retired
Li-ion batteries. The sorting criteria widely used in literature include battery appear-
ance [12, 13], capacity or life [14–17], internal resistance [17], impedance spectrum
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Fig. 6.4 Sorting criteria for the retired Li-ion batteries at different scales, reprinted from [11], with
permission from Elsevier

[18, 19], charge and discharge curve characteristics [12, 13], or their combination.
However, these macro characteristics can only reflect the battery external macro-
characteristics and cannot reflect the internal state of the battery. Therefore, there is a
contradiction between precision and complexity in the selection of sorting indicators,
and how to balance them is a key issue.

To build suitable criteria for the large-scale retired Li-ion batteries, the following
issues need to be considered:

(1) Themultidimensional sorting criteria need to be constructed to evaluate battery
status more comprehensively. The current single sorting index cannot fully
reflect the ageing characteristics of Li-ion batteries. For example, classifying
the retired Li-ion batteries just based on capacity may result in the batteries
with different internal resistances being classified into the same category,which
is obviously unreasonable. More importantly, the capacity and internal resis-
tance cannot fully characterize the safety characteristics of a battery, and safety
becomes most important in secondary utilization. In the sorting process, the
typical side reactions (such as lithium plating, thickening of SEI film) or typical
failures (such as internal short circuits) that seriously threaten the battery safety
should be considered. Moreover, the secondary battery is in a period of accel-
erated decline in life, the inconsistency between battery modules or cells may
be enlarged gradually, and capacity diving may occur, which will threaten
the battery safety. Therefore, the prediction of battery life trajectory becomes
significantly important. In summary, the ideal battery residual value evalu-
ation requires the construction of multidimensional indicators, such as the
typical side effects (representing the past states of Li-ion batteries), capacity
and internal resistance (representing the current states), and life trajectory
(representing the future states). These indicators can comprehensively eval-
uate the status of Li-ion batteries from different dimensions and improve the
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safety of echelon utilization. However, how to quickly obtain the multidimen-
sional criteria has become an outstanding problem. The modern sensing and
detection technologies, network technologies, big data science, and modelling
technologies are powerful solutions.

(2) The available historical data of the battery is very valuable, which contains
an abundance of battery status information. Using historical data to evaluate
battery residual value is an economical and accurate method. However, most of
the existing historical data is unlabelled, further bringing challenges to battery
state estimation and is also an issue to be solved.

(3) The sorting efficiency is directly related to the economy andmust be considered
for the large-scale retired Li-ion batteries. Currently, most of the retired Li-ion
batteries do not have available historical data, the sorting criteria can only be
obtained through the test data of Li-ion batteries in this case. The traditional
measurement method of the battery capacity and internal resistance requires
about 3 h, which is not allowed for the state estimation of the large-scale
retired Li-ion batteries. How to quickly obtain the criterion based on the test
data becomes important. In Sect. 6.2.2, a valuable data science-based technical
route of the fast capacity estimation is introduced.

However, the capacity and internal resistance are the external performance of
the battery and cannot well characterize battery internal states. Electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a non-destructive measurement method that has
been widely used to evaluate the performance of Li-ion batteries. EIS can reflect the
internal characteristics of a battery with the minute level of test time. Therefore, it
is a promising method for evaluating the residual value of retired Li-ion batteries.
However, EIS is susceptible to factors such as SoC, SoH, charge/discharge rate, and
temperature. In this context, further exploration is needed in the sorting process and
evaluation. An effective data science-based method is proposed in Sect. 6.2.3.

6.2.2 Case 1: Sorting Criteria Estimation Based on Charging
Data

To evaluate SoH of reutilized Li-ion batteries, capacity and internal resistance testing
is the most direct method. However, this testing is very time-consuming and energy-
consuming. In this section, a fast data science method of estimating reutilized battery
capacity and internal resistance based on charging curves and machine learning is
introduced.

Figure 6.5 illustrates the principle of the proposed data science method. It can
be expressed as follows: First, a large quantity of retired Li-ion batteries (battery
modules or cells) to be sorted are connected in parallel and rest for a long time
to ensure that the battery terminal voltage becomes consistent. This process can
be carried out in large batches and is obviously efficient. Then, these batteries are
randomly selected for series charging, and a series of short-term charging voltage
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Fig. 6.5 A fast estimation method of capacity and internal resistance based on machine learning,
reprinted from [11], with permission from Elsevier

curves are obtained with rapid speed. These curves can be used to extract internal
resistance and capacity. Afterwards, the capacity of a small number of samples is
obtained through the standard capacity test, and a machine learning algorithm (such
as neural network) will be used to establish a correlation model among the charge–
discharge curve, internal resistance, and capacity. Finally, the established correlation
model can be used to estimate the internal resistance and capacity characteristics of
the remaining massive batteries. In this method, states of massive batteries will be
estimated from a small sample test using machine learning, which greatly improves
the sorting efficiency. However, how to establish a black-box model for accurately
correlating charging/discharging curveswith battery capacity has become a key issue.

Take the sorting of battery cells as an example to illustrate the process of obtaining
capacity and internal resistance. The process of obtaining capacity and internal resis-
tance is as follows: First, a large number (N) of cells are selected for the parallel
equalization to ensure that the terminal voltage of the cells remains the same. Then,M
cells (M ≤ N) are selected for the series constant-current charging. Figure 6.6 shows
the voltage curves of M cells in the serial-charging process. Simply, the internal
resistance of each cell can be calculated as follows:

Rcha,�t = Uk(t1 + �t) −Uk(t1)

Icha
(6.1)

where Rcha,�t is the charging internal resistance at time �t ; Icha is charging current.
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Fig. 6.6 Schematic diagram of series charging curves, reprinted from [17], with permission from
Elsevier

In addition, the charging curves of each cell will be affected by internal resistance.
Therefore, the residual voltage after excluding the influence of internal resistance can
be expressed as:

Ũk = Uk(t2) − (Uk(t1 + �t) −Uk(t1)) (6.2)

where Ũk is the terminal voltage of cell k (k = 1, 2, . . . , M) excluding the influence
of internal resistance; Uk(t1),Uk(t1 + �t), and Uk(t2) are the terminal voltage at
t1,t1 + �t , and t2, respectively.

Then, a small number of cells fromM cells are randomly selected for the standard
capacity test, and then the test capacities (Ck) and Ũk are used as samples to train the
capacity model based on machine learning. In this study, a back-propagation neural
network (BPNN) is applied to get the capacity model. Since the BPNN belongs to a
frequently reported algorithm, it will not be described in detail here for brevity.

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, 108 retired cells are used
to carry out a fast capacity estimation. After retiring a battery from EVs, its SoC
would be generally discharged below30% to ensure its safe transportation. Therefore,
the SoCs of the experimental cells would be adjusted to different SoC levels for
constructing the following three cases: Case 1: SoC= 5%, Case 2: SoC= 20%, Case
3: SoC = 30%. Then, the 108 cells are connected in series for the constant-current
charging to get a series of charging curves. In the above three cases, the methods
described in Sect. 6.2.1 are used to estimate battery capacity with the results shown
in Fig. 6.7. Note that the capacity model is trained based on 36 battery cells, while
another 72 cells are used to verify the accuracy of capacity estimation.

It can be observed that the capacity estimation errors in these three cases are
all within 5%. It can be inferred that the accuracy of capacity estimation will be
further improved as the number of sample batteries increases. In the proposed data
science method, a machine learning algorithm is used to establish a black-box model
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Fig. 6.7 Capacity estimation results in different cases. a Capacity estimation results; b capacity
estimation error, reprinted from [17], with permission from Elsevier

betweenbattery capacities and charging curves,whichgreatly improves the efficiency
of capacity estimation. It is very valuable for the sorting of large-scale retired Li-ion
batteries.

6.2.3 Case 2: Sorting Criteria Estimation Based on EIS

6.2.3.1 Methodology

To accurately estimate the ageing characteristics of the retired battery, EIS is used for
the non-destructive testing of Li-ion batteries. Here EIS test belongs to an efficient in-
situ/ex-situ electrochemical characterization technology [20], which has beenwidely
used in the electrochemical measurement and characterization of battery ageing [21,
22]. The EIS information can be expressed in the form of a Nyquist plot combining
the real and imaginary parts of the impedance. The Nyquist plot of the impedance
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Fig. 6.8 Frequency distribution at Nyquist impedance spectroscopy for a cell

Table 6.3 Physical meaning of parameters in EIS diagram

Parts Frequency Features Impedance

I Ultrahigh The intersection of impedance and
the horizontal axis

Ohmic resistance (R0): Resistance of
the cell (electrolyte, separator, and
electrodes)

II High Semicircle Resistance of solid electrolyte
interphase (RSEI)

III Middle Semicircle Charge transfer impedance (Rct)

IV Low 45° straight line Lithium-ion diffusion impedance (Rd)

spectrum of a Li-ion battery cell is shown in Fig. 6.8, in which the horizontal axis
is the real part of the impedance, and the vertical axis is the imaginary part of the
impedance. The physical meanings of each parameter in Fig. 6.8 are listed in Table
6.3 [23, 24].

Reference [25] pointed out that if the high-frequency part of the impedance spec-
trum, that is, the second semicircle part, is directly fitted, the data distortion may be
caused, and the distribution of relaxation times (DRT) method can effectively avoid
this problem. The AC impedance of Li-ion batteries is written as follows:

z( f ) = R0 +
∞∫

0

γ (τ)

1 + j2π f τ
dτ + 1

j2π f cin
(6.3)

where f is the frequency, γ is the time distribution of polarization losses, τ is the time
constant of the corresponding impedance, and cin is the intercalation capacitance. The
main purpose of DRT is to determine γ (τ) through z( f ).

Figure 6.9a shows the EIS test results of 35 retired cells with 20% SoC at 25 °C.
Moreover, as shown in Fig. 6.9b, the DRT curve could be divided into four intervals
[25], which is denoted as S1, S2, S3, and S4. Here the DRT curve can reflect different
impedance types, as listed in Table 6.4. The magnitude of different impedances
can be calculated by the upper and lower limits of the time constants of different
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S1
S2

S3
S4

(a) (b)

Fig. 6.9 EIS test results of 35 retired cells with 20% SoC at 25 °C. a Nyquist plots; b DRT plots

Table 6.4 Types of
impedance reflected in the
different DRT intervals of
Li-ion batteries

Intervals Impedance

S1 Contact resistance (Rc)

S2 SEI resistance (RSEI)

S3 Charge transfer resistance (Rct)

S4 Diffusion resistance (Rd)

impedances. For each interval, the polarization resistance Rp could be calculated as
follows:

Rp =
τU∫

τL

γ (τ)dτ (6.4)

where τU and τL are the upper and lower limits of time constant, respectively.
Battery capacity is one of the key criteria for the sorting of retired Li-ion batteries.

However, traditional battery capacity is generally obtained by the standard capacity
test, which requires a battery to be fully charged and discharged three times. There-
fore, this test process is very time-consumingwith the hour level, becoming obviously
not conducive to the sorting of large-scale retired Li-ion batteries. The EIS test is
very fast at the minute level, and the test results contain rich electrochemical charac-
teristics. However, there is no direct relationship between capacity and EIS. In this
study, an EIS-capacity correlationmodel is built using BPNN. As shown in Fig. 6.10,
the brief process can be summarized as: First, a small number of sample cells are
selected for the standard capacity test. Then, the capacity obtained from the capacity
test and the DRT characteristics are used to train the BPNN model, and the EIS-
capacity correlation model is obtained. Finally, the EIS-capacity correlation model
is used to estimate the capacity of a large number of remaining cells. In this process,
the capacity of cells can be obtained quickly only by inputting DRT characteristics.
It can be seen that the advantage of the proposed method is that the capacity of
most cells can be estimated quickly and accurately based on the capacity test of a
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Fig. 6.10 Establishment process of the correlation model between capacity and EIS

small number of cells. In addition, other valuable battery ageing characteristics can
be quickly extracted from EIS, such as S1, S2, S3, and S4. These electrochemical
characteristics can reflect the internal state of the battery, which becomes useful for
evaluating the residual value of the retired Li-ion batteries.

6.2.3.2 Experimental Verification

In this study, the EIS tests are conducted on 35 retired cells. Then, the capacity of
these cells is tested for the reference of the fast capacity estimation, and the results
are shown in Fig. 6.11. In general, the retired Li-ion batteries are transported and
stored at lowSoC for safety, and the previous studies [26, 27] showed that theNyquist
plots of the same Li-ion batteries with different ageing degrees at low SoC are more
distinct than those at high SoC. Therefore, the SoC of each retired cell is adjusted to
20% for the EIS tests.

In this study, the DRT (DRTi ) and capacity C∗
i (i = 1, 2, . . . , 30) of 30 cells are

randomly selected as the training set of the BPNN model, and the rest five cells are
selected as the validation set. Owing to the DRT of each cell having the same time
constant, DRTi can be expressed as follows:

Fig. 6.11 Capacity
distribution of the 35 retired
cells
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Fig. 6.12 Capacity estimation results based on the EIS-capacity correlation model

˜DRTi = γi (τ ) (i = 1, 2, . . . 30) (6.5)

Owing to the randomness of the initial value, the training results of the BPNN
model are generally unequal. In this study, the EIS-capacity model is trained three
times, and the results of the verification set are shown in Fig. 6.12. It can be observed
that the capacity estimation errors are less than 4% under the three training models.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the EIS-capacity correlation model is accurately
established using BPNN. Moreover, the EIS test time of each cell can be controlled
within 10 min, while the traditional capacity test requires 3 h. It can be clearly seen
that the efficiency of capacity acquisition of the proposed method is ten times higher
than that of the traditional capacity test method with satisfactory accuracy, which
greatly improves the sorting efficiency of the large-scale retired Li-ion batteries.

6.3 Regrouping Methods of Retired Li-Ion Batteries

6.3.1 Overview of Regrouping Methods

After obtaining the performance evaluation criteria of the retired Li-ion batteries,
the next key question is how to regroup these Li-ion batteries based on the sorting
criteria. The following issues need to be considered: (1) The performance evalua-
tion of the battery involves multiple criteria, such as capacity, internal resistance,
and EIS characteristics. Mathematically, the battery regrouping is a clustering issue.
There are many current data science-based clustering algorithms, such as K-means
clustering [28, 29], mean-shift clustering [30], density-based spatial clustering with
noise [31], expectation–maximization clustering [32], cohesive hierarchical clus-
tering [33], support vector machine regression analysis [34]. However, most of them
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are suited to binary classification for two-dimensional data. How to cluster batteries
in a multidimensional space thus becomes the first key issue. (2) The purpose of
battery regrouping is to ensure the safe and long-term reuse of batteries. Therefore,
the echelon utilization scenario must be considered in regrouping. For example,
energy-based and power-based scenarios have different requirements for batteries.
The second key issue is how to construct the constraints of echelon utilization
scenarios in battery clustering.

To address these two problems, an effective data science-based solution is
provided in this study, as shown in Fig. 6.13. Assuming that batteries are regrouped
based on four sorting criteria including the typical side reactions, residual life,
internal resistance, and capacity, this becomes a four-dimensional clustering problem.
Frequently, the multidimensional clustering can be solved by the hierarchical clus-
tering method. Here the side reactions are related to battery safety, while the life,
internal resistance, and capacity characteristics are related to battery functionality.
For the echelon utilization of retired Li-ion batteries, battery safety is the priority.
Therefore, the first level of battery clustering can use the side reaction characteristics
as a criterion, which is a one-dimensional clustering problem. The purpose of the

Fig. 6.13 Multidimensional clustering method under echelon utilization scenario constraints,
reprinted from [11], with permission from Elsevier
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clustering is to classify Li-ion batteries with the same or similar side reaction charac-
teristics. Li-ion batteries with the same side reactions are then clustered at the second
level based on the residual life, capacity, and internal resistance, making it become
a three-dimensional clustering problem. Furthermore, three-dimensional clustering
can be further transformed into two-dimensional clustering by using constraints of
echelonutilization scenarios.Generally, echelonutilization scenarios include energy-
based and power-based scenarios. The typical application of the former is energy
storage power station, while that of the latter is low-speed vehicles. Obviously,
energy-based scenarios require high-capacity batteries, while power-based scenarios
require low-resistance batteries. In this context, batteries used in energy-based appli-
cation scenarios can be clustered by capacity and residual life, while batteries used
in power-based scenarios can be clustered by internal resistance and residual life.
They are two-dimensional clustering problems, which are easy to implement through
algorithms and easy to understand.

It should be noted that the four sorting criteria listed above are just an example.
There are many criteria for clustering retired Li-ion batteries, such as capacity,
internal resistance, and EIS characteristics. Two cases are given below to illustrate
the application of the data science-based clustering method in the regrouping of the
retired Li-ion batteries.

6.3.2 Case 1: Hard Clustering of Retired Li-Ion Batteries
Using K-means

In this study, the K-means algorithm is adopted to cluster and regroup modules to
improve the overall consistency of the entire battery pack. K-means is a well-known
data science-based clustering algorithm in which the data items are clustered into
K clusters such that each item only blogs to one cluster. Moreover, various echelon
utilization scenarios have different requirements for capacity and internal resistance
consistency. For example, greater capacity consistency is required than internal resis-
tance consistency in an energy-type echelon application (e.g. energy storage power
station), whereas more attention should be paid to the internal resistance consis-
tency in a power-type application (such as the low-speed EVs). The energy-type and
power-type echelon applications are two representative echelon utilization scenarios.
Therefore, a reasonable data science-based clustering algorithm should consider the
utilization scenario constraints.

The improved K-means algorithm is developed to describe the constraints of
the echelon utilization scenarios. The proposed algorithm flow is listed in Table
6.5, in which the echelon utilization scenario factor δ is introduced, as shown in
Eq. (6.9). Specifically, the closer the δ tends to 1, the higher the capacity consis-
tency of the battery, which is accordingly clustered as being more suitable for an
energy-type scenario with strict capacity requirements. The closer δ tends to 0, the
higher the power density consistency of the battery, which is accordingly clustered
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Table 6.5 Process of the improved K-means algorithm

I. Data standardization
The sample set is described as follows:{
A = {x1, x2, . . . xm}
xi = [

xc,i , xr,i
]
(i = 1, 2, . . . ,m)

(6.6)

where xi is a two-dimensional array of internal resistance and capacity, and xc,i and xr,i are the
capacity and internal resistance data of the ith retired cell, respectively
Then, the data is standardized as follows:

xi =
[

xc,i−xmin
c

xmax
c −xmin

c
,

xr,i−xmin
r

xmax
r −xmin

r

]
(6.7)

where xmin
c , xmax

c , xmin
r , and xmax

r are the minimum capacity, maximum capacity, minimum
internal resistance, and maximum internal resistance, respectively

II. Algorithm initialization
• The number of clusters is set to K, and the maximum number of iterations is set to N
• The k samples are randomly selected in sample set A as the initial clustering centre, which is
described as follows:{
B = {μ1, μ2, · · · , μk}
μ j = [

μc, j , μr, j
]
( j = 1, 2, . . . , k)

(6.8)

where μc, j and μr, j are the capacity and internal resistance of the kth sample, respectively

III. Clustering
(1) For each element xi in the sample set A, the Euclidean distance di j between xi and μ j is
calculated. Here, the echelon utilization scenario factor is considered in the Euclidean distance
calculation, which is described as follows:

di j =
√

δ2
(
xc,i − μc, j

)2 + (1 − δ)2
(
xr,i − μr, j

)2
(6.9)

where δ is defined as the echelon utilization scenario factor (0 < δ<1)
(2) For j = 1, 2, . . . , K , the new clustering centre μ j is updated as follows:

μ j = 1|C j |
∑

x∈C j
x (6.10)

(3) Repeat Steps (1) and (2) until the termination condition is met. The termination condition is
defined as μ j no longer changes or reaches the maximum number of iterations N

IV. Output clustering results

as being more suitable for a power-type scenario with high-power requirements. By
setting different δ, various echelon utilization scenarios can be described, and more
reasonable clustering results can be obtained.

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed regrouping method, clustering is
performed using both capacity and internal resistance of 108 cells obtained in
Sect. 6.2.2. To highlight the advantages of the proposed method, the conventional
K-means and the improved K-means algorithms are used to cluster these cells, and
the results are shown in Figs. 6.14 and 6.15, respectively. It can be observed that
cells are divided into six categories, and different values of δ will lead to different
clustering results. Specifically, the smaller the value of δ, the more consistent the
internal resistances of the cells in the same group, and the less consistent the battery
capacities. Therefore, the cluster results for a small δ are beneficial for a power-type
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Fig. 6.14 Cluster result based on the conventional K-means algorithm, reprinted from [29], with
permission from IEEE

Fig. 6.15 Cluster results under different coefficient δ, reprinted from [29], with permission from
IEEE
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echelon utilization scenario. In contrast, the closer the value of δ to 1, the more
consistent the capacities of the cells in the same cluster, and the less consistent the
battery internal resistances. Therefore, the cluster results for a large δ are beneficial
for an energy-type echelon utilization scenario. Simply stated, cluster results can be
obtainedwith emphasis on either capacity or internal resistance by setting the echelon
utilization scenario coefficient δ to provide cluster results that are more suitable for
the intended echelon utilization scenarios.

It should be noted that the number of clusters is determined before clustering,
which directly affects the clustering results. In the actual echelon utilization, the
number of clusters can be determined according to the number of batteries, capacity,
and internal resistance distribution. The regrouping of retired Li-ion batteries based
on the cluster results can improve the adaptability and safety of cascade utilization
scenarios.

6.3.3 Case 2: Soft Clustering of Retired Li-Ion Batteries
Based on EIS

The traditional data science-based linear clustering methods, such as K-means, hier-
archical clustering, are hard-clustering methods [35, 36], which means each sample
is only assigned to a specific cluster. For the retired Li-ion batteries, the clustered
cells only belong to one cluster, which is obviously inflexible for the regrouping of
retired Li-ion batteries. For example, it is obviously unreasonable for the cells on
the boundary of the clustering results to be strictly restricted to a fixed cluster. In
this study, Gaussian mixture model (GMM) algorithm [37, 38] is used for the soft
clustering of retired Li-ion batteries, which gives the possibility that one clustered
cell belongs to each cluster. That is, a battery could not belong to a certain cluster,
but may be shared by several clusters, further making the clustering results more
flexible.

The GMM is a probabilistic data science model, which assumes that all data
points are generated by a mixture of Gaussian distributions with a finite number of
unknown parameters. It is usually used for unsupervised learning or soft clustering
of unlabelled data. The probability distribution function of GMM can be defined as
follows:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

π(x) =
K∑

k=1
pkN

(
x |μk,

∑
k

)

N

(
x |μk,

∑
k

)
= 1

(2π)
d
2

∣∣∣∣∑
k

∣∣∣∣
1
2
e

[
− 1

2 (x−μk )
T

−1∑
k

(x−μk )

]

K∑
k=1

πk = 1

(6.11)
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where x is the data points, K is the number of clusters, N is the Gaussian density
function, π is the mixing probability, μk and

∑
k are the mean and covariance for

the Gaussian k (k ∈ {1, . . . , K }), respectively, and d is the data dimension.
Generally, the expectation–maximization algorithm is an iterative algorithm that

is used to find the maximum likelihood estimation of the GMMwhen the parameters
cannot be found directly, and it can be simply divided into the expectation step (E-
step) and the maximization step (M-step). In the E-step, the available data is used to
estimate the value of missing variable. Based on the estimated value, the parameters
are updated with the complete data. Suppose the parameter to be determined is
θ = [π,μ,�], and the detailed process of the GMM are listed in Table 6.6.

The silhouette value s(xi ) and silhouette coefficient CSC are used to evaluate the
clustering effects, and they can be expressed as follows [39]:

s(xi ) = b(xi ) − a(xi )

max(a(xi ), b(xi ))
(6.18)

CSC = 1

m

m∑
i=1

s(xi ) (6.19)

Table 6.6 Process of the GMM algorithm

Name Content

E-step According to the current model parameters, calculate and evaluate the probability that
the observation data xi belongs to the cluster Ck as follows:

Q
(
θ∗, θ(t)

) = E

[
ln p(X,Z|θ∗)

]
= ∑K

k=1
∑N

i=1[ln πk + ln N (xi |μk , �k)]p
(
zi = 1|xi , θ(t)

) (6.12)

where θ∗ is the revised parameters, and Z is the all possible latent variables

M-step Determine the parameters by using the maximum likelihood, and find the revised
parameters as follows:

θ∗ = argmax Q
(
θ∗, θ(t)

)
(6.13)

To determine the optimal parameter π , take the derivative of Q(θ, θ∗) with π and then
set it equal to zero:
∂Q(θ,θ∗)

∂πi
= ∑N

i=1
p(zi=1|xi ,θ(t))

πi
− λ

(∑K
k=1 πk − 1

)
= 0 (6.14)

where λ is the Lagrange multiplier
From Eq. (14), we obtain:

π∗
k =

∑N
i=1 p(zi=1|xi ,θ(t))

N (6.15)

Similarly, the optimal parameters μ∗
k and �∗

k are obtained:

μ∗
k =

∑N
i=1

(
p(zi=1|xi ,θ(t))xi

)
∑N

i=1 p(zi=1|xi ,θ(t))
(6.16)

�∗
k =

∑N
i=1

(
p
(
zi=1|xi ,θ(t)

)·(xi−μk )(xi−μk )
T )

∑N
i=1 p(zi=1|xi ,θ(t))

(6.17)
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Fig. 6.16 EIS and DRT plots of 200 retired cells

where a(xi ) is the average distance between xi and other data points in the cluster,
and b(xi ) is the average distance from xi to all other points in the cluster.

The range of s(xi ) is distributed from−1 to 1. Specifically, if−1 ≤ s(xi ) < 0, the
clustering is unreasonable, and if s(xi ) = −1, the clustering becomes the worst. If
0 ≤ s(xi ) ≤ 1, the clustering is reasonable, and if s(xi ) = 1, the clustering becomes
the best.

To fully demonstrate the advantages of the soft clusteringmethod, 200 retired cells
with different ageing degrees are tested by EIS and DTR described in Sect. 6.2.2,
and the results are shown in Fig. 6.16. According to the above soft clustering method
using GMM, the 200 cells are soft clustered into five groups, which are labelled C1,
C2, C3, C4, and C5. Figure 6.17 shows the clustering results, in which the abscissa is
the cell number, and the ordinate is the clustering probability. P (CX) (X = 1, 2, 3, 4,
5) is the probability that one sample belongs to groups, and the P is distributed from
0 to 1. Specifically, the green, red, and white represent the weak, strong, and median
probability of a battery belonging to a cluster, respectively. It can be observed that
some cells can be grouped into different clusters at the same time. These cells with
middle colours can be flexibly shared by multiple groups during regrouping, which
means that these cells are soft clustered. Furthermore, if a cell with the probability
of 0.3 < P < 0.7 is defined as a cell with soft clustering characteristics, then there
are 17 cells belonging to multiple categories that can be flexibly regrouped. It can be
inferred that cells with soft clustering characteristics will increase as the number of
cells increases, which greatly increases the regrouping flexibility of the large-scale
retired Li-ion batteries.

Fig. 6.17 Soft clustering results of the 200 cells using GMM
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Fig. 6.18 Consistency of the sorting criteria within each cluster

Figure 6.18 shows the distribution of the six sorting criteria for each cell after
clustering, where the abscissa is the cell label and the ordinate is the normalized
value of the six criteria. The five groups are marked with different colours. The
cells in the solid colour group do not have soft clustering characteristics, while
the cells in the shaded colour group have soft clustering characteristics. It can be
observed that the six sorting criteria of the same group of cells all have the good
consistency. For example, C1 has a large and consistent capacity, while C2 and
C4 have large and consistent internal resistances. It shows that clustering based on
the constructed multidimensional criteria can express the key characteristics of the
battery, and then the refined regrouping can be carried out. In addition, the SC value
calculated according to Eq. (6.12) is 0.478, indicating that the proposed algorithm
has a good clustering effect.

It should be noted that the cells in the shaded colour group of Fig. 6.19 are
shared by multiple clusters. The value in the grey grid is the number of non-soft
clustered cells in each group, and the white grid is the number of soft clustered cells
in each group. For example, three cells are shared between C1 and C2, and six cells
are shared between C1 and C5. It can be concluded that the proposed clustering
method based on multidimensional criteria can improve the accuracy and rationality
of battery regrouping, and the soft clustering algorithm based on GMM can improve
the flexibility of large-scale battery regrouping.

Fig. 6.19 Battery distribution with the soft clustering characteristics
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6.4 Material Recycling Method of Spent Li-Ion Batteries

6.4.1 Main Recycling Methods

The material recycling and reuse of spent Li-ion batteries is an important part of the
closed-loop of the Li-ion battery full-lifespan cycle, which can realize the recycling
of valuable resources, reduce the impact of waste treatment on the environment, and
reduce the consumption of natural resources. Therefore, the recycling of spent Li-ion
batteries has receivedwidespread attention in recent years. Big data technology plays
an increasingly important role in the lifecycle management of Li-ion batteries. The
battery recycling traceability comprehensive management system is under construc-
tion and improvement in many countries around the world. During the use of the
battery, the information of battery maintenance or battery retirement is transmitted
to the platform by the vehicle manufacturer. After the battery is retired from EVs,
the battery disassembly, echelon utilization, and recycling enterprises will submit
the battery-related information. In all processes, the material flow in the full-lifespan
cycle of batteries will be submitted to the traceability integrated management plat-
form, and this submitted information forms the big data of batteries. Through the
platform, we can understand the information of the waste batteries in a certain area,
and guide the establishment of battery recycling enterprises and the application of
battery recycling methods.

The recycling process of the spent Li-ion batteries is to separate the useful compo-
nents in the batteries by using their physical and chemical properties to realize the
reuse of resources. The recycling methods of the spent Li-ion batteries based on
battery data can be roughly divided into physical and chemical methods, as shown in
Fig. 6.20. At present, physical methods aremostly used as the pretreatment before the
chemical methods. The physical method includes mechanical separation, heat treat-
ment, mechanochemical treatment, and dissolution treatment. Chemical methods
are an effective solution to improve material recycling rate and purity. The chem-
ical treatment process includes acid leaching, biological leaching, solvent extraction,
chemical precipitation, and electrochemical treatment. At present, the main chem-
ical recycling methods are pyrometallurgy, hydrometallurgy, bioleaching, and mixed
treatment.

Due to the complexity of the Li-ion battery structure, pretreatment is required to
achieve the maximum recovery rate. The discharge process before disassembly will
reduce the energy of the waste battery, thereby preventing spontaneous combustion.
The heat treatment removes and decomposes the electrolyte by thermochemically
degrading organic compounds, thereby deactivating the battery. The battery pack
includes many large components such as housing, battery management system, or
cooling components. Therefore, they were first disassembled manually and then
sorted according to size and chemical composition. The mechanical treatment can
reduce material volume and separate individual battery materials. To release the
positive and negative materials, Li-ion batteries must be crushed, grounded, and then
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Fig. 6.20 Main recycling methods for the spent Li-ion batteries, reprinted from [40], with
permission from Elsevier

sieved. High-energy grinding is used to reduce the particle size and increase the
specific surface area, further simplifying the leaching process.

In pyrometallurgical processing, battery components are smelted at high tempera-
tures to obtain ametal alloy composed of metals Cu, Ni, Co, and Fe, and then purified
and separated by hydrometallurgy. Mn and Ti are usually not recycled as metals, but
oxidized and form slag. In hydrometallurgical recycling, the cathode material is
dissolved in acid, and individual metals are separated by solvent extraction. Inor-
ganic acids are used to dissolve metal components during the leaching process.
Subsequently, the metal is concentrated and purified by chemical precipitation,
ion exchange, or solvent extraction. Compared with pyrometallurgical processes,
hydrometallurgy has higher recovery efficiency, lower energy consumption, and
lower emissions. However, hydrometallurgical technology has complicated process
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steps, high consumption of chemical reagents, and environmental pollution. Direct
recycling is to recycle the negative and positive electrode materials as an integral
part, and thus, they can be directly reused in Li-ion battery manufacturing. Since
complicated purification processes and active material synthesis are avoided, direct
recycling has economic advantages and is environmental friendly. However, its recy-
cling efficiency largely depends on the health of the used Li-ion battery. In addition,
the physical recovery method is a developing method, and it is expected to have a
good development prospect.

Owing to there are many ways to recycle battery materials, some are still in
their infancy. Moreover, the battery material is updated very quickly, resulting in
the corresponding material recycling methods often lag behind the development of
battery materials. Therefore, battery recycling methods are complex and diverse.
Here are some cases to illustrate several classical battery recycling methods based
on battery data.

6.4.2 Case 1: Physical Recycling Technologies

The physical recycling method uses the physical separation to recycle materials from
the spent Li-ion batteries. The common physical recycling methods mainly include
comminution and physical separation as:

(1) Comminution

Before recycling battery materials by chemical or physical methods, the disas-
sembled cells or modules need to be crushed. The common rotating comminution
methods include hammer crushing [41], wet crushing [42, 43], shear crushing [44],
impact crushing [45], and cutting milling. The main principles of these comminution
methods are shown in Fig. 6.21a. Different crushing processes will produce different
sizes and shapes of materials, which will seriously affect the subsequent separation
processes [46, 47].

(2) Separation

The physical separation is a commonly used technology to facilitate subsequent
material recycling. It uses the physical properties of the mixture (e.g. colour, density,
magnetic properties, particle size, and surface physical properties) to separate compo-
nents from waste Li-ion batteries as much as possible. The commonly used physical
separation methods are summarized as follows:

Size separation: Size separation is a common process for the preliminary separation
of the crushed spent batteries. It is usually realized by the vibrating screen, and its
main principle is shown in Fig. 6.21b. The comminuted mixture can be divided into
fine particles (<1 mm) and coarse particles (>1 mm) by size. Generally, the coarse
particles mainly consist of plastic, separator, aluminium foil, and copper foil, while
the fine particles mainly consist of positive and negative materials. In Ref. [46], the
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Fig. 6.21 Schematic illustration of the commonly used physical recycling methods. a Rotating
comminution; b size separation; c magnetic separation, reprinted from [40], with permission from
Elsevier
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mixed particles were divided into five categories: ultrafine particles (<0.5 mm), fine
particles (0.5–1 mm), medium particles (1–2.5 mm), coarse particles (2.5–6 mm),
and ultra-coarse particles (>6mm). The separation results indicated that 82%Cowas
obtained in the ultrafine particles and 68% Co was obtained in the fine particles. For
the NCM batteries, Co is the most valuable metal, while Ni is abundant. Therefore,
the potential recycling value of Ni in cathode materials would exceed that of Co.

Magnetic separation: Magnetic separation is an effective method to separate metals
from non-metallic components. It can be divided into dry-magnetic and fluid-
magnetic separations. The schematic illustration of their working principle is shown
in Fig. 6.21c. The process of the dry-magnetic separation can be described as follows:
the mixed particles are conveyed to the magnetic roller by the conveyor belt. With
the rotation of the magnetic roller, the non-magnetic particles fall into the non-
magnetic collector, and the magnetic particles move to the baffle with the magnetic
roller, and then fall into the magnetic collector. For the fluid-magnetic separation,
the material and water are mixed based on a certain solid–liquid ratio and stirred
at a little speed. The uniformly stirred suspension flows to the magnetic plate at a
constant flow rate, and the magnetic particles are tightly adsorbed on the collecting
mat under the action of magnetic force, while non-magnetic particles are taken away
and collected by the collector under the action of water flow [48]. This method
provides a new idea for separating the micromagnetic particles from mixed parti-
cles. To solve the problem that the existing mechanical separation technologies can
only separate particles larger than 0.075 mm, Ref. [49] proposed a technology of
ultrasonic dispersion and waterflow-magnetic separation to recover micromagnetic
particles frommixedmicroparticles.Moreover, othermetal and non-metal separation
technologies were developed in recent years, such as electrostatic separation [50],
eddy current separation [51].

Gravity separation: There is an obvious density difference among the mixture
components obtained by crushing the spent batteries, which makes the gravity sepa-
ration possible. The gravity separation can be achieved using shaker tables, vibrating
screens, afluidof intermediate density, or air separation.Reference [52] useddifferent
airflow rates to spray and clean mixed components for separation. It is shown that
when the air velocity is 10.2–10.5 m s−1, the smaller diameter polymers were sepa-
rated, such as Cu and Al; when the air velocity is 10.6–13 m s−1, the Cu and Al with
larger diameter were separated directly. Moreover, the falcon centrifugal classifier
is an efficient gravity separator, which is widely used to separate cathode and anode
materials [53]. However, the gravity separation is not suitable for the separation of
fine electrode materials [54].

Flotation separation: Flotation separation is an efficient process to separate fine
particles based on the difference in surface hydrophilicity of mixtures [55]. For
example, the cathode materials in spent Li-ion batteries are hydrophilic, while the
anode materials are hydrophobic [56], which provides a basis for their flotation
separation. However, the electrode material of spent Li-ion batteries is wrapped by
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organic matter, further reducing the difference in hydrophilicity between the posi-
tive electrode and negative electrode materials. Therefore, surface modification is a
necessary step to improve flotation efficiency. Some surface modification methods,
such as aerobic coasting [56], anaerobic pyrolysis [57], Fenton high-order oxidation
[58], mechanical grinding [59], and cryogenic grinding [60], are applied to remove
organic matters on the surface of the electrode materials. Owing to the low recy-
cling rate of resources and serious environmental pollution, the aerobic coasting is
less recommended. Although the Fenton high-order oxidation can remove organic
matter from electrode materials, Fe2+ is introduced into the solution to activate the
reaction [61]. Fe2+ remains on the surface of electrode materials, which complicates
the subsequent metallurgical process. The mechanical grinding can remove some
organic matter on the surface of electrode materials. However, the organic binder
and electrolyte remain on the surface of electrode particles, resulting in a low recy-
cling rate of cathode materials. Reference [62] proved that pyrolysis-assisted surface
modification is an effective method to improve flotation efficiency.

It should be noted that the above physical separation methods may be combined
to improve the recycling rate. First, the mixture can be separated by size after the
battery is crushed. Then, the steel shell and ferromagneticmaterial can be removed by
magnetic separation. Third, the separator and packaging can be recovered by density
or electrostatic separations. Furthermore, the separation of plastics is realized by
density separation. In recent years, some innovative methods have been proposed for
physical recycling. Reference [63] reports a method of delaminating Li-ion battery
electrode by using high-power ultrasonic generator. The adhesion between active
material and collector can be quickly broken by the high-power ultrasonic. When the
electrode is directly under the high-power ultrasonic generator, the stratification time
of the electrode is less than 10 s, and the recycling efficiency of the proposed method
is 100 times higher than that of the traditional methods. Reference [64] proposed a
battery physical recycling method in which the battery is fully charged and then is
placed it in water. This method can easily separate the negative electrode material
and negative collector to obtain lithium salt. The physical recycling methods have
the advantages of short process and being environment-friendly. The development of
innovative physical recycling methods has great significance and bright prospects.

6.4.3 Case 2: Chemical Recycling Technologies

The current chemical recycling technologies of the spent Li-ion batteries mainly
include pyrometallurgical, hydrometallurgical, and biometallurgical technologies.
The pyrometallurgical technology generally does not require pretreatment, and the
technical complexity is low. However, lithium and aluminium are easily discharged
with the slag and cannot be recovered, and the metallurgical process has high-energy
consumption and serious environmental pollution, which does not meet the require-
ments of environmentally friendly industries. Biometallurgy is the use of microor-
ganisms to secrete inorganic or organic acids to recover metal substances in spent
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Li-ion batteries. This technology has the advantages of low energy consumption and
low secondary pollution, but the microbial cultivation conditions are harsh and the
leaching cycle is long. In comparison, hydrometallurgical technology has attracted
more and more attention due to its advantages of high recycling efficiency, low cost,
low energy consumption, and low secondary pollution. The mature technology of
pyrometallurgy and hydrometallurgy is summarized as follows:

(1) Pyrometallurgical technologies

Conventional pyrometallurgical technologies can be classified into pyrolysis and
reduction roasting. The basic principle of pyrolysis is that the electrode mate-
rials will be converted into relatively stable oxidation or metal states under a
high-temperature environment. This method is generally used for the recycling of
cathode materials. Reference [65] revealed a unique phase transition behaviour of
Li1/3Ni1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2 cathode during heating: the initial layer structure first trans-
formed into an Li2O4-type from 236 to 350 °C, and then to a M3O4-type spinel from
350 to 441 °C. Reference [66] indicated that the content of Ni, Co, and Mn in NCM
cathode materials significantly affects the structural changes during heating, and the
more Ni and less Co and Mn, the lower the temperature of the phase transition,
as shown in Fig. 6.22a. Reference [67] proposed a new method for predicting the
thermodynamics of thermal degradation of the cathode materials of Li-ion batteries.
In summary, cobalt, nickel, copper, and other metals are melted and recovered as
alloys in pyrolysis, which needs the subsequent treatment. In addition, lithium and
other components will be discarded in the form of slag and gas at high temperatures,
resulting in the loss of valuable metals. Furthermore, the high-energy consumption
and toxic gas emission are the other defects of the pyrolysis method for the recycling
of retired Li-ion batteries.

In the reduction roasting method, coke, carbon monoxide, and active metals are
used as reducing agents to reducemetals from their compounds. Generally, the anode
materials of battery are usually used as high-temperature reducing agents for the
recycling of cathodematerials. InRef. [68], theNCMcathodematerialswere reduced
to Li2CO3, MnO, NiO, Ni, and Co by calcining with coke as a reducing agent at
650 °C for 30 min. In Ref. [69], the LCO cathode material was reduced from the
crystal structure of the cathode material to form Li2CO3 at high temperature. In
Ref. [70], the cathode and anode materials of LCO were calcined together, and the
following coupling reactions have occurred:

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

4LiCoO2 + C → 2Li2O + CO2 + 4CoO
4LiCoO2 + 2C → 2Li2O + 2CO + 4CoO
Li2O + CO + CoO → Co + Li2CO3

Li2O + C + 2CoO → 2Co + Li2CO3

(6.21)

From the point of view of crystal structure, the stronger attraction of graphite
to oxygen than lithium and cobalt would make oxygen octahedrons inside lithium
cobalt oxide unstable to break down. The whole process is illustrated in Fig. 6.22b.
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Fig. 6.22 Cases of pyrometallurgy methods. a Temperature region of the phase transitions for
NMC; b collapsing model of recycling metals from LiCoO2 by roasting, reprinted from [40], with
permission from Elsevier

In addition, binders, separators, electrolytes, aluminium shells, plastics, and by-
products of chemical plants (e.g. sulphur-containing tail gas, and slag) can also be
the reducing agents for cathode materials. However, with the development of cobalt-
free electrode materials in Li-ion batteries, high-temperature roasting technology is
facing challenges.

(2) Hydrometallurgical technologies

Hydrometallurgy is a common recycling method, which mainly uses the acid or
alkali systems as the leaching agent. Under the combined action of the reducing
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Fig. 6.23 Hydrometallurgy recycling process of spent Li-ion batteries

agent, the waste cathode material is dissolved, so that the elements of Li, Ni, Co,
and Mn are transferred to the liquid phase, and a multi-element mixed solution is
formed to achieve the purpose of further recycling. The recycling process is shown in
Fig. 6.23, and it can be observed that it has the characteristics of low environmental
pollution and high recovery efficiency. The core step of hydrometallurgy recycling is
the leaching process, which is mainly divided into two types: acid leaching and alkali
leaching. Among them, acid leaching is themore commonly usedmethod. In the acid
leaching process, it is usually necessary to use a reducing agent as auxiliary material
to reduce the high-valent transition metal elements in the waste cathode material
to a low-valent state, thereby accelerating the leaching process. The acid leaching
agents mainly include sulphuric acid, hydrochloric acid, nitric acid, phosphoric acid,
and hydrofluoric acid, and the alkali leaching agents mainly include ammonia and
ammonium sulphate. The main reducing agents include hydrogen peroxide, sodium
sulphite, sodium bisulphite, sodium thiosulphate, ammonium chloride, etc. From the
literature, the acid leachingmethod has absolute advantages in the process of cathode
waste from solid state to ionic state. Generally, organic acid or inorganic acid is
used as leaching agent, the M–O (M=Ni, Co, Mn) bond in the cathode material is
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destroyed by H+ structure, and then the metal is leached in ionic state. Inorganic acid
has strong acidity, which can dissolve most valuable metals into ionic state and enter
the solution, but its corrosion to the reaction vessel is also very serious; organic acid
has weak acidity, has special spatial structure and binding site, and is widely used
because of its advantages of the high recovery rate of valuable metals, low pollution,
and easy control Pan application. The following two leaching methods are briefly
introduced.

Inorganic acid leaching methods: The inorganic acids commonly used for solvent
leaching of valuable metals in electrode waste generally include strong acids such
as HCl, H2SO4, HNO3, and H3PO4, among which HCl has the highest leaching effi-
ciency. Under the optimum leaching conditions of HCI, the leaching rates of Ni, Co,
Mn, and Li can reach more than 99%. However, HCl is volatile and easy to produce
harmful gas, which requires special anti-corrosion equipment. The recycling process
would cause great pollution to the environment, resulting in increased recycling costs.

In recent years, inorganic acid leaching has been widely concerned for its high
leaching efficiency, high selectivity of leaching agent, and mature technology. Some
representative leaching results of different cathode materials in different inorganic
acids are listed inTable 6.7.Generally, the leaching effect is affected by the concentra-
tion of leaching agent, the amount of reducing agent, leaching temperature, leaching
time, and solid–liquid ratio. Reference [71] proposed a two-step leaching method
to extract valuable metals selectively from LiNixCoyMn1−x−yO2 cathode materials:
First, Ni, Co, and Li were leached from lixivium either as complexes or metallic
ion by employing ammoniacal solution as the leaching agent and sodium sulphite as
reductant. Second, manganese was deposited fromMn3O4 to (NH4)2Mn(SO3)2·H2O
as sodium sulphite was added. The loose and porous Mn3O4 is more favourable for
ion diffusion and leaching reaction, as shown in Fig. 6.24.

Moreover, the use of alkaline systems in hydrometallurgy recycling can also
achieve an excellent leaching effect. For example, under the combined action of
the leaching agent of ammonia and ammonium carbonate, and the reducing agent of
ammonium sulphite, Co and Cu can be selectively leached and recovered fromwaste
LiMn2O4 and ternary materials. Through the above analysis, it can be concluded that
a suitable leaching system can successfully achieve the effective leaching and recy-
cling of metal elements in the cathode materials of the waste Li-ion batteries. The
recycling product is a mixed solution of multiple elements such as Li, Ni, Co, and
Mn. In the subsequent processing steps, on the one hand, the metal salt compounds
can be extracted from the leachate by selective separation and used as industrial raw
materials; at the same time, the leachate can be directly used as the raw material
of the electrode material regeneration process to improve the recovery of valuable
metals.

From the literature, the leaching efficiency of the inorganic acid is very high.
However, the wastewater, waste residue, and harmful gases (e.g. SO2, SO3, NOx)
will be produced in the leaching process, which poses a great threat to the ecological
environment and human health. Therefore, green environmental protection, high
efficiency, low-cost leaching agent leachingmethod are the future trend and direction.
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Table 6.7 Summary of leaching results for the spent Li-ion batteries in inorganic different acids

Cathode materials leaching agents Leaching results References

NCM H2SO4 92% of Li, 92% of Ni, 68% of Co and
34.8% of Mn

[72]

NCM H2SO4 + H2O2 99.7% of Li, Ni, Co, and Mn [73]

NCM H2SO4 + H2O2 98% of Ni, 99% of Co, and 84% of Mn [74]

NCM H2SO4 + H2O2 99.8% of Li, 96.46% of Co [75]

NCM H2SO4 + Na2S2O5 85% of Li, 90% of Ni, Co and Mn [76]

NCM H2SO4 + NH4Cl 99.1% of Li, 97.4% of Ni, 97.5% of Co,
and 97.3% of Mn

[77]

NCM HNO3 + HCl 71% of Li, 33% of Ni, 34% of Co and
40% of Mn

[78]

LCO H2SO4 99% of Li, 99% of Co [79]

LCO H2SO4 + H2O2 95% of Li, 80% of Co [80]

LCO HCl 99% of Li, 99% of Co [81]

LCO HNO3 + H2O2 95% of Li, 95% of Co [82]

LCO H2SO4 + Na2S2O3 99.71% of Li, 99.95% of Co [83]

LCO H2SO4 + glucose 92% of Li, 88% of Co [84]

LCO H3PO4 + H2O2 99% of Li, 99% of Co [85]

LFP Na2S2O8 99% of Li [86]

LFP H3PO4 97.67% of Fe, and 94.29% of Li [87]

LFP H2SO4 + H2O2 96.85% of Li [88]

LFP + LMO HCI + H2O2 80.93% of Li, 85.40% of Fe and 81.02%
of Mn

[89]

Organic acid leaching methods: Since it is inevitable that volatile and toxic gases
will be generated during the use of inorganic acids, which are harmful to human
health and pollute the environment, and the current research focuses on the use of
acid system recovery methods is also on some natural organic acids in recent years.
Although the acidity of organic acids is lower than that of inorganic acids, some
organic acids still show quite a good leaching rate in the leaching process, which
is mainly due to the formation of complexes between organic acid radical ions and
valuablemetal cations [90]. According to the different leachingmechanisms, organic
acids are divided into chelating organic acids, reducing organic acids, precipitating
organic acids, and other organic acids [91]. The common chelating organic acids
are citric acid, malic acid, platinum succinate, and aspartic acid, and the common
reducing organic acids are ascorbic acid (C6H8O6) and lactic acid (C3H6O3). The
typical precipitating organic acid is oxalic acid (H2C2O4). In Ref. [92], C3H6O3 was
chosen as the leaching and chelating agent to recycle the cathodematerials from spent
Li-ion batteries. Table 6.8 lists some leaching effects of different cathode materials
in different organic acids. After leaching valuable metals with organic acids, the
leaching solution or recovered products are used to replace the raw materials for the
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(a) 94.4% Li
99.7% Co
99.5% Ni

95.0% Li
98.4% Co
96.9% Ni

(b)

Fig. 6.24 Process of a two-step leaching method, reprinted from [40], with permission from
Elsevier

resynthesis of electrode materials, to realize the closed-loop recycling of the spent
Li-ion batteries.

The waste cathode material recovered by the above method is usually a mixed
system of several different metal ions. If a certain single metal ion is required in the
subsequent process, the next step of separation operation is required, such as solvent
extraction, chemical precipitation. The solvent extraction uses a two-phase system
(usually an organic phase and an aqueous phase) to achieve separation through the
uneven distribution of different ions in the two phases. The separation mechanism
of chemical precipitation is the different solubility of metal compounds at a certain
pH. In general, the solubility of transition metal hydroxides and oxalates is much
lower compared to the corresponding lithium compounds. Thus, different metal ions
can be used for cascaded precipitation separation at different pH values to efficiently
separate metal ions such as Ni, Co, Mn, and Li. The commonly used precipitation
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Table 6.8 Summary of leaching results for the spent Li-ion batteries in organic acid

Cathodes Leaching agents Leaching results References

NCM Acetic + H2O2 >98% of Li, Co, Ni, Mn [93]

NCM Acetic + H2O2 99.9% of Li, 92.6% of Ni, 93.6% of
Co, 96.3% of Mn

[94]

NCM Lactic + H2O2 97.7% of Li, 98.2% of Ni, 98.9% of
Co, 98.4% of Mn

[92]

NCM Formic + H2O2 98.2% of Li, 99.9% of Ni, 99.9% of
Co, 99.9% of Mn

[95]

NCM Maleic + H2O2 > 98% of Li, Co, Ni, Mn [96]

NCM Oxalic > 98.5% of Ni, Co, Mn [97]

NCM Citric + D-glucose 99% of Li, 91% of Ni, 92% of Co,
94% of Mn

[98]

NCM Trichloroacetic acid + H2O2 89.8% of Li, 93% of Ni, 91.8% of
Co, 91.8% of Mn

[99]

NCM Citrus fruit juice 100% of Li, 98% of Ni, 94% of Co,
99% of Mn

[100]

LCO Citric acid + H2O2 99.07 of Li [101]

LCO Tartaric acid + ascorbic acid 100% of Li, and >90% of Co [102]

LCO Oxalic acid 98% of Li, and 97% of Co [103]

LFP Oxalic 99% of Li, 94% of Fe [104]

agents includeNaOH,H2C2O4, (NH4) 2C2O4,Na2CO3,Na3PO4, etc. The subsequent
processes are diverse and not be specifically introduced here.

The waste Li-ion batteries contain a large number of valuable metal resources,
such as Ni, Co, Mn, Li, which have good prospects for recycling and are gradually
being valued. At the same time, the recycling of large amounts used Li-ion batteries
poses new challenges to environmental protection and sustainable use of resources
and puts tremendous pressure on the development of appropriate recycling technolo-
gies. The pyrometallurgical recycling process has beenwidely studied due to its short
process and high efficiency. The hydrometallurgical recycling process has gradually
become a research hotspot due to its good selectivity to valuablemetals andmild reac-
tion conditions. It is relatively mature and worthy of promotion. The recycling mech-
anism of hydrometallurgy should be studied continuously, and the battery industry
chain, the related recycling processes, and equipment should be perfected. Under
the continuous improvement of battery recycling policies, a comprehensive utiliza-
tion system should be established, a market recycling system should be improved.
More importantly, cascade utilization and battery dismantling and recycling should
bemore effectively integrated and developed, and thewaste Li-ion battery companies
and other energy companies should coexist and develop in harmony.
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6.5 Summary

This chapter describes the data science-based battery reutilization management for
retired Li-ion batteries. First, the echelon utilization and material recycling of retired
Li-ion batteries are briefly introduced. They can maximize the full-lifespan value of
Li-ion batteries and alleviate the pressure of lithium, cobalt, manganese, and other
resources, which is of great significance to the sustainable development of Li-ion
batteries. Second, aiming at the sorting problem in the echelon utilization of large-
scale Li-ion batteries, a data-based sorting criterion is constructed, the test data is
used to train the neural network model, and the machine learning algorithm is used
to complete the rapid sorting of large-scale Li-ion batteries. In addition, two cases
are used to verify the proposed fast sorting method: one case is used to describe the
fast estimation of battery capacity and internal resistance using partial charging data
based on the proposed method; the other case describes a fast estimation method
of battery capacity and other important characteristic parameters using EIS, and
the experimental results show that the speed of obtaining battery capacity by the
proposedmethod is 10 times higher than that by the traditionalmethod. Third, aiming
at the problem of battery regrouping in echelon utilization, a hard-clustering method
based on K-means and a soft clustering method based on the GMM algorithm are
proposed. Finally, the material recycling methods are comprehensively summarized
and discussed. The establishment of a traceability management platform for material
and information flows of Li-ion batteries based on big data in the full-lifespan cycle
can greatly facilitate the echelon utilization andmaterial recycling of Li-ion batteries.
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Chapter 7
The Ways Ahead

Although great efforts have been made in developing data science technology for
benefitting full-lifespan management of Li-ion batteries, many knowledge gaps still
exist. This chapter summarizes these challenges, future trends, and promising solu-
tions to boost the development of data science solutions in themanagement of battery
manufacturing, operation, and reutilization, respectively. This could further inform
the selections of data science methodology and academic research agendas alike,
thus boosting progress in data science-based battery full-lifespan management on
different technology readiness levels.

7.1 Data Science-Based Battery Manufacturing

Efficient data science-based management of battery manufacturing, hampered by the
complicated intermediate stages within the batterymanufacturing chain, is becoming
a key but challenging research direction, as it could play a direct and pivotal role
in affecting manufactured battery performance. Considering the huge requirement
on battery with high performance for larger-scale energy storage applications, we
outline four challenges and ways ahead directions, as illustrated in Fig. 7.1, with the
overarching target of achieving more technological innovation and breakthroughs in
data science-based management of battery manufacturing.

7.1.1 Continuous Manufacturing Line

The current established batterymanufacturing line contains stageswith variousmate-
rial flows. For example, coating and calendering are continuous, electrode cutting,
electrolyte filling, forming, and testing are discrete, while mixing is batch-wise.
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manufacturing

Traditionally, as a batch-wise process, slurry mixing would cause variations right
from the beginning of electrode manufacturing. A suggested way is to improve
mixing technology andmake it become a fully continuous process. The obvious bene-
fits of continuousmanufacturing line are it requires lessmanpower to operate but also
can include high-precision dosing systems and in-line quality monitoring and anal-
ysis. For large-scale batterymanufacturing line, achieving continuousmanufacturing
could also address the bottlenecks in terms of time and cost [1].

7.1.2 Digital Manufacturing Line

Due to the superiorities in terms of predictive maintenance and real-time quality
control, Industry 4.0 with digitization is becoming ideal for battery manufacturing
[2]. In this case, once the characteristics of the intermediate manufacturing product
are measured, the machine corresponding to the next step will adjust its settings
for correct further processing. Several measures including equipment automation,
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digital twin of products and processes have been taken to implement digital manu-
facturing lines [3], which face their own issues in communication protocols, network
security, and financial investment [4]. Therefore, the digital battery manufacturing
line becomes a promising direction as the technology cost reduces, the utilization of
data science and cloud tool represents less of a barrier. Moreover, with the digitiza-
tion of the battery manufacturing line, an in-depth understanding of manufacturing
equipment, parameters, data collection, and processing is worth being explored.

7.1.3 Advanced Sensing Methodology

Battery manufacturing is a complex process that encompasses multidisciplinary
disciplines in material, chemical, and mechanical operations. As the most complex
stages, the strongly coupled parameters from coating and drying processes would
highly influence electrode and battery performance in terms of material, electro-
chemical, and mechanical properties. Current researches mostly focus on the off
situ electrode characterizations such as surface morphology and element distribu-
tions, while in situ methodologies are still poorly adopted. For example, for the
drying process, although a few in situ characterization methods have been adopted
to explore the drying rate, binder and particle distribution, the dynamic informa-
tion acquired for drying is still limited [5–7]. To further obtain more qualitative and
quantitative data for data science activities, advanced sensing methodologies such
as X-ray CT [8], Fourier transform infrared microscopy [9, 10], contrast-variation
small-angle neutron scattering [11] are suggested to be adopted.

In the light of this, advanced sensing methodology is crucial for the next genera-
tion battery manufacturing management in the medium and long runs. Future ways
ahead could focus on in situ sensing methods that could accurately access impor-
tant information about manufacturing parameters, and deeper insight into the elec-
trochemical measurement of battery manufacturing. Moreover, 3D image sensing
methodologywith computationalmodels has illustrated substantial benefits in battery
properties [12]. This methodology also attempts to give more in situ information on
battery manufacturing, further benefitting the generation of new data and profound
observation for more efficient data science management of battery manufacturing.

7.1.4 Improved Machine Learning

Data science-based models could bring many merits for parameter analyses in
battery manufacturing, such as greatly reducing the expertise required to use model.
However, pure data-driven models still present limitations, such as the inability to
give physical insights into the battery manufacturing line. This would significantly
hinder battery manufacturers to optimize their manufacturing line. In addition, the
parameter analysis capabilities of pure data science models are highly influenced
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by the quality of the data used, because these data must cover enough informa-
tion to ensure that the model can be well trained. In this context, it is important
to explore how to improve the pure data science model by combining it with other
powerful tools. One key lies in the design of data physics-driven models by coupling
the physical elements of battery manufacturing to machine learning approaches to
further help provide physical insights for battery manufacturing parameter analysis.
In addition, image-based models that link relevant X-rays and other imaging infor-
mation to describe battery micro behaviour have also become powerful tools in the
battery field [13, 14]. In this context, hybrid tools through combining the benefits
of machine learning and image-based model are suggested to improve the inter-
pretability of data science tools and get more valuable information from images for
wider battery manufacturing data analyses.

7.2 Data Science-Based Battery Operation

Battery operation management, featured by its multidisciplinary nature, is becoming
a fast growing research area, as there are increasingly stringent regulations on battery
performance for large-scale transportation electrification applications. Considering
potential scientific importance and engineering application requirements, several
data science-based research directions and trends in this field, from the perspectives
of battery operation modelling and state estimation, lifetime prognostics, fault diag-
nosis, and battery charging, are outlined, with the overarching target of stimulating
more technical innovations and transformative breakthroughs.

7.2.1 Operation Modelling and State Estimation

Although the current data science-based battery operation modelling and state esti-
mation approaches have made great progress, the following challenges still exist and
need to be further improved, as illustrated in Fig. 7.2.

Robust and simplified operation modelling: For battery operation modelling, the
widely utilized equivalent circuit model (ECM) lacks enough chemical signifi-
cance, making it become difficult to describe many dynamic characteristics within a
battery. Therefore, it is recommended to combine battery electrochemical elements
into ECMs. The machine learning-based model is usually trained under a specific
condition, further causing generalization issues in real battery operations. This
requires the model could be trained under comprehensive operation cases. There-
fore, the training data should consider the elements of battery degradation, hysteresis,
charging/discharging rates, and temperatures. On the other hand, another big issue
for battery operation modelling is the trade-off between computational efforts and
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computing resources. In the light of this, another future research direction should
focus on the reduction and simplification of battery operation modelling.

Joint multi-state estimations: There are a number of data science-based battery
single state estimation methods reported in the literature, whereas the research of
at least two-state joint estimation is still limited. It should be known that battery
internal states are actually coupled and interact with each other. Estimating one state
independently and ignoring other states can obtain satisfactory results only under
certain constraints. In the light of this, according to themulti-field coupling of electro,
thermal, ageing, and mechanical conditions of a battery, devising advanced data
science-based methods such as fractional-order calculus [14] and multi-time scale
estimator [16] to effectively enhancebatterymulti-state joint estimationperformance,
with a reliable computing efficiency, becomes another promising research direction.

7.2.2 Lifetime Prognostics

Battery lifetime prognostics is also a key and hot research topic in battery operation
management. Although great data science efforts have beenmade in this field, several
challenges from Fig. 7.3 are still existed as:

Battery degradation identification: The pure data science-based solutions, espe-
cially just using machine learning technology, are difficult to explain battery degra-
dation mechanisms. It would become meaningful to integrate the information of
battery degradation mechanism with the lifetime prognostic approaches. As such,
combining machine learning with physical information about battery ageing is a
promising research direction. As some battery ageing data curves such as IC/DV
contain battery degradation mechanisms, one suggested way is to first collect IC/DV
data for uncovering battery ageing mechanisms, then couple this information into
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Fig. 7.3 Ways ahead for better data science-based battery lifetime prognostics

machine learning. In this way, IC/DV data could reflect sensitive indicators of battery
ageing, further benefitting battery lifetime prognostics.

Self-improving model via online data: Li-ion battery degradation is sensitive to the
operation cases. Effectively predicting battery lifetime under conditions different
from the training cases is a challenge. The difference between the laboratory cases for
model development and the real operation conditions limits the wider applications of
data science-based approaches. This could be improved in two ways: (1) the scale of
an experimental ageing dataset can be increased to cover more battery degradation
information under wider operation cases, further improving the predictability of
derived data science-based solutions. However, this would also lead to the increased
cost of the battery ageing tests. (2) Improving the dynamic updating capability of
data science-based models developed offline is worthy of further research, because
it could pave a way to the self-improving model.

Lifetime prognostics at pack level: To date, most of battery lifetime prognostics
research is explored under battery cell level. However, in real applications, numerous
cells require to be connected with series or parallel forms to construct a battery pack
for providing enough energy and power. Understanding battery pack degradation
requires knowledge beyond the cell level, considering additional effect elements
including cell inconsistency, electrical imbalance and temperature variations among
cells.All these issues complicate accurate lifetimeprognosticsmodelling for a battery
pack.The advances in the state-of-the-art deep learning tools are foreseen to introduce
some ways to these issues. Some deep neural networks such as convolutional neural
network and generative adversarial network have the ability for highly complicated
nonlinear fitting and become good candidates for handling these issues. The use of
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such deep learning tools or similar self-learning solutions also becomes a promising
way for battery lifetime prognostics at the pack level.

7.2.3 Fault Diagnostics

Battery failure is a very large potential hazard to vehicles, so the battery fault diag-
nosis is becoming a research hotspot. At the same time, battery failures are concealed
and have a long incubation period, which brings great challenges to its diagnosis.
The current fault diagnosis is still based on feature detection, and the early warning
capability of hidden faults needs to be improved. With the development of sensor
and artificial intelligence technologies, future development of battery fault diagnosis
has the following trends, as illustrated in Fig. 7.4.

(1) Diversification of sensing signals. The development of smart sensors makes
it possible for the smart perception of batteries. Some currently unmeasurable
parameters will become measurable through built-in smart sensors, such as the
battery internal temperature, pressure or strain inside the battery, internal gas
concentration and composition, positive and negative absolute voltages, and
impedance spectra. These signals bring important input to the fault diagnosis of
the battery, changing the current defect that there is only insufficient informa-
tion such as battery voltage, current, and temperature. It is worth mentioning
that the online measurement technology of EIS provides very valuable infor-
mation for the battery fault diagnosis, and the development of EIS chips in
future is an important direction.

Fig. 7.4 Ways ahead for better data science-based battery fault diagnosis
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(2) High-fidelity battery models. The current battery model has a contradiction
between complexity and accuracy.However, the high-precision state estimation
of the battery requires high-precision physical and electrochemical models.
Cloud computing makes the application of this highly complex model and the
adaptive updating of model parameters based on data become a reality. For
the fault diagnosis model, the key technology is how to establish the mapping
relationship between the sensor signal and the internal state of the battery from
the battery mechanism, and how to establish the mapping relationship between
the fault type and the battery model.

(3) Intelligent diagnosis anddecision technologies. The battery fault characteris-
tics are deeply mined by machine learning. Model, data, and machine learning
are becoming the three core elements for battery fault diagnosis. The devel-
opment of big data has produced a large amount of data. Machine learning
technology is an important means and powerful weapon to explore massive
data. The model-driven and data-driven fault diagnosis methods urgently need
the support of machine learning. The parameters of the physical model need
to be learned and improved by machine learning. In addition, how to extract
fault features from massive data is a very challenging task. Machine learning
can effectively and deeply mine the hidden fault features in the data, which
can greatly improve the fault recognition rate and reduce the false alarm rate.

(4) End-edge-cloud collaboration. The application of digital twin technology
gives a new concept of battery network management and service. The digital
twin technology and cloud collaboration of the future battery management
system will establish a battery fault diagnosis algorithm based on outlier
mining, break through the limitations of computing power and storage space
of traditional battery management, and realize the refined safety management
of the full battery life cycle.

7.2.4 Battery Charging

Figure 7.5 illustrates the ways ahead for better data science-based battery charging
management, which includes three main parts: robustness improvement, thermal
management, and pack level charging.

Robustness improvement: For battery charging, as numerous data science-based
explorations on charging management are experimental or empirical in nature, their
performance has been explored only under a limited range of battery chemistry, oper-
ation factors and cases. These results are difficult to be extended to other battery types
or conditions, as supported by the frequent conflicting observations from different
reports. Besides, lots of model-based optimal charging strategies are based on equiv-
alent circuit model or single particle model, and only be validated under a specific
operating condition. Such strategies would become inaccurate especially under high
power or high current cases. In this context, more in-depth exploration of battery
charging behaviours and robust data science-based battery models are required for
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efficient battery charging strategy design that could generalize well under different
operational conditions.

Thermal management under low/high temperatures: Thermal management is a
key element in battery charging. To date, existing charging strategies are mainly
designed under normal temperature conditions without considering the cases of low
or high temperature charging. Due to the increased number of electrical vehicles
is deployed in both colder and hotter climates, battery charging strategies under
such conditions become increasingly critical. In this context, experimental data
under extreme charging conditions are required to design suitable data science-based
charging strategies. Then these charging strategies could equip with suitable thermal
management solutions to preheat or cool batteries. This could significantly improve
battery safety during the charging period and performance such as battery lifetime.

Pack level charging: To further benefit the charging performance of each individual
cell within a pack, charging strategies considering the cell inconsistency are required
to avoid local overcharge or safety issues. Currently, multi-objective charging strate-
gies havebeenwell designed for single battery cells, but their transferability, influence
and costs in battery packs have not been fully explored. Charging strategies with
the ability to improve the performance of a single cell would also lead to uneven
currents or temperatures when executed on the battery pack. As fast charging would
amplify heterogeneity, such charging research considering the effects of cell-to-cell
difference is urgently required. In this context, experimental data of different cells
within battery pack charging are required. Then the data science-based battery pack
charging solutions could be explored to integrate cell and pack management, further
improving charging performance at the pack level.
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7.3 Data Science-Based Battery Reutilization

The echelon utilization and material recycling are the key links to building the
closed-loop management of Li-ion batteries in the full life cycle. They have obvious
significance in resource recycling and environmental protection. With the explosive
development of EVs and the rapid development of the Internet, big data, and artifi-
cial intelligence (AI) technologies, battery management is entering the digital and
intelligent stage in the entire life cycle. As summarized in Fig. 7.6, there are three
important trends.

(1) New industrial structure is forming and reconstructing. Massive zero/low
marginal cost Li-ion batteries in EVs will greatly enrich the flexible resources
of the power grid and promote the rapid development of the mobile energy
Internet. In 2030, EV ownership in China will reach 100 million, and the
power of on-board power Li-ion batteries will exceed 1 billion kilowatts,
which is equivalent to 50 Three Gorges power stations. The on-board power

Fig. 7.6 Schematic diagram of the entire life cycle and digital management of Li-ion batteries,
reprinted from [15], with permission from Elsevier
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batteries of mass EVs can absorb the excess power in the power grid. What
we need to do is to make these EVs charge and discharge at the right time.
The power battery will make the energy Internet connect more widely, flexibly,
stably, and strengthen the cooperation with other elements. Under the frame-
work of energy Internet, smart grid, battery leasing, battery recycling, echelon
utilization, sharing economy, and other new industrial structures and modes
are forming and developing.

(2) Circular economy is further developing and deepening. The entire life cycle
of Li-ion batteries can be divided into production, service, and retirement
stages. Li-ion batteries provide power for EVs during service, which is also
an important part of the energy Internet. When the battery is retired from the
EV and enters the stage of echelon utilization, it can directly participate in the
energy Internet. When Li-ion battery cannot meet the requirements of echelon
utilization scenarios, itwill enter the recycling link.Recycling valuablemetal of
the spent battery has great environmental protection and economic value. The
recycled battery materials can be reused for battery remanufacturing, which is
of great significance to alleviate the resource crisis. By constructing the cycle
economy model of the full life cycle of Li-ion batteries, the value of Li-ion
batteries can be maximized, which is of great significance to the sustainable
development of Li-ion batteries.

(3) The new technologies are applied in the full life cycle of Li-ion batteries.
First, the ageing and failure mechanism of Li-ion batteries will be clearer,
which is very critical for the fine management of Li-ion batteries. Second,
the high-quality operation data in the entire life cycle of Li-ion batteries is
very valuable. These data are the basis of accurate state estimation and safety
management of Li-ion batteries, and they also facilitate the quick evaluation
of residual value of the retired Li-ion batteries. In recent years, the intelligent
BMS integrating mechanism model, cloud data and artificial intelligence tech-
nologies have become a hot research topic, which promotes the accurate and
efficient management, optimization and control of Li-ion batteries in the full
life cycle. For Li-ion batteries recycling, the development of new recycling
methods with characteristics of green, highly efficient, low energy consump-
tion, short process is an important research field. We think that the following
three aspects are favourable trends: (a) the study of selective leaching sepa-
ration of Li will greatly improve the economic benefits of recycling; (b) the
development of co-extractant for the extraction of Ni, Co, and Mn metals will
shorten the separation process and reduce costs; (c) direct electrode recycling
technology is an important development direction.

(4) Sustainable and green development have attracted more and more atten-
tion. Under the requirements of carbon neutralization, the carbon emission
in battery recycling and remanufacturing needs to be paid special attention.
Battery recycling has high economic value, but its impact on the environment
is a topic that needs to be expounded. As a powerful evaluation tool of envi-
ronment, resources, and cost, lifecycle assessment (LCA) has received great
attention in the full lifecycle management of Li-ion batteries in recent years.
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The environmental and resource burdens are evaluated by the LCA method in
the full life cycle of Li-ion batteries is of great significance to improve process
flow and products, risk assessment and policy decision-making.

7.4 Summary

Li-ion battery represents one of the promising energy storage solutions for many
applications such as transport electrification and smart grid, owing to its high
energy density, reliable service life. Battery management technologies are devel-
oping rapidly in the international market and are also a hot research topic. However,
there are many technical challenges in battery full-lifespan applications, demanding
state-of-the-art data science approaches. Firstly, battery properties such as cost, reli-
ability, energy density, and life are directly determined by its manufacturing process.
It is thus vital to develop suitable solutions for understanding and analysing battery
intermediatemanufacturing processes in the pursuit of smarter batterymanufacturing
management. Besides, owing to complicated electrochemical dynamics, numerous
tasks including battery operation modelling, state estimation, lifetime prognostics,
fault diagnosis, and charging must be done to well and efficiently manage battery
during its operation stage. Moreover, to make full use of battery residual value,
the retired battery will be reutilized in second-life applications such as grid energy
storage. To further comply with environmental and health benefits, batteries need
to be recycled finally when they get either spoilt or non-functional. With the rapid
development of AI and machine learning technologies, data science-based applica-
tions have drawnmuch attention and become a research hotspot in the field of battery
full-lifespanmanagement. Afterwell-designing proper data science solutions, signif-
icant enhancement can be achieved for more effective battery management from
the aforementioned three parts. However, as relative new and prospective research,
currently there is no book to systematically introduce and describe the battery full-
lifespan management particular from data science application perspective to our best
knowledge.

In this book, data science-based battery full-lifespan management strategies are
comprehensively reviewed and discussed. In Chaps. 1 and 2, i.e. (1) the introduc-
tion to Li-ion battery and related management, (2) the key stages of battery full-
lifespan and the basics of data science technology, give illustrative descriptions on
the research focus. Then in Chaps. 3–6, the new and emerging data science tech-
nologies for full-lifespan management of Li-ion battery from three key aspects, i.e.
(1) battery manufacturing management, (2) battery operation management, and (3)
battery reutilization management, are discussed with plentiful case studies. Finally,
this chapter overviews the key challenges, future roadmap in all these three parts.

In a nutshell, to make full use of battery to support power/energy and ensure
its safety, efficiency and performance, reliable data science methods are required
in the battery full-lifespan management, but many corresponding technologies are
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immature. None of the data science solutions can be regarded as a one-size-fits-
all solution; instead, there are inherent trade-offs between complexity and perfor-
mance in different applications. To widen the data science applications for battery
management, three key features are given in this book: (1) the concept of full-lifespan
management of Li-ion battery is proposed and the state-of-the-art data science tech-
nologies to handle related key tasks are described. (2) Case studies of deriving various
data science technologies to benefit battery manufacturing, operation and reutiliza-
tion are systematically introduced, which proves that data science is a promising
route to improve the full-lifespan management of battery. (3) Valuable guidance for
the challenges, future trends, and promising solutions to benefit data science-based
battery full-lifespan management are provided. With the above arrangement, we
hope that this book provides useful reference points to support the design of data
science-based battery management solutions during its lifespan, while a brand-new
hologram to make full use of battery during full-lifespan will be formulated, further
boosting the advancement of AI and low-carbon technologies.
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